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Tynwald
The Court met at 10.30 a.m.

[MADAM PRESIDENT in the Chair]

The Acting Third Clerk: Hon. Members, please rise for the President of Tynwald.
The President: Moghrey mie, Hon. Members.
5

Members: Moghrey mie, Madam President.
The President: The Lord Bishop will lead us in prayer.

PRAYERS
The Lord Bishop

Order of the Day
8. Review of the Road Transport Licensing Committee –
Amended motion carried
The Chairman of the Council of Ministers’ Road Transport Licensing Committee Review
Committee to move:
That the Report on the findings of the Council of Ministers’ Review Committee on the Purpose,
Remit and Operation of the Road Transport Licensing Committee [GD No 2015/0035] be
received.

10

15
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The President: Before we start, Hon. Members, if you do feel too warm please feel free to
remove jackets.
We turn to Item 8 and I call on the Chairman of the Council of Ministers’ Road Transport
Licensing Committee Review Committee, Mr Crookall.
The Chairman of the Council of Ministers’ Road Transport Licensing Committee Review
Committee (Mr Crookall): Thank you, Madam President.
Hon. Members, as you will recall, I undertook to investigate the purpose, remit and operation
of the Road Transport Licensing Committee on behalf of the Council of Ministers. I would record
at the start my thanks to all those who took time to participate in the consultation. I should also
like to thank the Department of Infrastructure’s officers for their professional and administrative
support.
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Members will realise that the Report is to be received by Tynwald and will note that there are
no recommendations to be voted upon. The aim of the work that I undertook was to review the
situation and to be able to inform Members of the work of the Road Transport Licensing
Committee in a way that was clear and factual.
The remit and operation of this Committee has aroused the interest of Members of the Hon.
Court over the years perhaps in a way that is out of proportion to its small size and specific role.
I accepted the role of reviewing the remit and operation mainly on the basis that I felt it was
important, both to Hon. Members and indeed to members of the Committee and their officers,
that the issues were looked at objectively and that this Hon. Court was presented with a
document that outlines the key areas and key options for change.
Members will, of course, have read the Report and will know that the public and the
regulated industry were invited to contribute to the work.
I am aware that the Hon. Member for Rushen, the Minister for Infrastructure, has circulated
an amendment to the motion – and if he has not, it will be. I would like to say at the outset that I
am very pleased to see the amendment and will be more than happy for his Department to take
forward the issues raised in the Report, if indeed the Report is received and if indeed the
amendment is seconded and itself supported. Certainly I would be most interested to see what
the proposals the Department return with later this year are. I do believe that some of the
change would be worthwhile and very much hope that the Minister for Infrastructure can bring
forward something that makes sure that there is a good balance between the important controls
offered by the Committee and the cost, in terms of both administration and impact on the
industry, of that regulation work.
Finally, Madam President, the Road Transport Licensing Committee is formed of members of
the community, who apply themselves diligently to the tasks set by the legislation voted through
in this Hon. Court. There may well be merit in considering changes to the legislation and the
administration, but I would like to make it clear as I close that the Committee members are
doing their best to deliver what they have been asked to do, and I thank them for that.
I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The Hon. Member for Malew and Santon.
Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President. I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Gawne.
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The Minister for Infrastructure (Mr Gawne): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I rise to support the mover in relation to this Report. I am pleased that the Hon. Member has
undertaken this Report. Perhaps just to clarify why it was felt appropriate for a Minister who
was not Minister of the Department of Infrastructure to do this, there is a degree of separation
between the role of the RTLC and the role of the Department of Infrastructure, and rightly so
because the RTLC regulates some of the functions which my Department undertakes.
That said – I am not sure whether the amendment has got as far as Members yet (Several
Members: Yes.) (A Member: No.) – the only weakness, I feel, in the Report is that it describes
next steps but it does not actually say who is going to undertake those next steps. The
Department is probably well placed to take the next steps, so rather than making value
judgements as to what the right thing to do is we would be assuming Tynwald supports the next
steps and we would be able to implement those next steps. So effectively we would be fulfilling
the will, as described by Tynwald, as to how we should proceed. The Department is, as Hon.
Members may be aware, progressing two or possibly more pieces of highways legislation and it
would be quite easy for us to incorporate into those pieces of legislation any primary legislative
changes that would be required. So I think it would be quite helpful for us to do that. Quite
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clearly we would need to work both with the RTLC and indeed with the OFT if it is felt that this is
the right way forward, and certainly personally I think it is.
I should, though, as the sponsoring Department for the RTLC, make some comments that
have been given to me by the RTLC. I think it is important that we do give the RTLC the
opportunity to respond to the Report. As there are, because of its nature, no political Members
in here representing the RTLC, apart from me as the sponsoring Department, I think it is
important that I give a little bit of exposure to their views about the Report. So these are a few
notes prepared, to me, by the RTLC:
‘Tynwald will shortly be considering the proposed merger of the RTLC with the OFT following the recent CoMin
review of the RTLC. This note is to suggest that while this may be a sensible approach because of the need for
continuing reductions in Government expenditure it is vital that the work of safeguarding the public is not lost in
the detail of any new fused regulator. In particular, while there are similarities between the work of the RTLC and
the OFT there are also differences in the expertise required. This is not identified by the review.’

80

The RTLC has sent to me a briefing about the concerns about PPV driver conviction and
behaviour issues:
‘This is one example of important safeguarding work that needs to be driven forward and where the RTLC has
expertise different perhaps from that of the OFT. In particular, there is an urgent need to require PPV drivers to
report convictions with suitable penalties for non-compliance. The fringe of PPV drivers who cause concern about
public safety has to be tackled, something surprisingly the review does not adequately refer to. The Report does
not include the difficult work the RTLC undertakes considering applications for drivers’ licences; only operator
applications are considered. Drivers are a significant concern and the RTLC regularly sees new applicants with past
convictions to assess whether it is safe to grant them a PPV licence. This is a further example where RTLC
expertise differs from that of the OFT.
The Road Transport Act 2001 provides extensive safeguards for drivers and operators, including the right to a
tribunal-type hearing and a right of appeal to the courts. Ensuring that these procedures are implemented
requires expertise but they are also time-consuming and therefore expensive. Taxi drivers and operators will
expect to continue to have at least the same rights under any fused regulator. If change is proposed, there needs
to be consultation over the loss of any rights to hearings and to be able to appeal to the courts.
The CoMin review at paragraph 14 gives a rather misleading picture of the work the RTLC undertakes in respect of
operator applications. It does not pick up that a number of applications by operators are withdrawn. Others are
delayed while further safeguards are sought. Moreover, any application for an additional ply-for-hire operator
licence usually results in a large turnout for the hearing, lengthy objections and a very difficult event to manage.
The Report does not appear to grasp the complexity of parts of the RTLC’s work.
The RTLC has worked closely with the Test Centre to drive up standards of safety from a worryingly low base. At
one stage, roadside checks were finding faults with 30% of PPVs examined. The RTLC has called in some of the
operators whose PPVs fail tests to encourage and cajole better performance. This is another area where we have
established expertise essential for interpreting test failures and distinguishing between operators who have
perhaps been unfortunate and those who are reckless or negligent.
Unfortunately, the RTLC has not had the opportunity to correct misconceptions in the review. There were even
inaccuracies in the public consultation documentation documents, which we drew to the attention of the review
team but which were not corrected. The only meeting with the review team was when two of them met with the
RTLC last autumn for around two hours. My concern is that hasty decisions may result in us losing ground on the
progress currently being made in improving public safety, both by identifying unsuitable people in the trade and
correcting bad practice in failing to maintain PPVs to an acceptable standard.
I would be grateful if you’

– as in me, the Minister –
‘will try and ensure that Tynwald, if it intends to go for the fused regulator option, recognises that there is a
considerable amount of careful work needed to develop a workable fused regulator with the necessary expertise
to be capable of continuing the task of improving public safety. The next step may be detailed work and
consultation between the RTLC and the OFT to see what can be achieved. The framework and procedure for such
consultation needs clarifying and this change must be got right.’

Those were comments that I was asked to share with this Hon. Court by the RTLC.
I think the RTLC’s comments certainly demonstrate that this is not a simple issue. I think the
Committee, to be fair, had recognised that in its Report. I do think that there is work that can be
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done here. Certainly if Tynwald supports the principle that we should merge the role of the RTLC
with the OFT, then I am absolutely sure that we can crack on and get that to happen in a
relatively short period of time, but it is important that we get this right and that we do not, in a
rush to change, end up making people lose certain rights that they currently have.
So I support the Minister, I support the Report and I hope that Hon. Members will support
the modest amendment that I have put down, which effectively adds to the motion, from the
Department of Infrastructure, ‘take forward the steps suggested in the report.’
I beg to move my amendment:
To add at the end the words: ‘and that the Department of Infrastructure take forward the
steps suggested in the report.’
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Malarkey.
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Mr Malarkey: Thank you, Madam President.
I rise to speak but I am happy to second the amendment coming through from the Minister
at the same time. I hope I am not pulling anybody else’s thunder.
There is a bit of déjà vu to me, Madam President: it is like I have never been away, because
the amount of debate in this Hon. Court regarding taxis over the last… since 2006 when I was
first elected –
A Member: And before that, Bill.
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Mr Malarkey: – from my own memory are many.
I welcome the chance to speak today. I welcome the Report that has come through from the
Council of Ministers. When I first read it I thought it was like moving bricks round a building site
from one position to another and achieving absolutely nothing, and I must admit when you read
the Report that is exactly what it is, Madam President, so I welcome the amendment coming
through from the Minister today, which recognises there are still major problems within the taxi
operators in the Isle of Man. I understand that the RTLC over the years have had a very difficult
task to operate because the legislation is not fit for purpose, and until the legislation is sorted
out we are going to keep moving bricks round a building site and passing the buck from one
Department to another, trying to save money but not solving the problem.
We had a wonderful speech last night from the Chief Minister regarding how we are going
forward for the future. Taxis play a very important part in this Island. If we are going to bring
fresh people over here or tourists over here, normally the person gets into a taxi and their first
impressions are from then forward. And yet we have legislation that allows the RTLC, who have
to follow the legislation, to issue more plates all the time: more plates, more private hires, more
drivers coming in all the time. We hear from the Minister that 30% failed roadside inspections.
These taxi drivers, many of them just working… are earning less than the minimum wage – less
than half of the minimum wage. The operators are not making enough to maintain because
there are too many on the road, basically. They are not being correctly maintained because
there is no money coming into the trade anymore. Many years ago, when we first went down
this road in 2001 and the legislation was changed, taxis, yes, were a very profitable business. It is
well known I had a business in 2002-03. When this Island was buzzing it was a very profitable
business to be in, taxi driving. But, oh, how things have changed in the last 10 years,
considerably, and yet the same old Act – and it is an old Act now – is still in place. Modern digital
communications have all come into operation now, so…
We had this discussion, I remember, back in 2011, when a motion was brought to this Hon.
Court to make all the taxis all-Island. At the time I fought that because I knew it would not work.
I knew it would give us bland… It was Minister Gawne at the time who was the Minister for the
Department and he pulled the motion at the time – to remind, Madam President – and he set up
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a committee of Legislative Council Member David Callister, Hon. Member Chris Robertshaw and
myself. We took a lot of evidence and we had a lot of meetings and we feel we came up with a
great conclusion on how to move forward, and this report I have in my hand, dated May 2011,
has sat getting dust on a shelf somewhere since 2011 – and here we are today moving the same
problem around: let’s get rid of the RTLC, let’s move it to the OFT, let’s just shift things around. It
needs to be picked up and dealt with, Madam President. This is why I am welcoming the
Minister saying that they are going to take it back and look at it. I hope he pulls out the report
that the Members at the time put a lot of hard work into – I am sure he still has a copy of it
somewhere – and starts driving it forward. The main part of the report is that the Act of 2001 is
not fit for purpose. It also says all-Island taxis will not work. It also says that there is nothing
wrong with having a value to a taxi because it maintains the standards if it is people’s
investments. There is a lot in this report that needs to be dealt with, so before we start moving
things around in circles and trying to save money, for the future of the taxi service in the Isle of
Man I think every taxi driver in the Isle of Man would like to have the whole Act reviewed. We
need to stop keep issuing more plates. We need to completely revamp the whole situation so
that we do have a taxi service which we are proud of in the Island and any visiting people would
be proud to use it.
So I will be happy to support the amendment today and I hope everybody else does, and I
would urge the Minister to move with this rather than let it sit on his shelf now for the next
parliament, for the next period of time, and maybe in another five years’ time we might be
having the same debate again, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Houghton.
Mr Houghton: Thank you, Madam President.
I quite support what the Hon. Member Mr Malarkey has contributed this morning insofar as
the legislation for the provision of taxis, and indeed heavy goods vehicles etc need to be brought
into the modern world, there is no doubt about that at all, but in this matter here we are dealing
with governance today.
I would like to just say a few words about the Report first. I too agree with the Minister and
again with Mr Malarkey that actually this Report is an extremely poor Report from the Council of
Ministers. It has been ill thought through. It does not provide the subjective arguments that you
would expect in order for them to come to a conclusion. They sort of came to a conclusion,
although a conclusion was not headlined in the Report, to support the merging of the RTLC with
the OFT. I think the Committee got that into their heads: ‘Where can we stick it?’ ‘We need to do
away with it,’ I think the Committee thought. ‘Will we stick it into the DoI?’ No, they cannot,
because that is not independent enough, with which I would agree. ‘Or do we put it somewhere
else? Ah, with the OFT!’ which I actually support. I support that, but there is no subjective
argument in the Report to support that, and all reports that come before this Hon. Court…
Really, in the case of looking into the machinations of the Road Transport Licensing Committee,
one would have expected a few conclusions, a few recommendations, and in the full body of the
Report not the statistics that they have just simply lifted out of other sets of accounts and put in
with a questionnaire that came about late into their considerations. It was quite astonishing, to
be quite honest with you.
Hon. Members will recall that this whole matter came out of an amended motion that I put
before this Hon. Court in June last year, so they have had 12 to 13 months to get on and do a
proper job – that we all thought that they were doing. I am sorry to have to say that, but what I
see, with a lot of work behind the scenes these days, is surface… [Inaudible] no-one getting
below the skin to the nub of matters and looking into things properly and spending time on that.
That is what the RTLC – I am sorry, the Council of Ministers’ Committee; I do apologise – failed to
do. The questionnaire should have been issued last summer, not in the start of this spring, to ask
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and seek information in order for them to assimilate all of that into the main body of the Report
with considerations in other areas.
So the Report does stop short of any real conclusions and any recommendations, and as a
result I think the Minister is quite right and I fully support him. I was going to second his
amendment this morning in order to actually give this whole Report now and the whole
movement of the future of the RTLC some purpose and bringing it back to the Department in
order to make something out of virtually nothing that is contained in the Report.
There are problems with the RTLC, not necessarily the Committee but the legislation that
they are working from, and that has been reflected by the Hon. Member Mr Malarkey. But the
Committee as such have really failed to pursue important legislative changes that they must
have identified themselves through the sponsoring Department, which is the DoI. There have
been an awful lot of hiccups with the RTLC over periods of time, one of which, the glaring one
that I would bring to Hon. Members’ notice, was that farcical bus timetable that was brought out
in the Hon. Member Mr Cregeen’s time. That was full of mistakes and errors and that bus
timetable was approved by the RTLC so I could not believe that a Committee that is charged with
doing such a job would go out and approve such an idiotic and foolhardy bus timetable. So I took
it upon myself to go and see the RTLC and ask them precisely why, and they sat back and said,
‘There’s very little we can do about this. We haven’t really checked the timetable.’ I said, ‘Sorry?
You haven’t checked the timetable?’ ‘No, well, we haven’t got the resources and we cannot do
it.’ I was quite astounded. I learnt such a lot. They were most helpful when I went to see them,
but they were absolutely… their abilities in dealing with anything were… [Inaudible] and it made
me look at the whole purpose of the RTLC in a totally different way because the whole Island
was let down by that bus timetable. We all remember it, that first bus timetable: it was
ridiculous, but the RTLC had approved it. Before anybody approves anything, you scrutinise it
and get… [Inaudible] level or someone else to go through it and check to see that the times the
buses could arrive are the times that are stated in the timetable. I am sorry to dwell on it,
Madam President, but it is back to surface-skimming. There is too much of this goes on
throughout Government: ‘Oh yes, here’s the bus timetable. A very nice man produced it. Yes,
that’s very nice. I like you.’ Tick it off and go. And it came out the way it did and it had to be
amended.
Other issues, other very serious issues, that have not been addressed – I am sure the RTLC
will give reasons why – are to do with this issue of private hire vehicles which are taking business
of the ply-for-hire taxi vehicles. There are two different types of taxi, Madam President, on this
Island.
The President: Hon. Member, we do not want a full taxi debate.

220

Mr Corkish: Hear, hear.
Mr Houghton: I am sorry, Madam President, I was just –
225

230

The President: Focus on (A Member: The RTLC.) the Report and its suggestions. I know there
are no recommendations.
Mr Houghton: I will not dwell much longer, Madam President. I am just giving a –
(Interjection) I am actually giving you some subjective argument as to why I think the whole
thing needs looking at, and I am just –
A Member: Subjective.

235

The President: We can look at it if it is passed and referred to the Department perhaps. It is
not for me to say.
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Mr Houghton: That is fine, Madam President, but I would just like to say that there are some
major issues… (A Member: Opinion.) two different types of taxi. One is the private hire and one
is the ply-for-hire taxi. They are the ones that pick people up and so on. Private hires are ones
where you telephone the hire centre, the centre that provides the vehicle, and that vehicle goes
and picks that person up from that –
The President: Hon. Member, really, we all know (Mr Corkish: Minutiae.) the difference and
it is not a part of the Report, sir. Can we focus on the Order Paper?

245

Mr Houghton: Yes, Madam President, I will, but I am just reminding Hon. Members. (A
Member: Reminding yourself!) I must make my case. (Interjection)
A Member: He did it his way!
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Mr Houghton: Hon. Members will recall this all arose from a motion that I brought before
this Hon. Court, where I had had an issue with the RTLC about the charging of licensing for
volunteers for their licences to drive charitable mini-buses etc, and that must not be forgotten in
the work that needs to be done by the Department.
Madam President, I would draw Hon. Members’ attention to the Question that I have got for
Written Answer in this month’s sitting in respect of the expenditure of the RTLC. So we will just
have a little look at the expenditure side of things here over the last five years. If I can
summarise it by saying over the last five years – this is the gross expenditure less the receipts
from licensing fees etc of the RTLC – it comes to £464,000 over the five years, and that is an
average of £93,000 a year for this expensive quango. Another argument in the fact that we do
need to be smaller and smarter in our governance moving forward and the cost of running
things and this is an extremely expensive quango that has been there, operated and paid for by
the Government at almost £100,000 a year – £93,000 on average. That is not acceptable. There
has got to be a more reasonable and economic way to operate this business and I think merging
it with the OFT is the way forward.
Merging the governance of this matter with the OFT is what I think the Department will dwell
on if it gets the support of this Hon. Court today. What needs to happen, though, is the work of
the RTLC needs to be split in two, like we have said – and I think everybody is reasonably in
support of this – that the governance of it goes with the Office of Fair Trading. Their board
would deal with the matters that are dealt with currently by the Committee of the Road
Transport Licensing Committee, but… or what I would see is that all the customer-facing services
– all the typical administration that is done etc – would be done by the Department of
Infrastructure (A Member: Hear, hear.) at its Vehicle Test Centre. (A Member: Absolutely.) So
the Vehicle Test Centre could be the one-stop shop for its examination of vehicles and of course
dealing with the administration of the drivers and the vehicles. And drivers, whether they be taxi
drivers, bus drivers or what have you, that administration could easily be done at that one-stop
shop, and I really think that that is the way forward there. Again, more reason for just the
governance side to be looked at by the independent panel at the Office of Fair Trading and the
administration of it to be dealt with at the Vehicle Test Centre. That makes sense and I feel that
that would be the way forward in this particular matter.
I feel, with the support of this Hon. Court, that the Department now needs to get on with the
job and deliver the wishes of this Court. I feel that, in addition to that, the Office of Fair Trading
has a board of reasonable people, just like the RTLC has reasonable people, but it also has a
political chair and vice-chair, so there is political input that the RTLC does not have back into
this. Just like the Manx Electricity Authority went back into political oversight, I feel this
organisation, the RTLC, needs to be dealt with in the same manner. I do feel that that is a
reasonable way forward for all of that. I am sure the administration and everything else in the
future would be done at a lot less than the £93,000 average it has cost to operate the RTLC over
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that period of time. And of course, as the Hon. Minister has already alluded, the Road Transport
Licensing Committee is steeped in legislation in the Road Transport Act 2001, so there would be
legislation changes required to be made – I feel, but I stand to be corrected, of course – at
primary stages to put people or the Branches… and back to this Hon. Court. The Minister has
already alluded to this.
I think it is the case that if there is a will there is a way. I am in the Department of
Infrastructure with the Hon. Minister and I would be more than willing to support him to see this
through to the satisfaction of this Hon. Court. I thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Turner.
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Mr Turner: Thank you, Madam President.
Mr Houghton has actually hit on a couple of the points I was going to make and I will just
reinforce for the benefit of the debate and the Minister who is seeking views today on some of
those.
I think we set out to look at the entire operation of how Government is performing and in
various areas we have made some changes, we have downsized, and this again is another area, I
think, which was long due an overhaul. We have had numerous problems with it. We have
identified issues with the legislation going back to the days of the Department of Transport,
which I served on. But I think sometimes we do not always take the opportunity to look at these
things from a clean sheet of paper. We try to shoehorn all the functions of the subject we are
looking at into somewhere else and keep doing what we are doing, and we do not really achieve
an efficient way. Sometimes we do have to step back and say, ‘If we were to start again with
this, how would we do it? Would we have all these procedures?’ and I do not think we do that
enough.
Maybe it is slightly disappointing the Report did not give us a more decisive direction, but we
have the Report before us and this debate hopefully will give some guidance to the DoI as to
how it is to go forward. I think the first thing I would say is do not try to shoehorn everything
into the OFT or the DoI – take the opportunity to actually look at it on a clean sheet of paper.
The other issue which I thought was quite interesting, which was one of the suggestions I was
going to make but Mr Houghton has hit on this, was that you can actually split the functions and
I think there is a lot of merit in the administrative functions being carried out by the DoI. I was
going to mention that if you look at the actual list of the functions which are listed in the Report,
most of that is administrative and does not come under the areas of governance, therefore the
DoI already license people – they issue driving licences, they issue all sorts of other licences – so
why can’t they grant the passenger vehicle operators’ licences, goods vehicle operators’
licences, compiling and keeping up to date a register of passenger vehicles? That is not the
biggest task in the world. Those are functions that can easily be carried out by the Department.
There are various others. They are all listed in the Report; I am not going to go through them all.
Then you come to the almost tribunal function of the organisation, which again Mr Houghton
said could be carried out by the OFT, and that is something I would certainly think is a
worthwhile way of dealing with it.
The legislation: we always hear the legislation was going to need to be changed, so that
somehow is a road block. Well, again, a temporary modification could be put into place while
this is rolled out, because it is not going to be an overnight… we are not going to be able to just
flick the switch and suddenly move things. There is no doubt that because of the complexity of
the legislation that we have there is going to have to be some sort of provisional temporary
amendment, and I would suggest we have a temporary amendment rather than, ‘Well, we’re
going to need legislation…’ and then off it goes into the long grass and nothing happens for two
or three years. So I would hope that we would look at positive ways of making it happen and I
think that is important as well and there is no reason why that could not happen in a relatively
short amount of time.
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There was a lot of concern originally, certainly in the days of the DoT, why the bus company
could not move from Tourism and Leisure into the DoT because they were operator and
regulator. Well, they have moved into the DoT and they are effectively that at the moment and
there is no problem. I have always said let’s not look for the problems here, let’s look for the
solutions. There are laws in place currently, if the bus company does not perform correctly, to
deal with that, so to me that is just an excuse not to do something, rather than a solution. The
simplest way to do that would be to actually take the bus company and have it operate as a
limited company, under public ownership perhaps, and then of course it is accountable through
a different set of legislation. It could still be a wholly owned subsidiary, like we have in various
other Government Departments – we have companies operating that. So there is a very simple
straightforward option to that if it becomes a problem. I am not fussed either way because I do
not think there is a problem. I think that is being claimed by people who want there to be a
problem to create a bureaucracy, which I think does not need to be there.
I do get a slight feeling that there is a bit of a tone of self-preservation from the response of
the RTLC in this Report. I think it is a quango trying to justify its own future… is the feeling I get
from it, and I think it is long overdue that we look at this and indeed other areas. There are all
these bodies around Government that do need reforming.
We had the workshop that the Chief Minister hosted quite a while ago now at the Palace
when we had the away-day and we looked at all these options. One of the things I was really
against was creating lots of executive agencies, because I think they put these bodies, the likes
of the RTLC, even further at arm’s length, and that where you end up with no accountability the
things grow legs and off they run. The experience in the United Kingdom is that bodies such as
this are actually being reined back in now. The example I use is the UK Border Agency: that was
put out at arm’s length and that has been reined in because of similar issues. I think that
principle we need to look at when we are looking at reforming some of these bodies because…
why are we reforming them? We are not reforming them for the sake of it; we are reforming
them to make it more efficient, simpler, smaller and more cost-effective. I do not like to use the
word ‘cheaper’ because that almost sends out the signal we are trying to cut corners, which we
are not, but there is no doubt about it that if you look at the clean sheet of paper we are a small
Island, we are 80,000 people and we have got services to deliver. There are simpler ways of
delivering them if we cut out the bureaucracy and go back to the beginning.
So I will support the amendment and I really hope that the suggestion that my hon. colleague
Mr Houghton made of splitting the functions… The regulatory functions can go to the DoI but all
these administrative functions could very easily be carried out in the DoI. They have – excuse the
pun – the infrastructure, they have the facilities and they have the systems to be able to do it, so
I think we need to… Let’s cut all the chaff out here and get on with it. I think that is the best
suggestion and the best way forward for this body and we see the abolition of the RTLC as it is.
The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Quirk.
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Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
Just referring back to the Report, I would ask Hon. Members to look at what is in the motion
here today and the amendment as written. That is the major issue because that is what we are
actually voting on.
The Report, okay, one of our colleagues said it is poor, but what it does prove is that the
Committee maybe have struggled a little bit regarding getting information, but the facts and
figures are there. The response to the questionnaire, maybe late, in my opinion was very poor,
really, at the end of the day: two persons from the public. A 45,000 population probably use
taxis all the time, or private hire vehicles all the time. Government Departments’ lack of
responses…
But I just want to bring it back a little bit to the issues here on page 3 of the Report, the
introduction to the background of it. I will support the amendment, but I have a caveat to go
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with it and I am looking for the Minister – or the mover of it, because he is supporting as well –
to actually put this in place at the same time that he would support having… [Inaudible] There is
a conflict of interest and the conflict of interest is the Department of Infrastructure. The
Department of Infrastructure runs the buses, runs the public service vehicle database, HGV and
the old licences, and there, straightaway, is a conflict of interest.
My concern really is that, bless him, Mr Houghton was trying to reinvent some stuff and
saying, ‘We need to look at this and I want to go on the Committee so I can influence it.’ I think
that is what you said.
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Mr Houghton: No, no, no, no, no.
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Mr Quirk: No? (Laughter) Well, that is my opinion. (Mr Corkish: It’s unanimous!) I can see
why you would want to do that, and that is the concern I do have, Madam President, with this
Court. We have a Report that is in front of us. Whether we like it or not, the Report was done.
That is what we are accepting here today and the main issue is on the front: the analysis where
the Chairman signed underneath it. We have the amendment from the Minister for DoI.
Whether he likes it or not, he has conflicts of interest within his Department, but I believe the
legislation is within his gambit and I do believe that: the Report and the findings from the
Council of Ministers review of the Committee on the proposed remit and operation of the Road
Transport Licensing Committee… blah, blah, blah… 2015 be received and that the Department of
Infrastructure take forward steps suggested in the Report. That is the Report, okay? So to me – I
may be wrong, Madam President, but you are smiling (Laughter and interjections) and I am
learning all the time – this is what you are endorsing, and I would say to you you are endorsing
what I would say is a fused regulator today. I hope that the Minister and the Member who
delivered the Report today are not going to… We hit a date and I said yesterday in a debate
about the Agenda for Change that we need to hit the dates. We do not want to spend another
year and a half pontificating about it all the time.
I do agree with you regarding charities, but my concern a little bit on that would be charities
or those non-profit-making organisations, because once you label something you have to be a
charity and, under law – and I am sure the Acting Attorney General will tell me – if you are a
charity you have a charity registration number and he looks after them. If anything goes wrong
he tells them off. But there are many organisations that run vehicles for the benefit of
communities and stuff like that who are not charities but do it for no reward or gain, and that is
where I would see that. I just wanted to clarify that.
I would ask Hon. Members to support this but remember what it says in the amendment and
what it says in the document, and we will see.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas West, Mr Thomas.
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Mr Thomas: Thank you very much, Madam President.
I thought my good friend, Hon. Member of Council, Mr… What’s his name?
Several Members: Turner! (Laughter and interjections)
435

Mr Malarkey: He’s not that good a friend, then, is he? (Laughter)
Mr Thomas: It is a shame he could not stick –
440

A Member: Not that good a friend!
A Member: It’s a change from Watterson!
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Mr Thomas: It is a shame he could not stick with us in the Department to take forward some
of those excellent proposals he made, because I have heard two very clear things in Mr Turner’s
pitch. The first one was we have got to review the number of committees, red tape and
bureaucracy inside the Government. He made that point very well and that is exactly what it
says inside the document to which the Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Quirk, referred. All we are
doing here is receiving the Report and taking forward the steps in it. The fused regulator is a
concept that was supposed to have been reviewed by 30th June 2014, and reducing red tape
and bureaucracy and saving resources by rationalising the committee structure has to be a
priority in coming months, given that resources are so tight.
The second issue that has been raised by Mr Turner is that we do not want to create
bureaucracy in lots of different areas by actually encouraging Departments to begin to build new
empires in particular areas. We have regulators under the DoI, as has been pointed out, we have
regulators under the Department of Home Affairs, we have more and more regulators in DEFA,
we have regulators under DED, we have regulators under Education, we have regulators under
Health and Social Care and we really do need a working group – a political-led working group,
not just an officer working group – in the Cabinet Office to rationalise regulation and planning
because we have not got the resources to be spending all of this money on unnecessary red tape
and bureaucracy.
At the same time as looking at it from a resources point of view we have got to look at it from
an independence point of view, because some of these regulators have statutory independence,
others do not, and we need to make sure we understand where it is appropriate to have a
degree of independence from Government.
The second point is we need to make sure we have got the right statutory basis so we do not
get caught out by lawyers, as we are beginning to do in Planning and in various other areas of
DoI and other people’s work. So we need a working group in the Cabinet Office to look
independently at Government about exactly how we go forward organising regulation, in my
view.
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The President: Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
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Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I just would like to… because… [Inaudible] get some sort of idea from
the Minister, but will this issue be reported back to the Court? Alright, there is no need for an
amendment then, as far as that is concerned.
The other thing that I would like the Minister to consider is to look at the 1985 report when
myself, Mr Quirk, the Member for Glenfaba, and Mr Cringle did a report all those years ago, but
unfortunately the 1986 election came along so our report was thrown out.
I sympathise with the Hon. Member for South Douglas. If you have got something that is a
commodity, then I can understand that you want to protect the value of that commodity,
namely a taxi licence; but the situation, in my opinion, is that we should have followed… If we
had followed those recommendations we would have given grandfather rights to ease out the
value of that. I can understand people outside this Court being upset if we are taking away their
value when we issue other licences for nothing that can be sold on. There are many examples of
that. It has to follow a fair and consistent rule. We saw where we had the likes of chemists’
licences issued and within seven days sold on for £100,000-plus. I can understand that and that
issue does need to be addressed within this Court, and hopefully that would not happen today. I
hope that those sort of things… like we have sorted out a number of other abuses. I do feel he
needs to look at that issue. We do need to make sure that the numbers are viable but we do not
create something that is given by the state free into a commodity so that people can get into the
market.
My interest would be also, when he does do the thing… I see the Written Answer for the Hon.
Member for Douglas North about the £127,000 deficit on this. I hope that this does include the
likes of rental charges and also pension costs.
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My concern is that in my opinion the Report does seem a little bit lhiam-lhiatish, as far as it
appears to be all things to all people and nothing to anybody. I would like the Minister, when he
does report back to the Court… My concern is the fact that I feel that, because they are almost
untouchable, this Committee, they make the law up as they go along. I had a constituent who
had a PSV licence in the United Kingdom. They created –
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The President: Hon. Member, this is nothing to do with the Report (Mr Houghton: Hear,
hear.) and I would like you to come back to the motion, please.
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Mr Karran: Okay. The point is it is about the findings in the Report and the issues that I hope
they will investigate. Then, when they come back to this Court… that they will look at that issue,
because it is an abuse of power and they should not be allowed to do that, Eaghtyrane, and it is
not within the guidance of the legislation. So I do hope when he reports back he looks at that.
I also feel that this idea that somehow we can pass this responsibility on to the DoI is totally
wrong. They do need to be away from the DoI, but what I cannot understand is why this is not
passed over as a local authority responsibility. That is where it should be going. It should be
going on the rates, not on the taxes, and I hope that the Hon. Member, when he comes back
with his recommendations, does so as far as that issue is concerned.
My final issue is the points that the Hon. Member for North Douglas raises about the
unrealistic timetabling in the past. I do feel that the unions need someone, or others, to be able
to go, if they feel that the timetables are not safe as far as public safety is concerned… that they
will be listened to by this independent body. (A Member: Yes.)
Finally, Eaghtyrane, the only other thing that I wanted to raise is the fact that I just hope that
if you are going to end up merging this with the Office of Fair Trading, and allowing for the fact
that the Office of Fair Trading is not worth the money that is being spent, as far as the taxpayer
is concerned… that we end up with a situation… that we do not end up with further duplication,
that this goes to the Office of Fair Trading, that encourages more promotion as far as their
senior management is concerned and we end up with it actually costing more money for a
process that does not obviously work at the present time.
The President: The mover to reply.
Mr Crookall: Thank you, Madam President.
If I can start by thanking the Minister for DoI for seconding and also for moving his
amendment, which it seems that most people are going to support, and I thank them for that if
they are.
Can I say at the outset I think in any changes that happen in the future safeguarding public
safety will always be at the forefront, and so in any changes we will make sure that safety is
paramount.
There are always differences. When we get a report, Madam President, there is always a
difference in the report and we have had that again this morning: people saying… when we have
had the RTLC’s comments back again today. This is about them, so they were bound to disagree
with some of the things in there, but we will take those on board and I am sure that the Minister
has taken them on board. He will get a copy of Hansard and in the future, when they look at this,
they will work from those comments.
Can I thank everybody for the comments that we have had this morning – all my colleagues
and my good friend what’s-his-name over there. (Laughter) Again, we are seeing constructive
criticism this morning and I am quite happy to take that on board, and I am sure Minister Gawne
will do too when he looks at this in the future.
Madam President, I feel one or two Members did get a bit lost sometimes – we had a bit of a
history lesson – but the purpose of this Committee was to look at the purpose, remit and
operation of the RTLC, not taxis and the way they are run and buses and all sorts. But those
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comments will be picked up by Minister Gawne in the future and they will be used, so they will
not be lost.
It is about a smaller, smarter Government, and we mentioned about bringing committees
and things together, and I am sure this may well happen. Again, it is about the chance to cut red
tape and bureaucracy. The Chief Minister mentioned that yesterday and two of you again
mentioned that this morning, and it is an ideal opportunity to do that, so hopefully again… I am
piling this all onto Minister Gawne because he is going to look at it, because he said he wanted
to, with Mr Houghton, who is in his Department, so I wish him well on that in the future.
Mr Quirk picked up that there is a conflict of interest there, but again the Department of
Infrastructure, working with OFT and the RTLC, will make sure that any conflicts are taken out of
it. There should not be any conflicts of interest in this when this comes forward in its new guise,
whatever work they do on it and whatever they bring forward, and I am sure they will be taken
out of it.
Mr Houghton: this was instigated because of comments and a motion that he brought
forward some time ago, and I have had several conversations with him about it. I thank him for
his contribution today and the way he brought that forward. Thank you.
Madam President, the Report is what it is. Some people have been critical but I think it gives
something for the DoI to move forward and work with, with the RTLC and the OFT. I beg to
move.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 8. To that motion we have an
amendment in the name of the Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Gawne. I put to you the
amendment. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
I now put to you the motion as amended. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The
ayes have it. The ayes have it.

9. Medium-Term Financial Management Strategy –
Treasury Report received and key policies approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That Tynwald receives the Treasury Medium-Term Financial Management Strategy
[GD No 2015/0027] and approves its key policies and objectives, that:
(1) Public finances will be sustainable when general revenue account expenditure is met from
income without the need to draw upon reserves;
(2) The Reserve Fund will be managed to grow in real terms, with investment income being
retained rather than drawn upon to support revenue expenditure;
(3) In the medium-term, Government should aim to achieve annual surpluses on the general
revenue account, which can be used to replenish internal or external reserves.
The President: Item 9, Hon. Members. The Minister for the Treasury.
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The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
As you heard from the Chief Minister yesterday, we can be proud that we have been
successful in implementing phase 1 of our strategy to rebalance the public finances. In doing so,
we have achieved what we set out to four years ago, and I hardly need to remind Hon. Members
that this has been achieved in the wake of a global financial crisis added to the loss of
£200 million in VAT.
I would like to quote from my 2015 Budget speech:
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Government finances. Phase 2 requires some major longer term changes which cannot be rushed. Keeping
focused on our approach to healthcare, welfare and pensions, we must bring Government’s reserves and internal
funds onto a more sustainable position in the longer term, for the benefit of our children and grandchildren… we
owe it to them.’
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You will have heard the UK’s Chancellor of the Exchequer in his summer budget speech make
a commitment to setting their government’s house in order. He said that they must finish the
job of delivering economic stability by completing stage 2 of their fiscal rebalancing programme.
Hon. Members, I believe we too must be steadfast in our resolve to deliver sound public
finances that will give investors and credit agencies alike the confidence that we can achieve
what we say we will.
As we had strength in our reserves to deal with the turbulent financial environment in which
we found ourselves, we too must leave a positive legacy for the next generation. Benefiting from
this prudent accumulation of reserves over the years when the financial climate was milder, we
have been able to contain the impact of the huge loss of income since 2007. In doing so, we
have been able to maintain public services and protect the Island’s economy and have not had
to cut so deeply as our neighbouring jurisdictions. However, as I said in my Budget speech this
year, our problems are not all solved and the actions we have taken so far, as hard as they have
been, were simply the first stage.
Those of you who take an interest in the Government’s accounts and have been tracking our
use of reserves – you will know that it is set out clearly on page 30 of the Pink Book each year –
will see that we expect to draw approximately £75 million from reserves for the year ending
March 2016. This means that we have dealt with £125 million out of the £200 million VAT
revenue loss, and I must emphasise that an achievement of that magnitude should never be
overlooked or undervalued. I would describe the residual £75 million as our underlying
structural deficit and this is the gap that we need to tackle in stage 2 of our rebalancing strategy.
Put simply, we are spending more than we are bringing in. Everyone will be acutely aware from
the recent events in Greece that spending too much is not sustainable and a day of reckoning
awaits those who spend recklessly.
The motion before you today requests Tynwald’s input, guidance and support in framing the
budgeting parameters that we must set over the medium term, that is the next five to seven
years, to achieve our overall aim of delivering budget surplus for the Island. I repeat, Madam
President: we are asking for your input and guidance to enable Government to frame future
budgets.
As I have stated in the 2013-14 Budget speech, I believe it is of vital importance that we
maintain and build our reserves to underpin the work that we need to do and to provide
confidence to investors and credit reference agencies alike that we can achieve what we say we
will.
It does not require a great application of mathematics to work out that if we continue with
the structural deficit as it stands today, we will eat into our reserves at a significant rate and will
only be delaying unpalatable decisions. It is prudent and good financial management to take
action now to stem the flow.
At first glance our reserves appear significant and an obvious source of funding. However, we
cannot simply raid the reserves to fund general activity otherwise known as General Revenue.
The use of funds within the National Insurance Fund, for example, are prescribed in the
legislation. That means that £774 million, or 50%, as shown in the Strategy document, is ringfenced. A similar situation exists with the Currency Account used to back up our note and coin
issue. The funds cannot be used for any other purpose and so the reserves that we have
available for General Revenue expenses are therefore actually lower than might appear to be
the case.
The Medium-Term Financial Management Strategy provides some background to our reserve
position, but most importantly, as set out in the motion before you today, it promotes three key
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policy statements which, if approved, we will use to implement the key strategies we need to
complete the job we started four years ago.
The key strategies to which I refer are health and social care services to ensure sustainability,
competitive taxation to support the economy, economic development to create jobs and wealth,
social security policies to ensure fairness while protecting the vulnerable, public sector pensions
and pay, and the scope of Government services. Based on the medium-term financial
management policy aims, the Treasury intends to build a medium-term financial model which
will set out, based on the plans alluded to above, for all to see, how we intend to further
restructure the public finances.
Hon. Members, in considering your response to this strategy, you should think about our
options for dealing with the structural deficit. These can be analysed into three broad
categories: increasing income through fees, charges and taxation; reducing public sector spend;
and increasing income by growing the economy. I will briefly analyse the impact of each of the
approaches and in doing so describe why I believe we will need a combination and delicate
balance of all three tactics, but I support the Chief Minister’s statement on the importance of
economic growth. We need to strike the right balance between the need to reduce Government
spending whilst at the same time doing all that we can to encourage growth in our economy.
Firstly, I turn to taxation. Whilst raising further income through additional taxation receipts
may appear on the face of it to be a simple and logical way of tackling the deficit situation, it is
vital that we understand that we operate in a competitive global economy. In any event, it
would not deal with the underlying issue: we are spending more than we can afford. Once again
we would just be putting off the evil day. We cannot ignore the fact that the maintenance of a
competitive tax environment is of vital importance to our economy, our economic plans and
strategy. The level of competition we face changes and increases on a daily basis. For example,
we have seen the UK government’s summer budget reduce corporation tax and provide other
incentives to business to attract inward investment and drive economic growth. Changes have
also been made in Eire. We cannot ignore competitive pressures. Our sharing agreement with
the United Kingdom for VAT revenue is calculated from gross national income and this once
again emphasises the importance of economic growth if we are to maintain our income levels.
So the impact of any changes to the taxation on our ability to support our existing businesses
and to maintain and attract inward investment need to be considered extremely carefully. I feel
that we need to reinforce once again our commitment to the Zero-10 taxation policy.
Turning now to fees and local taxation, Hon. Members and members of the public will be
aware that our stage 1 rebalancing strategy has resulted in an overall increase in fees and
charges for Government services. This has resulted, in effect, in a form of taxation directed at
the users of those services and I suspect that each and every one of us has been affected by
these changes in one way or another. These charges, whilst helping to address our shortfall and,
some would argue, at the same time enhancing equity by enforcing the users of services to pay
for them directly rather than through general taxation, take money out of people’s pockets and
depress the local economy. I believe that we have now largely reached the stage with fees and
charges where only marginal increases can be justified in future and certainly not at a level
sufficient to plug the funding gap. (A Member: Hear, hear.) In some areas we have reached the
point at which the law of diminishing returns applies. Whatever we do, we must be extremely
mindful of the consequences of any impact on our economy. We must maintain a stable and
competitive taxation system. We do not operate in a vacuum.
Now I turn to public sector spending. As I have stated above, we have addressed around
£125 million of the revenue loss and this has been delivered in the main by driving efficiency in
the public sector through revised and changed working practices, such as shared services and
the use of technology, coupled with a cap on salary and wages. It is important to note that
despite the reduction in resources we have delivered largely the same level of public services
with a smaller workforce. I would like to take this opportunity to place on record my thanks to
the staff in the public sector for working hard to achieve this. Nevertheless, I still believe that
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there is more that we can do, but we must also recognise that we cannot continually reduce
resources and expect the same level of services. It is simply not sustainable. The point I am
leading up to is that Members must recognise, in considering how we address the structural
deficit, that significant reductions in public sector resources for services will inevitably mean that
we will need to revisit the scope of Government.
A major contributor to the reduction in public sector spend has been pay restraint and its
importance cannot be underestimated. Hon. Members will be aware that the UK Chancellor has
announced a 1% cap on public sector pay increases in his summer budget. To be blunt, a vital
element of stage 2 of our rebalancing strategy will be further restraint on the overall levels of
expenditure of pay as well. We simply cannot afford the costs to run away. It is the Council of
Ministers’ policy that there is a cap on the overall level of expenditure for pay, and so any
increases will need to be met by a combination of further reductions in the workforce,
efficiencies and changes to terms and conditions of employment. I am fully aware of the
pressure for pay awards and I know the impact of the necessary increases to employees’
contributions towards pension costs, but we must be robust and pay what our nation can afford.
We cannot act like Mr Micawber, just hoping that something will turn up.
On the subject of pensions, Hon. Members will be aware from our earlier considerations of
public service pension funding yesterday that our gross expenditure on pensions for the year
ending 2014-15 was £63 million. I state this simply to bring to Hon. Members’ attention the
importance of the ongoing work on public service pension reform and how this can help us to
address our problems. That said, the impact will still take a number of years to filter through.
Also included in public sector expenditure, of course, is Social Security. In 2014-15 this was
around £275 million and at 29% is a very significant proportion of our overall spend and
demonstrates the importance of ensuring fair and sustainable policies. When considering the
next Item on the Order Paper, which relates to Social Security reform, I urge Hon. Members to
think about how these changes can contribute towards addressing the structural deficit.
The challenges facing our health and social care services are well known and the increased
pressures this brings to public finances. If we do not act now to address them they will rapidly
become unaffordable for the future. We must take a hard look at how best we can provide the
services our population need, whether it is on Island or further afield. We will need to consider
different models of care – for example, providing more care closer to the community – and focus
more resources on early intervention, keeping people well for longer.
So, in summing up public expenditure, as with all Treasury Ministers I believe passionately
that we must strive to ensure that public services are economic, efficient and effective, and in
doing so provide vital public services in a value-for-money, focused way. Inevitably we will need
to reduce our overall level of spend, but we must think carefully about the mix of approaches we
take, as all have consequences for our Island.
The third category is economic growth. The Chief Minister in his speech yesterday described
the importance of economic growth to the Isle of Man economy, and I support him fully.
Economic growth must be a key pillar in our strategy and the Chief Minister has outlined a
number of initiatives to drive forward investment and growth. To pursue this strategy will mean
some investment from us in the short term. We will also need to increase investment in some
existing areas. The exchequer will, of course, ultimately benefit from this but, as with all
investments, the returns follow on somewhat later and so will mean that the other measures
are vitally important in supporting the strategy in the short term.
In summary, Madam President, the situation that I have outlined for you today can be
considered in two parts. On the one hand, the Island’s economic strength over the last three
decades has meant that we have been able to contain the impact of the substantial loss of
revenue over the past few years. We have addressed a significant proportion of the revenue loss
and achieved stage 1 of our rebalancing strategy. On the other hand, we have not addressed all
of our problems and still have some very tough choices to make. We have three broad
approaches that we can take. However, no one single method will solve the problems in one fell
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swoop and so we must introduce a basket of measures, each of which will have an impact on our
overall position.
I have brought the motion before this Hon. Court today in the spirit of openness and
transparency. I would encourage all Members to provide their thoughts and input into the
proposed strategy. Hon. Members, we need your feedback. But in doing so, I ask that you please
take into account the brief analysis which I have provided of the complexity of the situation
which we face. The decisions we take here today will impact on future generations and we owe
it to them to make them in an informed and considered manner. Let us build a bridge between
the generations.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: Hon. Member of Council, Mr Anderson.
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Mr Anderson: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mr Robertshaw.
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Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I thank the Treasury Minister for the opportunity his motion this morning gives us to discuss
these matters. I think he summarised it very well and he gives us an opportunity to focus down
on the key areas.
He has three key policy objectives, which are listed before us under the executive summary. I
suppose if I can just apply an analogy to those three key policy objectives, let’s just imagine for a
second that we are all a board of directors sitting in a company and before us are three key
policies and objectives. If you were to translate them into private sector thinking, the first one,
which says ‘public finances will be sustainable’, in private sector terms is ‘this company must not
lose money’, simple as that. The second one, ‘the Reserve Fund will be managed to grow in real
terms’, is ‘we need to grow the balance sheet’. And the third thing says ‘in the medium term,
Government should aim to achieve annual surpluses’ – in private sector terms that is ‘we’ve got
to make money.’ And so a board of directors would immediately say, ‘Well, yes, that’s obvious,
of course it is; so what do we do to achieve those objectives?’
The Treasury Minister has identified three areas. Grow the economy: yes, we agree. We did
that yesterday unanimously. We know where we are trying to go and that has complete and
utter support of the whole Court.
The second item that the Treasury Minister mentioned was increased costs. Going back to
private sector issues again, the board of directors decide inclusively that they cannot charge
more for their product. No, we cannot, and I think we have probably gone too far already in the
last year of this administration, pushing costs out, and have done ourselves a significant amount
of damage.
The final thing is cutting costs, and that is what I want to talk about. We have cut costs and
each Department in Government has been strained and found it extremely difficult over the last
few years to cut their costs, but we have done all this in the context of traditional structures and
systems. We have got to the point where we cannot cut costs in a traditional sense anymore, so
we have to think differently. The Minister for Policy and Reform in this Hon. Court last month
talked about thinking in a completely and revolutionary fashion. That is what we have got to do
to get to the point where we can deal with the third item which the Treasury Minister talks
about, and that is cutting costs.
On one issue I completely disagree with him and I think if I argue this out he might agree with
me. He says we cannot reduce resources without further damaging services, if I understood him
correctly. I do not agree with that. I gave an example yesterday, in my speech about public
service pensions, about the Buurtzorg organisation, which massively reduced its administration,
its bureaucracy and its management and delivered a fabulously better product. It has 6,500 staff
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and 30 or 40 administrators, whatever it was I said, and the customer – the recipient, the patient
– loves it because they applied technology in a way that is described in the Digital Strategy to
their problems in Holland when they arrived at them in 2004, and that is how profoundly
differently we have got to think here about dealing with our costs. We absolutely must.
What concerns me a little bit is that we are not linking all these things up. It is a singularity,
all of this, and we are trying to deal with them in isolation. The Treasury Minister is trying to
grapple with budgetary issues in isolation to everything else. Yesterday there were some very
heated things said about public sector pensions, and rightly so, but that was kept in a box. All
these things live together. The impact of one thing hits the next and it is a singularity, and that is
why the single legal entity is so important. We have got to start thinking as a team. We have got
to significantly reduce the cost of administration and bureaucracy and management levels in
Government. We absolutely have to do that. That means that we have got to change the way
effectively the structure of Departments in the Isle of Man Government works. It is incredibly
old-fashioned and siloed. You have heard that from Sir John Elvidge. We have got to change. I
think actually we probably need about three Departments plus Treasury – game over. As simple
as that. And a team of people come together and define the top strategic aims the Government
has got to achieve in its administration and then that all cascades down and problems come
back up to be resolved.
The Chief Minister knows I had only been in the Council of Ministers for three months and I
turned round to Members then – I do not know whether you remember this – and I said, ‘Do
you know, guys, this is dysfunctional, this does not work.’ Policies were appearing out of
Departments like unexpected pregnancies. That is how it worked. I was absolutely stunned. That
is not how to run the Government! Government must decide at its core – the senior politicians
need to get together – what is important: what do we need to do and how do we do it? They
thrash that out. That is how party politics works. We have got to stop this idea that there are
seven governments in the Isle of Man: there is one, and what we need to do is get that concept
in our heads. We will not do it until we have the single legal entity and we will not eradicate –
Mr Henderson: The single organisation of it.
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Mr Robertshaw: – the administrative bureaucracy and unnecessary management we have
got in Government until we thoroughly grasp the issue of digital inclusion and the profound way
that changes the relationship between the customer, the recipient, the patient, the client and
our service delivery. We are incredibly old-fashioned in this organisation and it has got to
change. We can deliver better service with less money. We can please the customer, the general
public out there. We can do all these things better with less. Others are doing it. There is a
massive movement right across the western democratic world now to fundamentally change
how Government works, and we can show the way. We can lead the way, we can be a shining
example. Just let’s go. Let’s let go of the past once and for all. Let’s stop taking this issue of
dealing with tomorrow’s problems with yesterday’s solutions; it just does not work.
So, if I am bringing it right down to one particular point I do worry about the ICT Fund,
because right at the core of that is where the massive savings are going to occur. It is an exciting
challenge that we have to change, in the next five, six, seven years, the world that we live in. We
can do brilliant things. We have got to have the money though and the will and the
understanding to make sure that we can get our digital inclusion service right. But that means
that we have got to be honest with everybody about how that will impact upon Government – it
will reduce the size of Government over a period of years – and to what extent, and to what
extent will that impact on the ability of the Public Sector Pension Authority to sustain itself. We
cannot deal with these things in isolation.
The Treasury Minister talked about a model. I talked about a model as soon as I went into
Policy and Reform. I said, ‘I can’t do this job because there is no socio-economic modelling. We
are sort of guessing at all of this.’ You cannot do that. You have got to have socio-economic
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modelling in the centre – and I never got it, by the way – which then informs intelligently how
Government actually needs to work. Part of that process is that the Public Sector Pensions
Authority have got to know over the next five, six, seven years to what extent the model we are
describing is going to reduce administration jobs and management jobs and what the cost of
that is going to be and how is that then going to impact back on future budgeting.
So we have got to profoundly change everything that we do.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan.
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Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
Well, I was going to give the Treasury Minister two out of 10 for this document – one for
writing it and one for turning up – but actually, having heard him speak, I will be generous and
give him another three marks. (Laughter)
Actually, somebody has been round the Council of Ministers with some smelling salts in the
last couple of weeks, I am convinced. (Laughter) For the first time, I actually heard some credible
basic outline common sense around what needs to be done to solve a problem. He talked about
the three key areas that needed to be thought about and addressed – economic growth, fees
and charges, and cuts – in terms of meeting the deficit that we currently have. It is a pity again
that we did not bring this out clearly right at the very beginning, because if he had set the goal
clearly with our people, with the nation, and let them understand exactly what was happening in
terms of the part that they were going to play, maybe we would not have had quite so many
rows over the last four years.
I just want to start by saying I am disappointed in many ways because when we started out
on this journey there was no fudging around revenue budgets for a second part or two parts of
the rebalancing. We were told there was one part of the rebalancing that was going to take four
years, yes? There was no mention ever about revenue budgets until the last 12 months or so.
That suddenly started creeping into the language and now we get to the stage where we are
being told that we have done the major part, we have rebalanced the budget, it is a fantastic
achievement and we can really go forward.
But some of the figures that are being bandied about are concerning me a lot, actually. I go
back to what I said in the Budget. According to the Pink Books, in 2011-12 we used £82 million
from our reserves to support our spending, and next year, the Treasury Minister is quite correct,
the Pink Book is showing £77 million of total reserve spending. You might have expected that
figure to have decreased considerably over the last four years, given that we are supposed to
have saved £125 million, but it has not. That figure has stayed constant and I am not quite clear
from the revenue figures where this £125 million has been saved, because I do not see any real
difference. Although the budgets have remained static and there may be some real-terms
equations in there, the budgets have remained pretty static and clearly costs have gone up, so I
am struggling to see where this £125 million…
But let’s not confuse the issue too much. Let’s stay here on the size of the problem we are
currently facing, and we do have an acknowledgement that it is £77 million. I think the point
that I am making is that this is no small sum. If we have only managed in the last four years to
have gone from £82 million to £77 million in terms of cutting down our reserves spending, can
you imagine how much pain is going to be inflicted if we are not going to touch our Zero-10
strategy – and that is pretty clear, okay? – and we are going to go for economic growth? But
returns from economic growth take some considerable time. We are now saying that our
charges out to the public have reached a point where actually there is no room for that. That
means effectively what we are saying is that for the most part, £75 million, or thereabouts but
probably more, is going to have to be made in some form of cuts, i.e. from Departments. That is
considerable.
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One of the issues that is being semi-resolved, just to give you an example, is the capital
funding. The capital funding, I think, this year is costing us a net £30 million. How are we actually
addressing that problem? Previously we had been spending about £60 million to £70 million on
average every year in capital funding during the good times. That is reducing and is forecast to
reduce quite considerably, I think down to about £48 million. But we are solving the deficit
problem there by increasing the charges to the Departments, the interest rate to the
Departments and by cutting the actual figure that we are spending. That is going to impact on
the economy because it is going to impact on the building trade. And clearly we can seek to find
a balance from that by encouraging the private sector to build, and there has been a positive
step yesterday in that respect, but you can see this is not going to be an easy task at all – and if
we had our rose-tinted glasses on yesterday we need to get the bifocals back on because this is
considerable.
The message that we have rebalanced and the sentiment that goes with that is misguided
because, for the public, this is going to impact somewhere. It is either going to impact on the
building trade or it is going to impact in terms of cuts to frontline services because this money
has got to be found. So I think it is slightly unfair that the Treasury Minister has come here today
and said to the Court, ‘Well, you tell me where it is going to be found’, because actually we have
recognised the problem – we have had these away-days, which I have to confess I do not think
have been that productive – but, to be honest, I was expecting from Treasury much more
guidance as to how Departments were going to find this money and how the Government was
going to find this money.
I just want to pick up on what Mr Robertshaw, the Hon. Member, was just talking about then.
I do support a lot of what he says there, but I also think that it is easy to say, because the hardest
part is doing. His thing was every Council of Ministers has got to get together and has got to
deliver a much more concise and cohesive plan, and people have got to work… [Inaudible] That
is fine, but we do not really get much of how and what actually has to happen to meet this
target, and that is the very difficult part in all this, and it is something that even I necessarily
struggle with. I do not think you can do it in isolation; you have to work together in some form of
group. If it is the Council of Ministers working together, then they have that responsibility and
that is what they are, quite frankly, being paid for and they should not absolve themselves of the
need to provide some leadership in this respect. So that really has to be a focus now.
I think capital spending is definitely at the heart of… part of the problem that is going to have
to be addressed. Public sector pensions is definitely part of the problem and we can see clearly,
from the document that the Treasury Minister gave us, again the increase year on year in terms
of the commitment. So I think that has to form… there has to be some sort of financial target set
on that and I think that may even help the PSPA in terms of giving them clearer guidance
without wishing to commit to letting people off the hook, but perhaps that is one area that we
can now specifically target. I think we do need to be clearer – in terms of setting capital
spending, in terms of actual targets – as to where we have got to draw the line, because if we
reduce it too much then clearly there is going to be an economic impact, which I think will be
difficult to progress on.
The other point is that in doing all this… Mr Robertshaw is correct, we have got to get our
priorities right, but yesterday we talked, for example, about hedge-cutting and weeds on roads
and potholes on roads. Those are very basic infrastructure issues which seem to be going awry
at the moment and they are just not being done. We are trying to pass all that over to the
commissioners. Well, that is going to go to the commissioners but the cost for that ultimately is
going to end up on the rates, and who is going to be paying more for that is our people, so
indirectly we are going to be taking actions and are taking actions which are going to result in
more cost for the population.
Madam President, I think the Treasury Minister has come here today and caught me on the
hop slightly in terms of saying, ‘Well, I’m actually now looking for guidance from this Hon. Court
as to how you think we are going to solve this problem.’ What I will say to him is that I am quite
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happy to crystallise some of the thoughts of how this is addressed, but I am pleased actually that
he stood up today and said, ‘I see us now as having three critical areas: economic growth, fees
and charges, and cuts.’ Whether we are in a position to say we cannot increase fees any more,
and charges, to our people… I strongly suspect that is an ideal position that may not be
achieved, because I can tell you that for the business plan for the Manx Utilities Authority we are
scheduled to come back here to increase that rate, and that rate has continued… It is scheduled
to carry on increasing at least for the next two or three years, and Members of this Hon. Court
are going to have to sit here and vote that one through, having committed to a Budget and a
merger programme with a clear business plan. This is part of the problem. If Members are
feeling very nervous about that and thinking, ‘Well, I don’t think I can support that in OctoberNovember,’ then we really do need to be very clear with the Treasury Minister what else needs
to happen.
Perhaps I will just finish on one final point. If I have not emphasised it enough, it is a very
significant sum: £75 million is equivalent to… well, it is about a quarter of the workforce if you
take our budget of £300 million, (A Member: It is, yes.) and that is our salary – £75 million is a
quarter of the workforce. Finding that sort of money is going to be extremely hard
(Mr Robertshaw: Absolutely.) and I think what we do need certainly, and I would urge… We
criticise the salami-slicing of Departments – I do not think that can happen anymore. It has to be
crystallisation as to where this money is to come from. There have to be big targets in terms of
what is coming from which areas, and we have also got to be careful that we do not damage the
economy. And we have also got to be careful that we send out a message of confidence to our
people. So when we come to talk about state pensions, where I can see I am going to have a
clash with the Treasury Minister because, in my view, maintaining confidence that we are not
making life harder for people over here is critical because if we do give that message out – and I
am not going to stray, Madam President, but if we do give that message out are you honestly
expecting that we are going to start meeting our population growth targets? I do not think so.
Anyway, enough from me. Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Malew and Santon, Mr Cregeen.
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Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
There are just a few points that I would like to ask for a bit of clarification on from the
Treasury Minister.
Just one critical point, in 1.4, where it says:
‘The Isle of Man has managed its finances excellently over the years, and this has been acknowledged by external
bodies…’

and whatever. I think a lot of the general public out there over the years of plenty have probably
seen that yes, we have had the money coming in but we have probably overheated the economy
at the time. We have possibly paid more for some of these projects than we would now, and I
think over the last five years we have realised, with some of the prices that have come in for
some of these projects, that we probably have paid too much for some of these schemes,
because some of the workers have now left the Isle of Man, external companies are coming in. I
think there should have been a bit of acknowledgement that yes, it has been there and there
have been some radical changes we have had to make because of this loss of income, the
downturn in the world economy. Yes, we still are better than a lot of places, but I think just a bit
of reality in there, acknowledgement that maybe there have been mistakes made and if we were
to be in this position again in the future we would manage it differently and have these
reserves… instead of putting all the schemes out there when there were few local resources on
the Isle of Man, that we could have spread them out, waiting for the possible next downturn –
which everybody seemed to be going on about for the last 15 years. I think people were
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expecting a downturn, waiting for it to come, and I think we probably spent the money
beforehand. Just acknowledgement.
I have got another point, if the Treasury Minister could actually clarify it, on table 1 when he
goes through the funds. If I go to the Insurance Fund balance as at 31st March 2015, zero;
annual spending, £2.2 million; years remaining, one. How have you got one year remaining? You
have got no balance in there. Because a number of them, they actually do sort of add up… that
you have got four years of some funding. You have got the Restructuring Fund, you have got
£4.7 million in it, the annual spending is £3.6 million and you say you have got two years
remaining. I do not know whether you… two years remaining on the policy of it or two years…
Where are you going to get the additional funding from?
There is a concern regarding the consolidation of funding, because if you have got a number
of these funds which you are struggling with and you start to consolidate them you might start
pinching money out of other ones to make up something, and my worry is it is ‘first in best
dressed’, that you may be going through with some of the projects, they are not a priority but
they are already on the table, and some of the more important priorities may come forward in
another year or two and we have no money left in that fund. I am just concerned that we might
be robbing Peter to pay Paul and we will regret it in the future.
If we go on to 2.13, where we are talking about the Public Service Employees Pension
Reserve, I have a concern regarding the MARS scheme. I think many Members will remember
when the British Forces went through rationalisation and they were looking for people to go,
and they were coming up with these schemes, and what they found out was that a lot of their
good people went because they knew that they could get a job somewhere else and it was a
nice payoff when they went. The worry I have as well is that we have possibly allowed people to
go under MARS because it has been far easier than going through a disciplinary. I will be making
a referral to the Public Accounts Committee to review these to ensure that none of these posts
have been subsequently backfilled with a tweak in the job description. I think we really need to
be drilling down that when these posts go there is a real need for them to go and it is not
circumventing other procedures, because I would say, from an ex-union position, often enough
you see the people lower down in the structure being disciplined and eased out but the higher
up you go it seems easier to let people go mutually than going through the expense of actually
saying, ‘Well, you aren’t performing.’ I think this is one of the areas that we need to tighten up
on: ensuring that performance is actually monitored and recorded.
I do not think there are any other points there that need a bit of clarification, but if the
Treasury Minister could clarify those points for me I would be grateful.
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The President: Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mrs Beecroft – south, sorry!
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Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
True to my normal form, I am not going to be repetitious, and particularly on the figures side,
but I do agree with Mr Cannan, with his numbers and his questions on those numbers and his
comments.
I suppose one of my main concerns, and I am looking for clarification on this, is that because
the document is quoted in the motion I am assuming that we are actually only agreeing to the
three recommendations that are on the Order Paper if we vote to support this. What concerns
me is that if we do that, then later down the track all the information that is in here… we are
told, ‘Well, you supported it, because you voted for it.’ To my mind, that is not necessarily the
case. If we are supporting the three items that are on the Order Paper, because that is the
motion, then we cannot be held to be in agreement with everything that is in this document. So
I would just like a little bit of clarification on that.
Staying with what is on the Order Paper, provided that is all we are voting for, I will support
it, but I have a problem with the first point because it says:
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That is not actually strictly true, because that does not mean that public finances are
sustainable; it just means that we are managing to meet our day-to-day expenditure. That is not
sustainability. If the Treasury Minister can clarify that bit for me, and the fact that I am not tied
to everything else in the document, I will be happy to support it. I do have some questions and
queries which I would be grateful if he could again comment on in summing up.
I agree with the silo mentality issue, but I do not necessarily believe – I am sure it will come
as no surprise – that the single legal entity is the only way of stopping this. As I have said before,
the budget process and the methodology used in the budget process can easily break down silo
mentality if you have priority-based budgeting combined with some form of zero-based
budgeting possibly. I am glad to see that the Department of Health and Social Care are actually
starting to use some form of zero-based methodology in some of their workings, and I am sure it
could be rolled out with good effect.
One of the areas that I would query in the Report itself is when it is talking about the internal
reserves and it says:
‘They should be run down and consolidated into one contingency reserve, for which a funding plan and
expenditure rules will be determined.’

Further up on that same page it says:
‘The “specific purposes” of many of the internal funds are of a general revenue nature.’
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I would say that some of them are but not all of them – for instance, the Health Inspection
Fund. That was a deliberate and separate thing in the Budget that we endorsed to help the
Minister for Health and Social Care implement the recommendations by West Midlands Quality
Review body, the same as the Medical Indemnity Fund – that is a separate fund to meet any
claims arising going forward. So some of them, yes – and I am not going to go through them all –
could be classed as general revenue and rightly consolidated; but some, I would say, where we
are actually saying, as a Court, as a body, ‘Yes, we agree with you putting so much money to one
side for this specific purpose’, should not be just rolled up in one big fund to be spent for
possibly a purpose that we did not allow it to go in in the first place. That would be my
reservation with that one.
If we look at the external reserve, this is really just a question and a comment. The Hospital
Estate Development Fund has £43.5 million in it, and the purpose of that is on page 13. It says:
‘The purpose of the Fund is to meet the loan charges arising from the capital expenditure in respect of the new
hospital after 1 April 1996.’
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I cannot believe that we have got £43½ million for loan charges in a fund. That seems an
extraordinarily large amount of money for the building of the new Hospital. And particularly
when we took £44 million out of the National Insurance Reserve, which we are told now is being
depleted and could be expired later on, I would have thought that would make sense actually to
put the excess funds that are not required to meet loan charges back into the National Insurance
Fund, but there is not any mention of that in the Report. So I was a little bit disappointed that
that was not commented on.
I think the other bits that I have highlighted and made notes about have already been spoken
on by other Members. I will not go on about them, as they have been stated already.
Thank you, Madam President.
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The President: Hon. Members, perhaps I can give some steer on the point raised by the Hon.
Member in terms of the wording of the motion. This is dealt with in Standing Order 3.11(7), and
I will read it to you:
‘A motion that a Report or other document be received and its recommendations approved’

– as this one is –
‘does not imply that its contents are necessarily acceptable to the Court, but does indicate that its
recommendations or conclusions are approved and intended to be implemented.’

I think that translates in this case to the three key policies and objectives, which are set out in
the motion. I hope that clarifies the point.
1065

Mrs Beecroft: It does indeed, Madam President, thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas West, Mr Thomas.
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Mr Thomas: Thank you, Madam President.
The camouflage years are over (Laughter) and I fully respect the Treasury Minister for
standing up today (Mr Robertshaw: Hear, hear.) and bringing to everybody’s attention the
drawdown in reserves this year and the structural deficit, and something has been achieved
profoundly important in that acknowledgement and that recognition and the action plan that is
resulting from it. Obviously, everybody has had a role to play in the past, but there is no point
looking backwards and everybody has got a role to play now. Please understand it is the
Treasury’s job always to be optimistic, Panglossian even, and to keep focusing on confidence and
building confidence, and it is also the role of somebody like myself – perhaps with the name
‘Doubting Thomas’, as given to me by my good friend, Mr Anderson, the Member of the
Legislative Council – to keep making sure that the figures are actually remembered, and that is
what I mean by ‘camouflage’. Camouflage is not dishonourable; sometimes it is necessary in a
certain situation. But, having said that, I would hope that we would continue this trend and we
would look to rotate auditors, like I suggested in Questions recently, and we continue this
process of fully engaging the public by actually explaining to them the true reality and the true
facts and explaining completely the challenge that we are up against for them for the use of
their money to provide services to them and provide money in their back pockets.
The second point I wanted to raise is that the Treasury Minister deserves respect for having
called his 2015 Budget a budget which focuses on fairness and the future. Today we have a
complete statement about the future and what we need to do in the future, but there has been
a downgrading in one sense on the fairness aspect. Yesterday we unanimously received and
noted the priorities in the Agenda for Change, but there was an ambition in that document of a
concept of fairness in public revenue raising. I concede already that there are tax policies like
raising the threshold for Income Tax, but we should consider how National Insurance is raised in
line with fairness, we should consider exactly what is meant by this admission that there has
been a tax policy of actually increasing fees, charges and local revenues in the last four years to
balance the budget and what that means in terms of fairness. A very specific question to the
Treasury Minister to answer to show us what he understands by fairness is for him at the end of
this debate to actually define exactly what the World Bank index of competitiveness is, because
that is the indicator and the measure that was adopted in the Agenda for Change document
yesterday. There are various World Bank indices – one about collecting taxes efficiently, there is
another indicator of how much in corporate profits are paid out in tax and other revenues, but
there is nothing there about income and about the percentage of tax paid and the affordability
of good living for all different types of people, so I would want more, to hear from the Treasury
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Minister about what he meant when he said in his 2015 Budget that he was focused on fairness
as well as on the future.
The third point is that we have here what is now called a Medium-Term Financial Strategy,
but as hinted at by the Hon. Member for Michael, it actually focuses more on what we are trying
to achieve, not exactly on how we are going to achieve it in terms of… many nations’ mediumterm financial strategies would include details about the budgets and the allocation of the
budgets between departments going forward on a medium-term financial basis. So what I
wanted to say about that is that some Departments, in my view, seem to have had more focus in
recent years on cutting budgets compared with other Departments, particularly some of the
smaller Departments. We have a new budget process this year and we are allocating labour
costs from Treasury to those Departments and we are also allocating pension costs to
Departments from Treasury, and fairness has got to be in that process. There has to be a fairness
in that process and also recognition of how much Departments have done in the last three or
four years. For instance, it would be very easy to destroy some of the smaller Departments if
that process was done on a top-slicing basis, and we have to be very careful that we are doing
that efficiently and fairly and we have to give credit to where expenditure cuts have been made
over the last four years. Also on that basis we actually have to look at ourselves. My feeling, and
this is only from the outside, is that we can actually look at Treasury, we can actually look at the
Department of Economic Development, we can actually look at the central Government in the
Cabinet Office and we can say, ‘Can we make cuts in those areas across the actual frontline
service-delivery Departments?’ At one point Treasury was going to review its own services it
provided, and it has not, I do not think, done that as enthusiastically as some of the frontline
Departments have had to do, so I would encourage fairness in terms of how we go forward,
actually putting together a coming-years medium-term financial strategy in terms of
expenditure.
The fourth point I wanted to raise is that there has actually been a great deal of focus in
terms of public revenue in the last couple of months, and I have been reassured by meetings at
the highest level with officers in all the relevant Departments that there is now this focus on
actually being transparent about making sure that growth is actually useful as well as just
apparent in terms of the GDP, and the Chief Minister confirmed that yesterday. I just wanted to
say on that that we actually need to make sure that is put out in press releases and so on. If it is
just in this place, nobody actually ever knows what anybody has said in the Hansard unless you
bring it to their attention in certain ways, and we need to make sure that there is now a
Government policy towards balancing the whole of public finance and making sure that the
growth that we have is useful for the state and also for the people whom the state belongs to.
The next point is a serious one: it is about the Public Sector Pensions Reserve and the issues
that the Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mr Robertshaw, mentioned yesterday about being fair
to all people in terms of how we treat liabilities, deficits, assets and also the way that those
schemes work. The definition of the purpose of the Public Sector Pensions Reserve has actually
been transformed quite profoundly in the last couple of years. Until a couple of years ago it was
very much focused, in the same way that it would be in the private sector, on actually being a
fund to grow to meet the liability, but in the last couple of years the other purposes for it have
been stressed, which is that fund is used to fund transfer values payable for outgoing
employees, to pay lump sums payable to retiring employees, to pay the ongoing costs of
pensions administration – so, for instance, a million pounds every year goes from that fund to
actually pay for the Public Sector Pensions Authority. So what I am asking the Treasury Minister
is to tell us something about whether it is his intention to actually treat the Public Sector
Pensions Fund in coming years as actually a fund to meet the liabilities that have been identified
very clearly since the interpretation of the accounting standards was brought in a few years ago.
The final point, point 6, is just that at the moment we are in a historic low-interest-rate
environment. If the state does not lock in those historic low interest rates, future generations
might regret it, so I would encourage the Treasury Minister to investigate how we can actually
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lock in those historically low interest rates and actually think about how we can reuse those
historically low interest rates to avoid rollover risk and to help the building industry and to help
the construction industry and to help developers and to help the state rebuild itself for the
benefit of our whole nation and all its people.
1160

Mr Robertshaw: Hear, hear.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas North, Mr Peake.
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Mr Peake: Thank you very much, Madam President.
I would like to thank the Treasury Minister for bringing this financial framework to the Court.
I think it is a very good framework and something that will give us some direction of what we
can actually work towards.
I would like to thank the Member for Douglas East for explaining in a more businesslike way;
it certainly made me feel more comfortable.
The Hon. Member for Michael thought that the Treasury Minister should bring some
solutions. I do not agree with that, actually. I think the Court and other people should bring the
solutions and I think we had an excellent solution this morning from the Member from Douglas
East to actually show how we can reduce costs, how we could actually improve services to
people and how the workforce can enjoy their roles much more rather than having to do jobs
that are so repetitive. It would be a fantastic opportunity for us. (Interjection)
I do think that bringing a businesslike attitude to Government and how we can adapt…
Business has had to adapt through the years to stay in business. The world changes and
businesses have to recognise that and adapt, and I think we had a great discussion yesterday on
how we can move forward with that, and I do think then that Government has an opportunity
here to adapt and to take on new ideas, come up with new solutions and work together. Most of
us here actually work in different Departments and we can all bring those specialist knowledges
together and work together towards our financial framework that has just been given by the
Treasury Minister and our sales and marketing team Isle of Man framework that was all agreed
yesterday.
Thank you very much.
The President: The Minister to reply.
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The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
I would just like to thank my seconder, the Hon. Member of Council, Mr Anderson.
It has been a very interesting debate and it has all followed a common theme, if I might
respectfully say.
I was pleased to get five out of 10 from Mr Cannan: (Laughter) five out of 10 is a pass mark
and I don’t often get a pass mark from him! It’s been a long struggle, it’s been a four-year
struggle, but I think I might have arrived! But I shouldn’t count my chickens, I know that; no
doubt I will get put back in my box with the next motion.
The Hon. Member for East Douglas, Mr Robertshaw, was very insightful and he drew an
analogy with the private sector and the importance of cutting costs. To use an old expression,
we have to cut our clothes now according to our cloth. Things have changed and we have to be
more imaginative in how we deliver services and how we move forward.
A comment was made by the Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas, that Treasury
should look after its costs as well, and that is quite right. We are embracing technology more
and more in Treasury with the delivering of online tax returns, and that has delivered major
benefits (A Member: Hear, hear.) to Treasury and the administration of the taxation system and
we have been able to reduce staffing on the back of that.
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I do feel too that we should be positive. We can reduce costs without impacting on services
and it is how we deliver those services and how we manage the public’s expectations as well.
The Hon. Member Mr Thomas did say that we will have to change and that is quite right, but to
change we need to manage people’s expectations as well. There is a comfort factor with things
being delivered in the same old way; we are inside our comfort zone. Well, I am sorry, we do not
have the money to continue operating within our comfort zone. We have to adapt, otherwise
we are going to fail. That is not being negative about it; that is just being positive. We can and
we will adapt.
I also feel that we must look at the entire picture, which is the suggestion from
Mr Robertshaw. We need to allocate the limited resources we have in terms of priorities, what
we decide are our priorities, and then I would respectfully suggest that the funds follow the
order of priorities. Inevitably there are going to be some functions, roles, services which will fall
outside that prioritisation and then it is up to us, as the leaders of the community, to explain to
the community why we cannot continue to deliver that service because it falls outside the
democratic opinion that it is not a major priority. That is going to be difficult for us all to manage
with.
I must congratulate Mr Robertshaw as well. He has put up a super argument for a single legal
entity, so I look forward to his contribution again when we bring that forward. (Interjection by
Mr Robertshaw)
One of the areas that we have had problems with and issues with: we do not have socioeconomic modelling data to inform policy, and I do know that the Cabinet Office is working on
this now and I have to say I am getting much better information coming through from the
Cabinet Office now, and that is helping.
Mr Cannan, like the other contributors who have spoken, was supportive – not enthusiastic,
but supportive – and he made the comment that it was rather late in the day. But better late
than never, I would say.
We have had major issues, as the Chief Minister said yesterday, over the last three, four
years, although it does seem longer, and we had to deal with our immediate financial issues,
also maintaining the confidence of the public and also the business community during a very
difficult time. The first Budget I set out was clearly aimed at reducing expenditure but at the
same time maintaining confidence by not taking too big a slice out of the gross domestic
product, and we took about 1½% out of GDP in the first spending reduction. So there has been
very substantial work done.
The Hon. Member for Michael felt too that we could have been more open in the earlier
stages. What I would respectfully say is that the position has always been quite clear on page 30
of the Pink Book, the drawdown of reserves and the effect of reserves. So the information has
been there. Perhaps I should have stood up and mentioned it earlier; I apologise if the view is
that I should have.
The Hon. Member also asked how has the £125 million been saved. Well, we are talking
about inflation-adjusted terms. If our costs had gone up in line with inflation over the medium
term then we would have spent considerably more than we have. If I could just compare us with
the UK, in 2013-14 we actually spent £1 million gross less than the previous year. That has never
been done before and that really does say a lot about the way the Departments have worked to
reduce costs, and this year there has only been a very marginal increase in our gross costs. I do
not look so much at the net costs; I look at the gross costs because that is in effect what the
Government is costing the taxpayer as a whole, and that also includes our fees and charges.
The Hon. Member asks how can we save £75 million. The honest answer is it is not going to
be easy, but we have areas that we could look at: we can prioritise what we are doing and there
is also operating more efficiently, embracing technology, and we will also have to make… The
next Item on the Order Paper is how do we deal with benefits. That is another issue. I will not go
into that in great detail now, but we need to try and control that to deliver savings whilst
highlighting those who really are truly vulnerable and need support.
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The Hon. Member for Malew and Santon, Mr Cregeen, said we have spent too much in the
past – I assume he means cash terms – and we have overpaid for some of the schemes. Really,
what he has adopted is a Keynesian approach – John Maynard Keynes, where he was saying that
government should act as a counterbalance to the private sector, so in effect where the private
sector expenditure is reduced then government should come in and support the economy.
There is a good argument for that and it is certainly one that I would support because that
would enable the skills base of the construction industry to be maintained, and that is a point
which has been alluded to by the Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan, as well: we must
deliver a constant stream of work out of the construction industry. And it is not an employment
exercise, far from it. What I would say is it is a necessary investment in our billion pounds of built
assets that we have, and if we do not make that investment the expenditure later is going to be
much greater. It is a stitch in time.
He also asked on the Insurance Fund: how are we going to meet the expense when the
balance is gone? There is a transfer in to the Insurance Fund this year and that is laid out on
page 30 of the Pink Book.
He, like Mrs Beecroft, was also concerned with the consolidation of the fund – it might be
just used as a slush fund. I do not think so. What we will do is we will be able, if we consolidate
the reserves, to react to unexpected pressures, which we would brief Tynwald on, of course, but
we would then be able to, in effect, allocate funds to the… [Inaudible] Department. We do not
know what is round the corner, that is the very nature of life, so if we have unallocated reserves
then we would be able to deal with it and I would suggest that that is better housekeeping.
The Hon. Member also made comment about the MARS schemes: are we backfilling jobs
when people have left? That is not the case, because when we sign it off in Treasury we get
assurances from Departments that the job is genuinely going and it will not be backfilled, and we
do insist on that. He also made the point that perhaps performance management would be
more appropriate; and yes, I take your point on board.
The Hon. Member for South Douglas, Mrs Beecroft, asked what are we agreeing to. We are
agreeing to the three principles I set out in my comments in the Report, three base categories.
How do we, in effect, manage the budget going forward? I went through increasing income
through fees, charges and taxation, reducing public sector pensions and increasing income by
growing the economy. So that was the actual bones of the proposition.
She mentioned, with due respect to her, as she has done in the past, priority-based
budgeting and I would say, as I said earlier in my comments, that the funds flow should follow
prioritisation.
She also mentioned zero-based budgeting. To actually go and do that now, we do not have
the financial modelling in place. I have been talking to my colleagues in Treasury to see how we
can alter the budget process, and I am about to undertake a review of the skills in Treasury and
where the skills gaps might be so that we will be able to drive forward. When my time is up –
looking at the Lord Bishop (Laughter) – I want to make sure that what we have left is fit for the
future, fit for purpose.
She also mentioned she was nervous, and I can understand this, about taking away the
Health Inspection Fund, and I will definitely take that on board. The Hospital Development Fund
was, in effect, used to support the Health budget, because if that was not there then the entire
capital cost of the new Hospital, which is about £120 million now with the additions we have put
on it, would fall back into the Health budget, so it is to give support to the Health budget, in
effect.
The Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas, had six – if I remember rightly –
observations; I do not think I will get round to all six. He said the camouflage years are over.
Well, I would not agree with that, but then he would not expect me to agree either. It has been
in the Pink Book consistently over the last five, six years, and it is has always been on page 30 of
the Pink Book.
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A Member: Agreed.
The Minister: Sorry?
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A Member: Agreed.
The Minister: Agreed, right, so we do agree on something – thank you.
As I said in my opening remarks, the purpose of this today was to be open and transparent
and to try and draw feedback from Hon. Members on the way forward.
He asked what is my definition of fairness – how do we monitor that? He will be aware of the
Gini index, which in effect is the inequality index. I think that fairness has to be calculated on
inequality between society and if the inequality widens then that does put social stresses in
society as well. I want to keep as cohesive a society as possible by spreading the burden as
widely as possible. Some would say it is La-La Land, but it is something that I would aspire to
anyway.
What we want to do is ensure that those Departments that work hard to deliver savings are
not penalised and, to use the Hon. Member’s expression, to give credit where credit is due. I do
not want to demoralise some Departments which are very good at embracing change and
reducing costs by asking more and more of them, while other Departments might be seen to
have sailed blithely through.
I have dealt with his point about looking at Treasury.
He also asked will the Public Sector Pension Reserve be maintained: yes, it would. From my
point of view, that is a designated reserve and I want to give reassurance to our employees that
there is some money there; albeit it is not a great deal, there is some money there.
He raised too whether now is the time to raise a bond and to lock in for current low interest
rates. Yes, there is an argument for it. I have been having a look at the various schemes. He will
be aware that Jersey and Guernsey have, in the last nine months or so, issued bonds. The
difficulty with that is, as I have said in this hon. place before, it was not aimed at the retail
sector; it was aimed at the institutional investor. One had a minimum investment of £100,000
and the other had £200,000 as the minimum investment. If I did move forward I would
recommend to this Hon. Court that we had a look at something which was more of a retail
offering. But if we did borrow then we would have to pay the interest, so it would impact upon
our revenue costs again. So I would have to have a look at the whole thing in the spectrum. But
yes, it is on the to-do list at the moment.
The Hon. Member for North Douglas, Mr Peake – I thank him for his support. He did highlight
that everybody has to be involved in the decision-making process. I have said before and I have
been reminded again that Treasury has not got the monopoly on being right, so we need as
much feedback… and when this debate is over, if something comes to Hon. Members’ minds,
please contact us and we will then work that up and take it into consideration. It certainly will
not finish up in that square filing box on the floor by the side of my desk! We will work on it. He
is right: we need to adapt, we need to have constant change here.
One thing is sure: we cannot say we are not going to change. We have to move forward. We
have to move forward with the times. And to make Mr Robertshaw’s point again, we have to
embrace technology and new ways of doing things. As I said earlier, it is up to us as elected
representatives to bring the public along with us as well, so if I could just ask you to do that I
would be very grateful.
Madam President, I will now resume my seat. Thank you very much.
The President: Hon. Members, we are voting on the motion set out at Item 9. Those in
favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
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Procedural –
Item 10 to be taken after lunch break
The President: Item 10 –

1365

Mr Cannan: Madam President, under Standing Order 2.6 can I propose that this debate at
Item 10 is adjourned until after lunch. (Several Members: Hear, hear.) Given the importance of
this debate and the complexities, it would seem sensible if we had this debate as much as we
can in full. And given the time, I would respectfully ask that we consider other business, or move
that we consider other –
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The President: I sense that Hon. Members are supportive of that proposal. (Several
Members: Hear, hear.) In that case, we will deal with some more minor Items – not minor, but
less significant.

11. Statutory Boards –
Mr Wild appointed Vice-Chairman of Post Office;
Mr Corkish appointed Vice-Chairman of OFT
The Chief Minister to move:
That Tynwald approves the appointment by the Council of Ministers of:
(a) Mr T P Wild MLC, as Vice-Chairman of the Isle of Man Post Office; and
(b) Mr C G Corkish MBE MLC, as Vice-Chairman of the Office of Fair Trading.
The President: We will take Item 11, Hon. Members. The Chief Minister.
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The Chief Minister (Mr Bell): Madam President, I am pleased to recommend to Tynwald the
Vice-Chairmen of the Statutory Boards as set out at Item 11.
Following on from the recent Legislative Council elections and the by-elections in Douglas
North and South, I recently announced changes to Departmental memberships and I am pleased
to also announce changes to the political membership of the Isle of Man Post Office and the
Office of Fair Trading.
In respect of the Isle of Man Post Office, it is proposed that Mr Tony Wild MLC, the Hon.
Member of Council, be appointed as Vice-Chairman. Mr Wild worked for many years in the
banking industry and his commercial experience in this field will provide valuable support to the
Chairman and the Post Office board in the delivery of its services.
Turning to the Office of Fair Trading, it is proposed that the Hon. Member of Council,
Mr Corkish MBE MLC, be appointed as Vice-Chairman. Mr Corkish has been a very active
Member of Tynwald, holding numerous positions, including Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Isle of Man Post Office. Mr Corkish’s range of experience and his understanding of Statutory
Boards will enable a steady continuity in the Office of Fair Trading.
Madam President, the Council of Ministers has looked to appoint proficient Members to the
Statutory Boards of both the Post Office and the Office of Fair Trading. I beg to move.
The President: The Hon. Member Mr Cregeen.
Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President. I beg to second.
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The President: The motion is set out at Item 11, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
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12. Public appointments –
Mr J A Cowan appointed to Manx Utilities Authority
The Chief Minister to move:
That in accordance with Paragraph 1(5) of Schedule 1 of the Electricity Act 1996, (as amended
by the Transfer of Functions (Manx Utilities Authority) Order 2014), Tynwald approves the
appointment, by the Council of Ministers, of Mr John Andrew Cowan to the Manx Utilities
Authority for a term of five years.
The President: Item 12. Chief Minister.
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The Chief Minister (Mr Bell): Madam President, the Council of Ministers is pleased to
nominate Mr John Andrew Cowan for appointment as a member of the Manx Utilities Authority
for a term of five years.
In the creation of the MUA the Transfer of Functions Order 2014 transferred the
constitutional requirement for board membership, as set out in the Electricity Act 1996, from
the Manx Electricity Authority to the Manx Utilities Authority.
Under the Act, the Council of Ministers is required to appoint at least three but no more than
five lay members to the board, subject to the approval of Tynwald. The Act also requires that
Council, as far as practicable, ensure that one or more members has substantial relevant
engineering experience and one or more members has substantial relevant financial experience.
In order to assist the board in its succession planning, a lay member with substantial relevant
financial experience is required on this occasion. It is proposed that Mr Cowan joins the existing
members of the Authority, who are Mr Alfred Cannan, Member of the House of Keys and Chair
of the Authority; (A Member: Hear, hear.) Mr Michael Coleman, Member of the Legislative
Council and Vice-Chair of the Authority; and the lay members, Chris Allen, Steve Christian,
Bill Mummery and John Reid.
Mr Cowan, who is qualified in accounting and finance, has been a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales since 1984. Mr Cowan also meets all the essential
requirements of the person specification for the position and it is considered that Mr Cowan will
bring a broad range of experience and skills to the position, and therefore I beg to move.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan.
Mr Cannan: I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
1425

The President: The motion is set out at Item 12, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

13. Inquiries (Evidence) Act 2003 –
Council of Ministers’ Inquiry into parole procedures –
Motion carried
The Minister for Home Affairs to move:
Tynwald resolves that –
(1) an Inquiry be established by the Council of Ministers, pursuant to section 1 of the Inquiries
(Evidence) Act 2003, to –
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(i) examine the circumstances whereby it was deemed appropriate to release Donovan
Kitching on parole from the Isle of Man Prison, whereupon he was subsequently able to cause
the death of a member of the public on 26th April 2014,
(ii) determine whether there were any deficiencies in the practices or procedures of the Prison
and Probation Service and the Parole Committee in relation to parole, whether specifically in
this case or more generally,
(iii) make such recommendations as the person conducting the Inquiry deems necessary in
order to secure and promote public confidence in the early release of prisoners on parole; and
(2) the powers conferred by the Inquiries (Evidence) Act 2003 shall be exercisable by such an
Inquiry.
The President: Now I will take guidance from the Minister for Home Affairs – is this likely to
be a brief Item? Hard to say.
1430

The Minister for Home Affairs (Mr Watterson): It is hard to say. I have not had any feedback,
Madam President, but I am happy to move it, if that is –
The President: Right, okay, let’s proceed with Item 13 then.
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The Minister: Madam President, the motion before the Court at Item 14 arises from the
tragic death of a member of the public, Mrs Valentine, caused by the person named in the
motion, who had been released on parole from prison three weeks earlier. He was subsequently
convicted of the offence of causing death by dangerous driving and at a sentencing hearing in
October 2014 was given a custodial sentence of 10 years and 72 days, reflecting the gravity of
the offence and the fact it had been committed during the currency of another sentence for
which he was at the time on parole.
I met with Mrs Valentine’s son. I would like to take this opportunity to again express my
condolences to him, other members of the family and to friends of Mrs Valentine.
I gave a commitment to establish an independent inquiry into the circumstances of the
offender’s release from prison on parole because I believe it is essential for a detailed
examination of the facts to be undertaken and the Department is as open and transparent as
possible.
The main purpose of the inquiry will be to establish whether or not there were any
deficiencies in the practices or procedures of the Prison and Probation Service and the Parole
Committee in relation to the grant of the parole in the case and to ensure correct procedures
were followed. Furthermore, it seems appropriate to broaden the terms of the inquiry to look
into the practices and procedures of both the Prison and Probation Service and the Parole
Committee more generally, with the aim not just of drawing conclusions into this instance but
also more widely, so that we or the Committee can make any necessary improvements to
maintain and enhance public confidence in the parole system.
The person conducting the inquiry, Mr Geoffrey Karran, will therefore be asked to look into
the past, that is what happened in the specific case; what is happening in the present, in terms
of how parole is operating; and generally how to make recommendations for any necessary
changes.
The Department is more than happy to submit itself to scrutiny in relation to this matter and
to consider and indeed take on board any recommendations arising from the inquiry.
I should make it clear I have no reason to suspect at this time that the current procedures
were not followed in relation to this specific instance. It could be bad luck, but it also could have
been bad judgement or bad process that culminated in Mrs Valentine’s death. However, when
such a tragedy occurs, in my view it is essential that we make sure any action necessary is taken
to protect the public, and this investigation will discover any changes that may be required.
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Whilst the Department could establish its own inquiry administratively, it would lack the
statutory powers to require persons to give evidence or to co-operate with the inquiry. By asking
the Council of Ministers to establish the inquiry under section 1 of the Inquiries (Evidence) Act
2003 and inviting this sitting of Tynwald to apply the powers of the Act to the inquiry, this will
provide the person conducting the inquiry with the necessary powers to ensure the disclosure of
documents, the assistance of witnesses and to address issues of data protection.
For these reasons, Madam President, I beg to move that Tynwald approve the resolution
standing in my name at Item 13.

1475

The President: Hon. Member of Council, Mr Coleman.
Mr Coleman: I beg to second, Madam President, and reserve my remarks.
1480

The President: The motion is set out at Item 12, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say –
The Minister: Item 13, Madam President.

1485

The President: Item 13, sorry. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
The ayes have it.
I am sure the Court would wish to add their condolences to those expressed (Members:
Hear, hear.) by the Hon. Member.

14.-16. European Communities (Isle of Man) Act 1973 –
European Union (Yemen Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2015 approved;
European Union (Libya Sanctions) (Application) (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2015 approved;
European Union (Syria Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2015 approved
The Minister for Policy and Reform to move:
14. That the European Union (Yemen Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2015 [SD No 2015/0244]
be approved.
15. That the European Union (Libya Sanctions) (Application) (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2015
[SD No 2015/0215] be approved.
16. That the European Union (Syria Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2015 [SD No 2015/0217]
be approved.

1490

1495

1500

The President: Perhaps we can just deal with Items 14, 15 and 16, which the Minister for
Policy and Reform has asked to move together and have voted on separately. Is that agreed,
Hon. Members? (It was agreed.)
Hon. Member, Mr Shimmin.
The Minister for Policy and Reform (Mr Shimmin): Thank you, Madam President.
The three European Union Sanctions Orders at Items 14 to 16 on the Order Paper today are
to apply updates to EU measures that have previously been applied to the Island with the
approval of this Hon. Court. In each case, the changes made by the EU are in response to United
Nations Security Council resolutions adopted earlier this year.
Regarding the restrictive measures concerning Yemen, the EU has amended its original
Regulation to extend the scope of the designation criteria concerning persons and bodies whose
assets should be frozen and also to provide for an embargo on the supply of arms to, or for the
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benefit of, those designated individuals and entities and others acting on their behalf or
direction.
With the Libya sanctions the EU has adopted the requirements of a recent UN resolution
which amends the criteria for listing persons to be subject to restrictive measures, specifically in
relation to travel restrictions and asset-freezing measures.
Lastly, following on from the UN Security Council adopting a resolution prohibiting trade in
Syrian cultural property and other items illegally removed from Syria since 2011, these amended
Syria sanctions bring the EU’s prohibitions into line with those adopted by the UN in respect of
the date from which the prohibition applies.
I beg to move the three Items standing in my name.
The President: Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Watterson.
Mr Watterson: I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

1515

1520

The President: The motions are set out at Items 14, 15 and 16.
Taking Item 14 first, Hon. Members, those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes
have it. The ayes have it.
Item 15: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
Item 16: those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

17. Local Government Act 1985 –
Castletown General Byelaws 2015 approved
The Minister for Infrastructure to move:
That the Castletown General Byelaws 2015 [SD No 2015/0234] be approved.
The President: One more, I think, before one o’clock. The Hon. Minister for Infrastructure to
move Item 17.

1525

1530

1535

1540

The Minister for Infrastructure (Mr Gawne): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Local authority general byelaws are made by a local authority under the powers of section 28
of the Local Government Act 1985. However, under Tynwald Standing Orders, the Minister for
Infrastructure has responsibility for reporting to Tynwald on the byelaws.
These byelaws are designed to deal with matters affecting a local community and my role as
Minister for Infrastructure is primarily to facilitate the referral of the local authority byelaws to
this Hon. Court for approval.
The Byelaws are intended to regulate various activities and are aimed at preventing and
supressing nuisance or minor acts of anti-social behaviour within the town district of Castletown.
This general power is subject to the proviso that the subject matter of the byelaws must not
already be covered by other legislation and that the byelaws must be approved by Tynwald. The
Byelaws have been subject to extensive consultation within the community of Castletown and
have been formally approved by the town Commissioners.
The Castletown General Byelaws are similar to the general byelaws that have already been
approved for Ramsey, Douglas and Braddan. However, I think it might assist Hon. Members if I
take this opportunity to deal with a number of points that were raised by Members at those
earlier sittings.
Although concerns were raised about the byelaws being draconian, I would like to remind
Hon. Members that many of the byelaws provide a proviso which means that the byelaw will
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only apply if a person creates a danger or nuisance or annoyance to other persons. In addition,
local authorities need to demonstrate that, where applicable, the byelaws are designed to deal
with genuine problems in their district.
Some Members were also concerned over overzealous enforcement of byelaws. Although
enforcement of the byelaws can be undertaken by police officers or by an authorised officer of
the local authority, I have been advised that officers undertaking enforcement action will
exercise considerable discretion when enforcing the byelaws. A verbal or a written warning may
be all that is required, especially if juveniles are involved, and any action through the courts is
only likely to be considered if all other options have proved unsuccessful.
Some Members also wondered whether the general byelaws were also likely to be adopted
by other local authorities. I can advise that the whilst the wording of the general byelaws will be
uniform, as this will help ensure continuity across the Island, it will be up to each individual local
authority to decide which of the model byelaws they wish to adopt. It is likely therefore that any
general byelaws which are made by a parish authority will not contain as many provisions as
those from a larger authority district.
The new General Byelaws will replace similar general byelaws which were made in 1991 and
which ceased to have effect in 2011. Many of the provisions in the 1991 byelaws have been
reproduced in the new 2015 Byelaws. The Byelaws will come into operation immediately after
their approval, assuming of course this Hon. Court gives its approval today.
I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: Now draw a breath! (Laughter)
The Hon. Member for Castletown, Mr Ronan.
Mr Ronan: Thank you, Madam President.
I am delighted to second these Byelaws coming in for Castletown Commissioners.
It is important to recognise at this point what the Minister just said about there being some
people asking certain questions about certain byelaws. I think one area during the process of
this and certainly during meetings in Castletown was that there are model standards now for the
byelaws, which were set in my time in the Local Government Unit in the time when Minister
Cretney was there. This obviously helps local authorities in setting their byelaws, but obviously
they have their own local issues as well, which are obviously in Castletown’s Byelaws as well.
I am delighted to second this, Madam President.
The President: The motion is set out at Item 17, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
The Court will now adjourn, and the adjournment will be until 2.30.
The Court adjourned at 1.03 p.m.
and resumed its sitting at 2.30 p.m.

10. Social Security and National Insurance Reform –
Treasury Report and recommendations –
Debate commenced
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the document entitled ‘Social Security and National Insurance Reform, Treasury
Proposals, July 2015’ [GD No 2015/0036]
be received and that the following
recommendations be approved:
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Recommendation 1
The Isle of Man should:
 introduce a single-tier state pension, based on local needs;
 protect pension rights already built up;
 determine the affordable level of pension, based on a forecast that it will be around £180
per week;
 ensure that a contributions credit system is maintained so that those not able to work
because of sickness, caring responsibilities, education or unemployment can still build up
entitlement to a pension;
 ensure that the state pension age is appropriate to the life expectancy of Isle of Man
residents;
 phase out the Manx Pension Supplement over a 20-year period (for new pension claims
only).
Recommendation 2
The Isle of Man should:
 maintain the current overall structure of the National Insurance scheme;
 simplify where possible how National Insurance is calculated and collected;
 aim to have self-employed and employed people paying the same rate of contributions,
so that they are entitled to the same benefits and build up the same state pension rights;
 remove contracting-out, but ensure that all employers with affected pension schemes
are consulted and given sufficient notification of the change;
 help employers with the recruitment and retention of employees, but through
collaboration between the Treasury and the Department of Economic Development
rather than changes in National Insurance.
Recommendation 3
Treasury should consult further with employers and pension providers in the Isle of Man
regarding the introduction of a compulsory workplace pension, and report back to Tynwald in
July 2016 on the feasibility of the proposal.
Recommendation 4
The Isle of Man should:
 introduce a single Manx benefit which will support people both out of and in work;
 strengthen the rules which allow the withholding or reduction of benefits for claimants
who fail to meet their obligations;
 ensure that claimants who can work will be better off if they do so;
 introduce increased monitoring and checking of claimants’ rights to benefits;
 provide a job, training or work experience for the long-term unemployed, coupled with
sanctions or loss of benefit for those who refuse to engage;
 keep under review the number and type of Government services provided at reduced cost
to those on means-tested benefits;
 introduce a benefit cap.
Recommendation 5
The Isle of Man should ensure a reciprocal agreement with the UK is maintained which takes
account of social security reforms in both countries and which allows people to move between
both countries while protecting their entitlement to National Insurance funded benefits.
1580

The President: We continue at Item 10, Hon. Members. I call on the Minister for the
Treasury.
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The Minister for the Treasury: (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
As Hon. Members are aware, the Treasury recently consulted on a number of proposed
changes to the Manx Social Security and National Insurance systems, which stemmed from the
Ci65 Report published on 5th November last year. Having carefully considered the responses
received, Treasury has formulated the five recommendations which are set out on the Order
Paper now before Hon. Members, and to which Tynwald’s approval is now sought. Approval to
this package of measures will pave the way for a radical and much-needed modernisation of
state pensions and benefits for the Isle of Man.
Ci65 have estimated that if we continue with our current policies our National Insurance
Fund will be exhausted by 2047. We simply cannot sit back and allow this to happen. We must
take responsibility now, so we can manage this situation in a reasoned and pragmatic way. If we
delay, the situation will become increasingly more difficult to resolve. The clear evidence says
that our current scheme is broken and not fit for the future. It is clear that urgent action is
needed to put in place simpler and fairer arrangements that will protect our children and
grandchildren and be competitive for our economy.
Simply adopting the changes being made in the UK is not the answer. We know the UK’s
policies are not affordable in the longer term, and indeed this is conceded by the UK’s own
Government Actuary’s Department. I believe we should seek to secure our own solutions to our
own problems and not have a welfare system and policies determined by Westminster. The
majority of respondents to the consultation clearly feel that way too. I believe we should give
ourselves the freedom to tailor our policies to what we think is right for the Island, its citizens
and our economy, and to ensure that those policies are fair and sustainable in the long-term.
We are trying to compete in an increasingly competitive global marketplace where margins
are very small. At present we do so with one hand tied behind our back, as our ability to
determine National Insurance rates is to a large extent governed by how much we need to pay
in benefits, which in turn is determined by Westminster.
We also need to revisit the reciprocal arrangements with the UK in order to ensure the
continued free movement of workers between the jurisdictions, but in a more flexible form than
at present. Initial discussions with UK government representatives have shown a willingness on
their part to sign up to such arrangements.
Madam President, the recommendations set out on the Order Paper focus on five key areas:
the future of state pensions, National Insurance, working age benefits, workplace pensions and
the Island’s relationship with the United Kingdom as regards social security. These are high-level
principles for reform. Tynwald’s approval to these would allow the Treasury to maintain
progress towards the bold transformation which is needed to ensure sustainability of the Manx
Social Security system. But this is by no means the end of the journey – there is still much work
to be done. Hon. Members, citizens, businesses, representative groups and other interested
parties will be consulted at each step of the journey, as we begin to give greater form to the
changes required.
I will now explain each one of the recommendations in more detail. Hopefully I will cover
most of the concerns that Hon. Members have raised.
State pensions, recommendation 1: the state pension is extremely complicated. It is made up
of several elements and while it is possible to forecast how much basic pension a person will get,
it is very difficult to forecast how much earnings-related additional pension they might be
entitled to. How can we expect someone to plan for their retirement income without first having
a clear idea of what they will get from the state?
The recommendations set out in the document, if adopted, will allow us to develop a single
element pension that everyone will be able to understand, and which will provide a firm
foundation for individuals to build on. The proposal for a single-element pension was widely
supported by individuals who responded to the recent consultation. The core themes that are
being recommended for a Manx state pension are different from the UK and some have
expressed concern about how this could affect the Island.
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It has been proposed that a person will need at least 45 qualifying years of National
Insurance contributions to get a full pension. But this does not mean that they would have to
work for 45 years. When an individual chooses to retire is up to them. Just as now, if an
individual stops work and does not have the number of qualifying years required for a full
pension they can pay voluntary National Insurance contributions to increase their entitlement. It
is Treasury’s view that the ability to pay voluntary contributions would continue under any new
scheme.
The UK have introduced a 35-year qualifying period for their new state pension which is
being introduced from next year; but this does not mean that everyone in the UK will stop work
after that period of time. Many will continue to work for significantly more than 35 years and get
no extra benefit, whereas in the Island a person’s entitlement to benefit will be based on the
majority of their working life – which I think is fairer. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
Some people have said that having to pay contributions for 10 years more in the Island than
in the UK to get a full pension is too much; but to get a full pension under the proposed new
Manx pension, worth the same as the UK’s full pension of £155 a week, you would only need to
have 39 qualifying years paid in the proposed Manx scheme. Hon. Members may wish to note
that in Jersey, under existing arrangements, 45 qualifying years are required for a full state
pension there. In the Island until recently a male had to work 44 years to qualify for a full
pension. Research carried out by Ci65 showed that at the time the review was conducted of
individuals within 10-15 years of state pension age, over 70% already had more than 29
qualifying years and would therefore be able to achieve the 45 years required.
Finally, I would add one more point on this topic. It is proposed that we will allow individuals
close to state pension age the option to claim their pension early. This facility is not available in
the UK and I believe it would be of significant advantage to future Manx pensioners. (A Member:
Hear, hear.)
As I said earlier, I believe it is time that this Hon. Court had full control over how we spend
the National Insurance contributions collected locally. One of the areas where we currently do
not have full control is the annual uprating of state pensions. It is proposed that the new Manx
state pension would be uprated how we determine, not Westminster. We should only pay what
we can afford and we will be accountable to our citizens, as is only right and proper. Madam
President, this is the only change that would affect existing pensioners going forward if we act
now.
Life expectancy is another area where we could differ from the UK. There have been some
concerns raised over the proposed raising of the state pension age to 74 for individuals being
born now. A recent report by the UK’s Office for Budget Responsibility has projected a state
pension age of 75 by 2064; however, it has also been recognised that life expectancy trends
within the young are not increasing as expected. We are recommending that state pension age
in the Isle of Man should be determined separate to the UK, having regard to life expectancy in
the Island. Therefore, only if local life expectancy increases would the state pension age in the
Island increase. Increases would be implemented in a way that protects those who are close to
state pension age at that time.
Also, some Hon. Members have expressed concern that people in certain occupations are not
able to work as long as others, and I am grateful for their input. However, should a person not
be able to carry on working in their chosen occupation due to physical limitations, then they
might consider seeking an alternative occupation. Should they wish to do so, we would help
them to retrain. Alternatively, they might wish to claim their pension earlier.
Finally on the subject of state pensions, we need to consider the Manx Pension Supplement.
Since its introduction in 1993, the qualifying conditions for the pension supplement have been
the subject of much debate; and whilst it was introduced with good intentions, it has become
unaffordable. But it would be totally unreasonable to simply stop paying it to current recipients
or drastically reduce its value. So I wish to state now, unequivocally, that those pensioners
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currently in receipt of the supplement will continue to get it, as long as we agree the principles
now.
It is recommended that for individuals who are within 20 years of state pension age when a
new Manx pension is introduced, the value of the supplement will be gradually reduced over
that 20-year period. Thereafter, everyone who contributes to the Island’s state pension scheme
will accrue pension at the same rate, making the scheme fairer and easier to administer.
If this Hon. Court endorses the recommendations for the state pension – that is, as set out as
recommendation 1 on the Order Paper – I will report back before July 2016 with more detailed
proposals, which will show how we intend to transition from the current arrangements to the
new Manx pension.
Turning now to recommendation 2, National Insurance: as a result of the reciprocal
agreement with the UK, the National Insurance scheme on the Island is very similar to the UK’s.
The vast majority of respondents to the consultation thought that we should retain our current
National Insurance contribution system, but that it should be simplified where possible.
The calculation and collection of National Insurance contributions is closely linked to personal
income tax, but there are many differences. The UK government has, over recent years, worked
to align the two systems as much as possible. This has led to difficulties here in the Island as our
tax system is very different from the UK’s. While the National Insurance schemes are structurally
similar, differences do exist and they are increasingly making the existing reciprocal agreement
harder to work with. For example, even at the most basic level the UK and Isle of Man have a
different definition of what is classed as ‘earnings’. If we had the ability to integrate National
Insurance more closely with the Island’s tax system we would not only simplify matters for
employers and employees, but would also streamline administration which I am sure Hon.
Members would agree would be a positive step.
The self-employed have always paid a different rate of National Insurance to employees, as
they do not receive the same entitlement to benefits, most significantly the additional
component of the state pension and contribution-based jobseeker’s allowance. If a new, singletier pension was introduced which applied to everyone, one of the principal differences between
the employed and self-employed would be removed. It follows that if the self-employed are to
enjoy the same rights as employees, they should pay a similar rate of National Insurance as
employees do. I can assure Hon. Members that any changes we propose around the collection of
self-employed contributions will take into account the challenges faced by individuals in running
their own business.
Madam President, the final issue regarding National Insurance I would like to address is that
of contracting-out. Contracting-out applies to employers who operate certain types of pension
schemes. It is the process by which individuals are contracted out of the additional state pension
scheme. In return for providing private pension scheme rights, instead of accruing rights to state
additional pension, both employers and employees pay lower rates of National Insurance
contributions. In the Island this applies to Government, local authorities and also numerous
private sector employers. Abolishing contracting-out would cost existing contracted-out
employers in the region of £11 million a year based on current earnings levels. The cost to
Government alone as an employer would be in the region of £6.3 million a year. Employees
would also have to pay more.
To be clear, Madam President, these are annual costs, not one-off. I would ask those who
suggest that we should simply follow the UK in introducing this new state pension in April 2016
to think about how the Government could afford this now and the impact it would have on the
services that Government delivers. This is just another example of policies determined in
Westminster affecting services provided in the Island.
If we do introduce a single-tier pension to the Island, then contracting-out will eventually
have to stop. However, it will be within the gift of this Hon. Court to decide how that should
happen in the Island and under what timeframe, so that not only Government but also private
sector employers, would have time to adapt and plan for it.
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Turning now to recommendation 3, workplace pensions: I believe there is merit in requiring
workers to save for their retirement through compulsory enrolment into workplace pensions.
But I also acknowledge the strain this might place on the Island’s economy generally and the
impact it might have for local businesses. So if this Hon. Court approves recommendation 3, as
set out on the Order Paper, it would be Treasury’s intention to further engage with employers
and pension providers in the Island and report back to Tynwald in a year’s time on the feasibility
of establishing workplace pensions here.
Turning now to recommendation 4, working age benefits: the Treasury also wishes to simplify
the benefits system for people of working age, to make it easier for customers to navigate, to
enable automation and to ensure that – for those who can – people are always better off in
work. Ci65 proposed that 16 working age benefits should be brought together under one
umbrella – the ‘new Manx benefit’ – which would support people both in and out of work and
would mean people would not have to stop a claim for one benefit and start a claim for a
different one when their circumstances change, as they do now. The vast majority of
respondents to the consultation supported the proposal of the new Manx benefit and Treasury
now recommends that work commences on its design and implementation.
The welfare system exists to provide support to those who need it. Benefit claimants – who
have the capacity to do so – should be making all reasonable efforts to find and take up work,
thus removing, or at least reducing, the need for state support. Similarly, those who do receive
benefits must abide by the rules and understand the consequences if they do not. I trust that all
Hon. Members would agree with this philosophy and will support the Treasury in increasing
activity around the monitoring and checking of claimants’ rights to benefits.
I hope that Hon. Members will also support the principle that people on benefits should not
receive more than people in full-time work. The introduction of a benefit cap, on similar lines to
the one which already exists in the UK, but tailored to a local context, would help ensure that
people are always better off in work than on benefits.
Turning to recommendation 5, the reciprocal agreement with the UK: the recent consultation
highlighted the importance of the Island having a reciprocal agreement with the UK to enable
the free movement of workers between the jurisdictions. The UK government also recognises its
importance. Both countries have realised for some time that the existing agreement is no longer
fit for purpose. Lawyers from the Department for Work and Pensions in the UK have expressed
concern as to whether the existing agreement could continue, given the current differences that
exist around the rates of, and limits for, National Insurance contributions and the method by
which contributions are now collected in the UK.
Hon. Members may be aware that the UK has announced that they are going to consult on
the possibility of collecting self-employed National Insurance contributions through the tax
system. If this is introduced the current reciprocal agreement would no longer cover selfemployed contributions and would therefore need amending anyway. So if we have to alter the
reciprocal agreement, what sort of relationship do we want with the UK?
The Island and the UK will be operating different state pension schemes from April next year.
It is proposed that individuals who have paid contributions in both jurisdictions will claim two
separate pensions – one from the Island and one from the UK. This type of agreement is similar
to that operated between the UK and the Channel Islands.
Earlier this year in this Hon. Court, the Lord Bishop raised an important point about
individuals coming to the Island for short periods of time and not getting any pension
entitlement, as they would not have paid the requisite 10 years into the Island’s scheme. The
agreement the UK has with the Channel Islands allows for situations such as this and I will now
give you an example of how it would work here. A person comes to the Island from the UK,
works and pays National Insurance contributions here for five years and then returns to the UK.
The five years paid in the Island would not be enough to give them any state pension
entitlement in the Island, due to the proposed 10-year qualifying period. They reach state
pension age in the UK and have paid 35 years there, so they would receive a full UK pension. The
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person then makes a claim to the Isle of Man for a Manx pension based on the five years that
they have paid here. Under a modified reciprocal agreement for the sole purpose of establishing
whether that person has at least 10 years of contributions, we would treat the 35 years of UK
contributions as if they had been paid here. Clearly that would be the case. The Isle of Man
would then award them 5/45ths of a full Manx pension, so in effect they would get out of the
Manx system what they have paid in – no years would be ‘lost’ overall, and in fact they would be
better off.
Madam President, this is just one part of the negotiations that are taking place around the
reciprocal agreement. I hope to be able to report back to this Hon. Court in October with a firm
set of proposals concerning how the agreement would work going forward.
Madam President, I now turn to my conclusion.
As I said at the beginning of my speech, the document before you represents the start of a
journey that I sincerely hope will end with the Island having full control over its Social Security
arrangements. It will not be easy and much work and debate lies ahead, but I hope that all Hon.
Members will join together to help create a Social Security scheme that both fits the Island’s
needs and is sustainable in the long term. Some Hon. Members have said that we should simply
follow the UK, but that in itself would represent numerous challenges. Whatever pension
arrangements are introduced in the Island, the following issues need to be resolved: how to deal
with the future of the Manx pension supplement; how to end contracting-out; and how to
encourage individuals to save more for their retirement.
If we introduce a new Manx pension scheme in the Island we can take into account the
unique challenges these issues raise for us and adopt, and adapt, our ideas accordingly, instead
of simply applying policies agreed at Westminster and trying to work around them.
I acknowledge that some Hon. Members are concerned at our ability to manage such a
change; however, I am confident that the staff within Treasury have the necessary skills and
commitment to help us develop a Social Security scheme that reflects the needs and aspirations
of the Island, and that is sustainable for future generations; and I encourage all Members to
support all of the recommendations before you today. These are a package of measures which
will provide the foundation for the bold transformation the Island’s Social Security system
requires.
Madam President, I understand that each of the recommendations are to be moved and
voted on separately. They are, with the exception of the workplace pension, inter-related and I
would respectfully request that agreement be forthcoming on all of them, otherwise the
proposals will be difficult to implement.
This is, as I said, a signpost on the way forward and I would ask Hon. Members to
acknowledge that when making contributions. This is not a done deal, this is another step along
the path.
So with that, Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Henderson.
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Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan.

1835
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Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
It is probably unsurprising to some Members of this Hon. Court, but I am going to move an
amendment, and I would like that amendment circulated in advance, please.
Oh, how I bet some Members of this Hon. Court are wishing that three months ago we had
set up a select committee so that we could properly understand everything the Treasury
Minister is throwing at us this afternoon, because a lot of it is complicated and a lot of it is
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difficult to understand. There are so many different facts and figures put forward there that we
really need it all down logically on paper, so that we can properly understand it.
But I will say this… and I am going to focus on the pensions issue – the rest of it I can fully
support and the recommendations 2, 3, 4 and 5 generally make eminent sense.
So I really want to confine my remarks – and indeed my amendment that I am going to bring
forward – just to the pensions, because I am absolutely clear that what is being suggested under
the £180 per week figure given in recommendation 1 is that our people, our residents on the Isle
of Man, will work a decade longer (A Member: Hear, hear.) than our counterparts in the UK, in
order to qualify for the full state pension; and that the proposal under the Ci65 recommendation
was that the working age qualification retirement age would therefore move us to the age of 74.
I want to refresh Members of what was said three months ago – and I apologise for some
repetition here, Madam President, but it is very important that we are very clear about what has
been happening in the UK and what has been happening in the Isle of Man.
In 2002 the UK Government established an independent pensions commission to consider
the long-term challenges facing the UK pension systems. It identified a number of key areas
where reform was required including: under-saving for retirement; complexity of state pensions
– which the Treasury Minister has just alluded to – which stop people making informed decisions
about whether, when, and how much to save; inequalities within the pension system, in that
there were concerns that some groups, particularly women, had reduced opportunities to save
for a decent income in retirement; and of course sustainability, a word that we have become
extremely accustomed to hearing.
That report, often referred to as the Turner Report, led to a government white paper, and
following various debates and consultations the final green paper was produced in 2010 with
cross-party support. The net result, Madam President, was the Pensions Bill of 2014, which
brings forward the significant changes for state pensions from 1st April 2016 – the key aspects of
which, Madam President, I summarise as follows: the UK have proposed that it will create a
single-tier pension. It will remove the complications of state second pensions, contracting-out
and other additions such as category D pensions and age pensions. It will be set above the basic
level of means tested support, and although the full amount of the single-tier pension will not be
announced until the autumn of 2015, it will definitely be £144 per week, and probably closer to
£150 per week.
The National Insurance qualifying years will rise from 30 to 35 years; a minimum qualifying
period will be set of between seven and 10 years; eligibility will be based on individual
qualification without the facility to inherit or derive rights from a spouse or civil partner; and it
will continue to allow people to defer claiming their state pension and receive a higher weekly
state pension in return – but it will no longer be possible to claim a deferred state pension as a
lump sum. The state pension age is increased to 66 for both men and women by 2020; the state
pension will be increased to the age to 67 between 2026 and 2028; and there will be a review of
the state pension age every five years.
Hon. Members will of course be aware that the UK Government has also recently supported
these proposed reforms by introducing auto-enrolment, or automatic enrolment into workplace
pensions in 2012, which means that employers will be required to automatically enrol all those
who are eligible into a qualifying pension scheme, and make a minimum level of contributions to
that scheme. Overall contributions must be at least 8% of a band of earnings, although this is
being phased in gradually to help individuals and employers adjust to the cost of these reforms.
Madam President, turning to the current proposals that were presented to the people of the
Isle of Man, these are in summary: a single-tier pension of £180 per week; removing the Manx
Supplement and abolishing the second state pension scheme; increasing the National Insurance
qualifying years from 30 to 45 years; increasing National Insurance contributions for the selfemployed from 8% to 11%; introducing a compulsory workplace pension; pensions linked to
earnings only; and those still working and receiving the pension will have to pay National
Insurance – and, Madam President, these statements are intrinsically tied with that figure of
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£180 per week. That is what Ci65 base their full recommendations around: £180 per week would
work if all those recommendations were brought into play.
So, when you analyse what is actually on the table for the United Kingdom and what is on the
table for the Isle of Man there was actually very little difference in terms of the staple reforms;
everything except the fact that you would have to work 35 years in the UK to qualify for your full
pension entitlements, and 45 years to get your full pension entitlements in the Isle of Man.
In the UK if you reach pension age you stop paying National Insurance, and on the Isle of Man
you continue to pay National Insurance. In the UK your pension will rise by at least 2½% per
annum, and on the Isle of Man it may not rise at all. Depending on what rate the Chancellor of
the Exchequer sets the single tier at later this year, potentially within a number of years Isle of
Man pensioners could be worse off than in the UK if we followed all the proposals and once the
added qualification period kicks in – and if earnings fail to keep pace with inflation.
Then of course we have the issue of the reciprocal agreement, and we have already discussed
the impact around breaking that reciprocal agreement and the importance of why, I believe –
and many Members in this Hon. Court, I am sure, will support me – that having that reciprocal
agreement is so important, particularly and specifically when it comes to pensions. The other
aspects around welfare benefits and the changes that have been insinuated and proposed
within the other recommendations, I have no issues with. But that issue of having a full
reciprocal agreement with the UK with regard to state pensions is, in my view at this point in our
cycle, absolutely vital.
What is frustrating about all this is that we have absolutely failed to keep pace with what has
been going on in the UK. We started this whole process two years ago with Ci65 and the UK
started it in 2000. We have had all these green papers in the UK and we have had the legislation,
and I am just not sure I understand why Members of this Hon. Court have not been kept up-todate, or proposals have not been forthcoming in line and in time with those in the UK, given that
we have a reciprocal agreement – because from a management perspective it would have been
a very simple process to manage.
Indeed just talking about Ci65, the Hon. Member for East Douglas yesterday criticised the
Minister for Policy and Reform for sending out the information regarding the public sector
pensions without so much as a by your leave – that was similar to Ci65. That report and the
implications of such were brought in without so much as a by your leave and, had a proper
discussion taken place in this Hon. Court, we could have saved ourselves hundreds of thousands
of pounds and certainly hundreds of man-hours in terms of work, because we would have been
able to give much clearer guidance and we would have had much better communication with
our constituents and the Island as a nation.
Just to be very clear with Members – and I said this last time, and I will say it again – Ci65 said
that if we push ahead with their suggested reforms and go it alone we could have a state
pension that would be the envy of the OECD. Quite. We could also be the laughing stock of the
OECD.
Yesterday we had a positive debate on economic development and what was required from
the Government and how we were going to grow the population, and how we needed to grow
the working population to move forward. The implications of this report and specifically of this
motion, and specifically recommendation 1, are not likely to grow the working population – in
fact they are likely to cause a negative effect on the working population, because the message
that will come out if we support recommendation 1 is that we want our people on the Isle of
Man to work significantly longer than their counterparts in the UK. That will have a negative
impact on those thinking of joining the workforce on the Island, those thinking of coming across
to the workforce on the Island – and potentially those in the workforce on the Island who may
be considering their options at the moment at what is a very fragile time for the economy.
So, Madam President, you have before you an amendment and I just want to talk through
what I have actually proposed in that amendment… if I can actually find mine – thank you,
Treasury Minister. (Laughter)
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The Minister: I have not crossed anything out! (Laughter and interjections)
Mr Cannan: Madam President, the amendment that you have before you basically makes
some small alterations to recommendation 1. It keeps in the words, ‘introduce a single-tier state
pension’ – because that is what is happening in the United Kingdom, and that is the way we will
have to go if we are to keep pace with our reciprocal agreement – but removes the words,
‘based on local needs’.
It keeps in the wording, ‘protect pension rights already built up’ but it removes this fatal line,
‘determine the affordable level of pension, based on a forecast that it will be around £180 per
week’. It can only be £180 per week if our residents, if our workers, work for a decade longer
than their counterparts in the UK and we fall into line with all the other recommendations,
because that is how that figure was calculated.
So taking it out definitely sends out the message from this Hon. Court that we are going to
find a solution that is equal to, or better than, the United Kingdom and would give our people
confidence that Tynwald is with the working man and woman, and is going to make sure that we
stand and fight for their rights and that changes are going to be brought in sensibly, and that we
are going to benchmark those changes alongside our reciprocal agreement.
There will be no stories from this Hon. Court that we want people to work until 74, that we
want to work a decade longer, that we are increasing their requirements for state pensions in
order to pay for public sector pensions. No. To me, Madam President, it is absolutely clear that
we must send out the right messages and we must do that to retain confidence amongst our
workers, our men and women out there who are working hard to support families, to keep their
jobs and pay for their mortgages, that their future when they come to their retirement is safe in
the hands of Tynwald; and that we are thinking through these changes very carefully and that
we are not going down the route where we are supporting – because that is what we will be
doing if we support that – increased working arrangements, making people work longer with
increased qualification periods for their state pension. In other words, Madam President, they
will have to work longer, potentially for less.
We keep in, ‘the credit system is maintained so that those not able to work because of
sickness, caring responsibilities, education or unemployment can still build up entitlement…’ I
think that is perfectly good.
We remove the line, ‘the state pension age is appropriate to the life expectancy of Isle of
Man residents’ – to some degree, in my view, that is irrelevant. We are working with the
benchmark of the reciprocal agreement with the UK and we have to keep pace with that, so that
life expectancy issue is really out of our control – so we do not want to confuse the issue by
saying somehow to Isle of Man residents that your life expectancy is going to affect it. It is an
irrelevance, quite frankly, and it needs to be removed.
Then, ‘phase out the Manx Pension Supplement … (for new pension claims only)’. The reason
the 20-year period is taken out is because these changes anyway will mean that Treasury have
to go back to reconsider what exactly they are proposing, and reconsider how best they can
bring in the appropriate rate to keep pace with the UK.
I accept – and I am sure many Hon. Members accept – that the Manx Pension Supplement
which was introduced in the good times is now difficult to argue for, and that eventually it will
have to be phased out. That amendment simply gives the Treasury a bit of flexibility, a bit of
leeway to reconsider their options as to how long that might be done, given the fact that they
will have to reconsider what the new level of pension will be.
I hope that those amendments make sense and will provide us with a platform to move
forward with that is both sensible and supportive of the welfare benefit reform that the
Treasury Minister is alluding to, but fundamentally it keeps us in line with what effectively we
are now working to. I go back to the fact that it is very disappointing that we have not kept up
with the pace of reform that has happened elsewhere, because in a number of areas we are
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lagging behind the times. This is another issue that really should have been dealt with and
sorted out.
One final point is, we keep hearing about this Mercer’s Report in the Ci65 figures that have
been produced, how it has reduced the date that the state pension fund is theoretically going to
run out. But those figures were based on current projections, and did not incorporate the
proposed figures from the UK in terms of the changes. We were told by Treasury in our briefing,
that the report previously – the Government Actuarial Report – did incorporate that additional
modelling, the increase to the 35-year qualification.
So basically what I am saying is: if that is correct, then the scare story that we are running out
of money sooner than we were expecting is inaccurate, because if we had kept pace with those
reforms in the UK, according to what we were told in the briefing, then actually that original
figure – which was some seven or eight years later – I think should be relied on as being
accurate. But the bottom line is, Madam President – before I sit down – it is the right message
that needs to go out today. We cannot send out a message to our people that they are going to
work longer and work for additional years, when: (a) you have a positive step forward in terms
of growing the working population, so the left hand must keep pace with the right hand; and (b)
when we are still negotiating public sector pensions – and we have no idea what is happening
there – and the message going out to the public at the moment is that we are not too bothered
about the age criteria.
So for a number of reasons I urge confidence, stability and the right messages; and the fact
that this Hon. Court is behind working men and women, and not against them. I move:
Amendment to Recommendation 1:
To leave out the words in recommendation 1: ‘based on local needs’; the words ‘determine
the affordable level of pension, based on a forecast that it will be around £180 per week’; the
words ‘ensure that the state pension age is appropriate to the life expectancy of Isle of Man
residents’; and the words ‘over a 20 year period’; and before ‘phase out’ to add the word
‘gradually’.
Two Members: Hear, hear.

2020

The President: The Hon. Member for Ramsey, Mr Singer.
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Mr Singer: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to second the amendment from Mr Cannan and reinforce one or two points. The
proposed changes, as outlined by the Treasury Minister, are essential if the Social Security and
National Insurance provisions are to remain viable in the future. The recommendations are
wide-ranging and the changes perhaps can be considered to be tough, but under the prevailing
circumstances we can probably say to those who resist change, literally, ‘Wake up and smell the
coffee, and realise what position we are in’.
But the five recommendations before us… I also can fully support numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5, but I
do have serious concerns about recommendation 1. I have expressed these to the Minister who
has said to me – and has he has repeated here – that these proposals can be adjusted to make
the proposals viable. But there is one major concern that I do feel needs to be addressed and
cannot be ignored – and I will get to that in a moment.
I know the Minister has said that in considering these proposals we have to be careful…
approximately quoting him in regard to the full package, saying you cannot remove a leg from a
table as it will collapse. Well of course with careful adjustment and balance, a four-legged table
can be a three-legged table; and my opinion is that important adjustments have to be made to
these proposals and presented for our consideration –

2040

A Member: That would make it a Manx table.
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Mr Singer: The mistake therefore is to put any figures in recommendation 1. The amendment
accepts the principles in that recommendation, but Hon. Members do need to see the
alternatives laid out in detail.
When we debated agenda Item 7 yesterday, ‘A Sustainable Future for our Island’, an
important part of achieving that future is to attract new jobs and people to this Island, and how
important it is to attract skills to the Island to be able to develop and improve the different
sectors of our economy. (A Member: Hear, hear.) Therefore we have to be extremely sensitive
to ensure that our offering is at least equal… and preferably more attractive for those potential
people moving here, than what they can be offered in other jurisdictions.
That is why I just cannot understand the proposal to consider increasing the qualifying period
to achieve a full pension to 45 years, when in the UK it will only be 35 years. If it was the case,
then how can we promote our Island as a great place to live and work when potential workers
know that on the Isle of Man they have to work for another 10 years to get their full pension?
How can this change even be considered as a serious proposal?
The Department of Economic Development’s promotion of our attractiveness as a place to be
in business would be totally undermined if this 45-year period was to be adopted. Where is the
common sense? Treasury is supposedly there to be a partner in improving the economic
attractiveness of the Island, yet no-one can see what damage it could be causing if that proposal
is implemented.
I have to say to the Minister, even though he has said that these initial proposals… and surely
this 45-year period should never have seen the light of day (A Member: Hear, hear.) because of
the damage it would cause to the economy. So to me, the adoption of a 35-year qualifying
period similar to the UK is set in stone, so adjustments will need to be made in order to achieve
the same position of financial stability. I would therefore like to see figures which are just the
affordable level of pension and the number of years to phase out the pension supplement, the
new pension claims, which would achieve the same result.
Yesterday the Hon. Member for Michael said there was unanimity in this Court on the way
forward; today we could have obstacles in that path. Yesterday we were climbing the ladder;
today we do not want to be sliding down the snake.
Therefore, Madam President, that is why I am supporting the amendment which gives a
message to the Minister that reforms are necessary – and fully supported – but a detailed
evaluation is necessary for us to remain competitive as a nation.
Thank you, Madam President.
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The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas East, Mr Robertshaw.
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Mr Robertshaw: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to take this opportunity to commend the Treasury Minister for having reached
this particular point, on what has been a long road for both him and his Department. Most of the
emphasis seems to be on recommendation 1, so if I could come to that last and just cover a
couple of other points.
One I have already made – and I just want it registered on Hansard – is on the issue of autoenrolment in recommendation 3. And I think the Treasury Minister, Madam President, might
recall that I cautioned about the importance, as auto-enrolment comes in and the costs that it
carries for both employees and employers, that we recognise there are certain businesses which
will struggle to deal with what is becoming… the last time I said it was likely to turn into a living
wage – and now it is clearly before us. So great sensitivity is required in handling that to ensure
we do not trip ourselves up.
On recommendation 2: I seemed intent to batter the poor public sector workers yesterday in
the pension debate and it was not them, it was the Hon. Member behind me – but that is
another matter. Today, I just want to say a few words for the public sector staff on the issue of
contracting-out, and the problem for contracting-out for the Government is something different
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to contracting out for private employers, because there is a bit of ‘put and take’ in there for the
Government… The Government has to pay out in salaries, but will recover back, a significant
proportion of that; and the public sector staff are going to have to face the contracting-out cost
of the employee EBIT and an enhanced public sector pension cost.
So I just wondered whether the Treasury Minister, in due course, might give some due
consideration to put and take back for the staff so they could alleviate some of the cost to them
– and it is a thought for him, if he could kindly consider that.
Madam President, I turn now to the more contentious issue, apparently, of recommendation
1. I have heard the siren voices from the Members for Middle and for Ramsey – (Two Members:
Michael.) Michael? What did I say? (Two Members: Middle!) Oh, I do apologise! (Interjections
and laughter) For Michael and for Ramsey… and I do caution Hon. Members not to embrace
these siren voices too seriously.
We have been through a really difficult four years, we all know that, it has been battering for
us all and for many people in the general public. But we have got to a point where we have
balanced our current account and we still have reserves. We have got something to fight for.
Just ask yourselves what the Member for Michael is really asking us to do. He is asking us to
follow a jurisdiction which has a structural debt of £1,600 billion and a political system which
has, over the years, created a party system which has parties buying votes at every general
election – and part of that has been to entice the electors with deals which cannot be delivered.
A lot has been hung on this issue of the 10 years more than the UK. I stand before you, Hon.
Members, as somebody who has paid National Insurance contributions, not for 45 years but for
46 – and I bet the Chief Minister is not far behind me, or even the Treasury Minister. I have
actually paid 46 years because I forgot to stop deducting it in my own business when I got to
retirement age. So I am on 46 and I may well end up – if we go back to employees paying
insurance costs after retirement – at 50 years. Who knows? I don’t know.
Why did the UK drop – only in 2010 – back to 30 years? That was not sustainable, that was
foolish and that was irresponsible – and shame on the UK. So you are talking here about a
jurisdiction that has been irresponsible and has huge structural debts. And we are going to
follow them? I don’t think so – I really do not.
My understanding of the GAD projections for the UK, this jurisdiction that the Member for
Michael wants us to follow, is talking about getting into a position a number of years down the
road where their National Insurance contributions are going to have to go up 10% (A Member:
Yes.) in order to cover the cost of their failure now to get the level of contributions to one which
it should be. Do not follow this amendment, Hon. Members, it is dangerous – I beg you not to do
that.
So I am content with the recommendation. There is one important caveat that I have got, and
that is how relieved I was when the Treasury Minister got to his feet and said that there would
be some early retirement scheme built in. I cannot tell you how important I think that is and the
sooner that can be put together and given shape and put out into the public arena, the quicker
some of the current tensions will disappear, or start to be ameliorated. It is so important.
What I would like the Treasury Minister to seriously think about is how that early retirement
scheme will work for the general public. And it comes back to a point I made yesterday about
how life cycles work: we do not all work to a given point and then collapse and have our
pension. I think there is an opportunity to step down, to give people the opportunity – very
much along the lines the Treasury Minister suggested – of living a different sort of life as you
come out from full-time employment, with full responsibilities, into situations where you have
not got a mortgage to pay, or you can only manage to do three days a week. Let’s be imaginative
here; let’s have what the Minister for Policy and Reform calls ‘revolutionary thinking’ as we go
forward.
So to the Treasury Minister: well done.
Thank you, Madam President.
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The Minister for Home Affairs (Mr Watterson): Thank you very much, Madam President.
I was in two minds as to whether to speak on this motion but I absolutely had to when I got
the amendment round from the Hon. Member for Michael. I am astonished! I can accept – and I
think Members can accept – that if this is not what you want, then that is one thing. But you
have got to provide an alternative if it is not, because you cannot have the Treasury Minister
grasping at fog in order to try and put together a scheme and further proposals without any
boundaries or any parameters – and that is exactly what the amendment from the Hon. Member
for Michael does.
He opened up… and I think his sales pitch to the audience, shall we say, is that you have to
work to 75 – but that is not in the motion. What it says is that it is responsive to life expectancy.
As Mr Robertshaw has just outlined – and again a critical aspect to the scheme –is that there is
opportunity for those who need it to be able to claim it earlier; and also, of course, we are
forgetting that the benefit is going to be at a higher level than the UK, at £180 a week.
This amendment strips the original motion of any direction at all, and it would just be
impossible to work up proposals and try and come up with things in October and July next year
without the target income – which this moves – or any idea when people should retire. It is
completely impractical. But there are no alternatives and I want a debate on the alternatives –
and if he had come up with alternatives we could have debated the relative merits of them.
I think this represents something of an unwillingness for someone to put their head above
the parapet, and offer alternatives or make decisions (A Member: Hear, hear.) as to what level
of pension, what retirement age or what way it should be determined. To that extent the
amendment is meaningless.
If you follow the amendment it represents no vision at all for pensions, what amount
pensions should look like, even though it has been widely consulted on around the Island. (A
Member: Absolutely.) It has got a wide base of support and it has been subject to roadshows in
every corner of our Island – not just subject to the usual paper exercise of six to eight weeks;
and, shall we say for those who know to look, there is a consultation on it for those who picked
up on the press release. This has been subject to enormous amounts of exposure and it is
something that we ignore at our peril. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
So my message is: do not give us blanks. This amendment is full of blanks – taking out
guidance and giving us blanks. Do not give us blanks. If Members want to debate on alternatives
then I am up for that – give us alternatives, but do not just strip it of usefulness. That is the
debate that I am interested in, and I think that is the debate that the public is interested in, and
the debate that this Court needs is about a vision for the future of pensions. What a pension will
look like, how it is going to be paid for, about the quality of life in old age, the economic
competitiveness of our Island and the fairness that we build into our systems to balance all
these factors up. We have not heard that and that is why the nihilism of the amendment cannot,
and should not, be supported – it is a classic Manx fudge.
Hopefully, yesterday’s debate on public sector pensions has taught us a thing or two about
unfunded promises and that is something else that we need to look at and take very seriously
into this debate – we must not fall into that trap again. And I could not believe it when I heard
the quote, ‘Life expectancy is an irrelevance’. (Interjection) That, as a quote from the Hon.
Member for Michael – I am astounded!
That is at the core of what makes the UK scheme unaffordable, and it became unaffordable
because of increased life expectancy. I am not going to say that life expectancy is a bad thing –
of course it is fantastic; but when we talk about in 1948 the average pensioner would last a year
in retirement, and now we are talking about them lasting 15 to 20 years, it has a fundamental
impact on the affordability of what a pension scheme is. It has a fundamental impact on how it is
funded and how long it is paid out for. So, to say it is an irrelevance is bonkers!
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We absolutely need to have that as a core part of the debate and to just remove it and insert
it with three dots, I do not think is an acceptable way forward in order to set out that vision for
the Manx people.
Mr Singer, building on the amendment, was talking about the 35 years in the Isle of Man
compared to –
The President: The Hon. Member.
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Mr Cannan: Can I just raise a quick point?
The dots are just to indicate that something has been removed, rather than three dots in
terms of ‘three dots put in’ –
Mr Watterson: Absolutely, Madam President. It is the fact that it has been deleted, the fact
that it takes away the guidance, the fact that it takes away the parameters, it takes away the
vision – and makes the whole thing meaningless. And so yes, I do understand what the dots
mean and that is the particular part that I am criticising.
To move on, Madam President, to Mr Singer’s contribution about the UK operating on the
35th system and the Isle of Man being the 45th system: well yes, you can have a higher number
of years and a higher benefit, you can have fewer years and higher contributions – what goes
around comes around. If you want to make it a 35th scheme you will have to pay a lot more in
contributions, it is as simple as that.
For those who work longer, they should be rewarded by having a lower lifetime experience of
contributions, rather than trying to cram your contribution history into fewer years at a higher
rate. That means it rewards people who work for longer. Hmm, it doesn’t sound quite so stupid
at that point, does it?
So we have got to just be careful here about, again, unfunded promises; and secondly, about
how we have mixed the variables here in order to provide a scheme that rewards those people
who work on this Island, and who work for a longer period of time and therefore pay a higher
level – that is the reason why the Isle of Man will be able to pay £180 a week.
Right, I should try and be a bit more positive, shouldn’t I? (Interjections) I have been spending
too long around some colleagues, obviously. (Laughter)
What I am happy with is that, so far, there is an agreed consensus on some of the other parts
and that is something that we should be pleased about, and hopefully will be built on during the
course of the debate. There seems to be a growing consensus around recommendations 2, 3, 4
and 5 – there may be demarcation. But you would expect that and it is still relatively early days
about how we implement it and how we go forward with it. That is to be applauded and again I
am glad to see that there is consensus building around earlier retirement.
I am glad we are all recognising the links to the UK and, as I said, the in- and out-of-work
benefits, and that is something there that is really tangible, that can be built on and go forward.
Those are things that are going to be important for that stability and that economic growth that
we aspire to – that we debated just yesterday evening.
My one marker back to the Treasury Minister, I suppose, in all of this, is that when we did go
out to consultation we did not have the data about the age of the people that were responding.
This is something I have harked on in this Chamber and elsewhere about before: what was the
involvement of the under-30s, under-40s, under-50s in this debate? These are effectively the
generation that are going to be paying for our pensions, when there will be more of us than
there will, almost, of them in terms of… certainly the ratio is going in all the wrong directions at
the moment.
The young are under-represented in this debate generally, and they are certainly underrepresented in this Court. But in the coming years it is important that they are engaged in this
debate, that they see it as fair, and they understand the issues that are involved in this debate,
otherwise we will be right back to square one; and in 10, 15 or 20 years from now when all of us
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have long ceased to be Members of this Court, someone will stand up and ask a question about
‘How on earth has this been allowed to happen?’
Mr Henderson: Hear, hear. Exactly.
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Mr Watterson: ‘We did not understand what this involved… we were not consulted, we were
not informed.’ And the whole painful process starts again – and that could be quite unnecessary.
So I do encourage greater input from that group as this moves forward, and as we talk about
implementation and we talk more about the principles of it.
We have talked in pension terms especially about public sector, about working longer, paying
more or getting less. We need to ensure that we deliver on past promises to those who are
currently in retirement, and give as much certainty as possible – as soon as possible – to those
whose retirement is pending, without overburdening the next generation with huge
contributions to pay for themselves, as well as those who our predecessors in this Court have
made promises to in the past.
I have no doubts that this is not going to be an easy balance to strike going forward. When
and how it is implemented will be key, but burying our head in the sand is not an option, failing
to deliver other options is not an option – and not starting from here is not an option.
Uncertainty in something so significant in people’s lives is not healthy, and we must all work
together to ensure that we deliver a package of measures in a timely manner that meets the
needs of all our Island citizens – past, present and future.

2270

The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mrs Beecroft.
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Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
It is a very tricky one, this. I think some Members are right that we have not had enough
information on certain things, there has not been enough in-depth analysis – or if there has
been, it has not been shared. But if I can start on the easier bits first, maybe, and get them out
of the way?
Recommendation 3: the Treasury Minister talked about encouraging people to take out
additional pension schemes, but then the recommendation says ‘the introduction of a
compulsory workplace pension’. So there is a bit of a contradiction in what he says and what is
actually on the Order Paper. However, I have no problem with going out for further consultation
in that area during the summer – let’s see what employers and employees think about that.
Recommendation 4: there is not a lot to argue with either, apart from I would like some sort
of assurances that at the final bullet point where it is introducing a benefit cap, that there will be
some exemptions from that cap, such as those who are disabled and need the disability living
allowance, or the Motability etc – because it is acknowledged that some people actually do need
more than other people when they are unable to work.
Recommendation 5 – and this is where I hope it is about ensuring a reciprocal agreement
with the UK. I hope the Treasury Minister will now publicly state what exactly he means by
maintaining a reciprocal agreement, because I know it was put in the media that we were
maintaining a reciprocal agreement and most members of the public assumed that meant we
were maintaining the same terms as the UK. (A Member: No.)
That is clearly not the case: I know that and I know Members who are shaking their heads
know that, but the public do not –

2295

Mr Henderson: They were told.
Mrs Beecroft: – and they need to know about these things.
2300

Mr Henderson: They were told.
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Mrs Beecroft: If we do not make reciprocity on some of the terms, such as the 35 and 45
years of working, we could get people who come here for just under 10 years, or just for the 10
years, and then go back to the UK and get their 35 years in. They will have been earning the
same amount as our citizens over 45 years, but will be able to claim more because they will have
10/45ths of ours and 100% of the UK. And I do think you could find people deciding on whether
to leave us or not, based on their best options for the balance of pensions, because if we do not
have reciprocity they are bound to change over the years. So sometimes it could be an even
bigger difference.
It is all very well saying what we are intending to do now but we could find that, yes, we have
got free movement for people to come and go and work easily between our two nations, but
because of our different regimes it is going to be beneficial for them to either not come here in
the first place, or to go back at a time when they would not necessarily have done so but it is
better for them.
So I think there is a danger there, and I do think there is a danger that, as I say, perhaps it
needs spelling out very clearly to people that this is what we are getting into, rather than
assuming that the man in the street actually understands what is being said; because when it is
talked about that we are maintaining our reciprocal agreement, they assume it is reciprocity of
all the different bits – and it clearly is not.
Recommendation 2: I am unsure of this one – and again it is because of the reciprocal
agreement. If we are having to renegotiate it anyway, can we not renegotiate on the
contracting-out element of that? I would have thought, as I say, that was part… if we are
renegotiating all the different terms, that could be incorporated.
Recommendation 1 – and this has been acknowledged as the tricky one. To be honest I find it
quite distasteful that it is actually on the Order Paper today after the discussion and the debate
that we had yesterday, and the fact that the decision on the public sector pension scheme is
being deferred. And I do not think it is actually right that we should be making changes for every
person on the Isle of Man until we have rectified this.
There was a lot of talk about fairness – yes, and the lack of fairness – yesterday. And has that
gone away today? I do not think it has. I think we have to be fair to our people and again it is
leading by example. We have to sort our own house out first and then go back to them and say,
‘We need to do this.’
We cannot say to them, ‘We need to do this, but we are not going to do anything about other
areas’; or ‘We are going to put them on hold and have some more chats, but we are not going to
chat anymore about the area that affects you.’ That seems wrong.
I am torn between supporting the amendment because as I see it, it is not siren voices, it is
about fairness and it is about putting us in our holding position, where were going to say, ‘Okay,
we are not going to go with the full. We acknowledge that things have to change, we
acknowledge that things cannot go on as they are.’ But to me the amendment puts it in a
holding position where we actually have time to look at some of these issues and have a bigger
debate and listen to what people think.
The unions are speaking up for their people who are in the public sector pension scheme –
but who is speaking up for our people who are in the state benefit scheme?
A Member: It’s our job, we are.
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Mrs Beecroft: We are meant to be doing that.
We have not seen any forecasts or any impact assessments going forward, if these
recommendations that are on the paper are adopted. What is the cost-benefit analysis of these
including the economic side, not just in monetary terms from the Treasury’s point of view, of
how much he has got to pay out in state pensions and benefits? (Mr Cannan: Hear, hear.)
It has to be a broader thing, it has to encompass everything – I do not know who shouted
‘Hear, hear’, but thank you!
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A Member: First time! (Laughter)
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Mrs Beecroft: There is a first time for everything!
Mr Robertshaw: Steady now!
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Mrs Beecroft: Yes, I honestly think we need a broader debate, I think we need to take in the
economic impact, the social impact, and everything into this. (Mr Cannan: Hear, hear.) Thank
you again! We are being asked to make… it almost feels like a knee-jerk reaction, ‘We are
running out of money, we need to do this; come on, we have got to make a decision.’
We do have to make a decision, but it has to be a measured decision. It has to be a decision
that takes every element into it, not just one that is on the paper today and we are going to be
told – I am sure, from other people who will speak on this – that if we do not decide today we
are running away from making a decision. Nothing could be further from the truth. (A Member:
Hear, hear.) In this Court we all know that we have to make decisions. (Mr Thomas: Hear, hear.)
We all know that this is a fundamental issue, but we have to be sure we are making the right one
and we have to have all the information.
So I think I am talking myself back to actually voting ‘no’ against recommendation 1, but I am
still wavering on the amendment, and I would be interested to hear what other people have to
say. But I think I have said enough on it.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Henderson.
Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
We have got quite a considerable piece of input here, due to the nature of the contributions
so far and, I have to say, some of the misinformation so far; because with the messages going
out so far, if the public were confused before, they will certainly be even more confused now.
One of the first things I would like to put over, Eaghtyrane, is that the Hon. Member for
Michael accused us of ‘putting the right message out. Send the right message out from this place
– we have got to send the right message out.’
Well, Eaghtyrane, I will send the right message out: the message I have got from several UK
government actuarial reports that tell us in no uncertain terms, and in no uncertain figures, that
the Manx National Insurance Fund is due to run out. Every time we have had one back the everdescending line has continued in a downward slope. Then we have the Ci65 Report which
includes a Mercer’s actuarial report which makes the news even more drastic than we had first
realised.
So, what do you do with information like that? Do you sit on it, as we have been accused of
sitting on it for years; or do you actually try and do something, and bring a set of tentative
proposals for discussion, and try and move forward on that basis and then bring back some
more detail later on? (A Member: Hear, hear.) That is exactly what we are trying to do,
Eaghtyrane.
The clear message I have got to send out of here is – as I said when I launched the Ci65
Report and its conclusions some considerable time ago – that the option to do nothing is not
there. We have not got that option, we have not got that luxury. And I have to agree with the
Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan, when he said, ‘Why hasn’t this been tackled sooner,
earlier, or at some other point?’ I am concerned with that too; however, we are here now – we
are where we are, as the famous phrase goes.
The other clear message I want to go out from here is that, even if this is approved today, no
state pensioner’s pension is going to change tomorrow. And it is not likely to do so if it was
approved tonight, and for some considerable time into the future anyway; because if we do
approve this, Hon. Members, what we are approving is a set of overarching principles and ideas
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that say, ‘Yes, we see what you are doing, Treasury, we will approve the principles in principle.
Yes, go away, work up the detail, come back and show us the detail, which will be further
debated and voted upon at that point, at that stage, sometime in the future’ – which, if we
agreed it tonight, could be a year away for some of this.
So it is not instant and that is the message that needs to go out, that even if we do approve
this tonight there are no changes tomorrow morning; and we have been receiving queries and
we have seen the inferences in the Manx media –and it is just not right. But what is right is the
fact that we have to recognise that at the minute we have on the desk a document by a
reputable highly respected firm, that says we will not have a pension in 2047 for the people of
the Isle of Man.
And somebody said, ‘Who is speaking up for the people of the Isle of Man, for the
pensioners?’ Well we are in a way, Hon. Members, because we are saying that we recognise a
very serious situation and if we do not do anything now, you will not have anything then. So yes,
we are speaking up for people now in a positive way, in a managerial way, to actually ensure
that the next generation does get something. And yes, the young people are having a voice, as
somebody was concerned about before – the Hon. Member for Rushen, Mr Watterson –
because we are thinking of the next generation, and the next generation, and ensuring that
there is something there for them. And it is that serious, Hon. Members.
The argument that we are hearing over the 35/45 is purely arbitrary, and it is a red herring
thrown in here to offset the debate and stop some really important and urgent business that we
need to be getting on with, quite frankly. (Interjections) I also note that we have failed to
recognise the point of the UK reciprocal agreement. We cannot afford to stay locked in on the
current sets of arrangements – that is quite clear, and has been quite clearly pointed out to us.
If we stay locked in as we are, we cannot afford to do so – and in any event the changes that
are being progressed in the UK at the minute… we may well have to revisit our reciprocal
arrangement at the end of the year, or early next year, because both jurisdictions are so
fundamentally different at that point with their social security arrangements, that something
will have to happen anyway. So do not go down that road, Hon. Members, for goodness’ sake! If
there was ever a dangerous move here, that is it.
We have got to be the masters of our own destiny to produce our own affordable Social
Security system. And I do not care what some Hon. Members say, Eaghtyrane, with the point
about, ‘Oh well, the actuarial figures are this, they are that, they are the other, there are peaks
and troughs.’ This has been a long trough over many years that keeps predicting a downward
curve on the graph, Eaghtyrane, and I think we have to be totally responsible to the community
and say, ‘Right, we have got the warning signals and yes, we are going to do something about it.’
If it turns out in 50 or 60 years’ time that there has been an over-reaction, it is money in the
bank in some ways. But the point is we have produced something sustainable and that there is a
future in the pot – that is what you need to think about, Hon. Members. And, for those of us
who are so enthused about sticking with the UK, their latest GAD info sheet says at their current
rate of knots, with the current arrangements, theirs is due to dry up just before 2035.
So, for goodness sake, Hon. Members, do not lock into the amendment. I am not having a
personal attack on the Hon. Member for Michael – although it might seem like it – it is the
information that has been put forward. I quite respect his sincerity and his concern in what has
been done here, because it certainly worried me sick thinking about all this, and what is the best
way to go forward. But when we are presented with the figures we have, we have to do
something responsible otherwise we are back to where the Hon. Member, Mr Cannan, was
saying, ‘Why wasn’t something done years ago?’
Let’s not bury our heads in the sand this time, we have got all the warning signals, as stark as
they are; and certainly, Hon. Members, I would totally support what the Hon. Member for
Rushen, Mr Watterson, has said with regard to the dangers of locking ourselves into this system.
And the Hon. Member, Mr Robertshaw, has flagged up the same thing: locking yourselves into a
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broken system that is even more broken than ours, is utterly irresponsible and completely
dangerous, and what we are trying to achieve here will be sunk. It is as stark as that.
As the Treasury Minister said, Eaghtyrane, in his opening remarks, we need to be the masters
of our own destiny and make our own affordable system that is right for our community. I would
also point out, Eaghtyrane, that all of the recommendations here and the sub-points to them,
are principles. If everyone votes for them this afternoon it charges us to go away and undertake
more consultation and eventually come back here for more debate – and more punch-ups
probably (Laughter) and adjustments.
This is not an approval to say 45 years and £180 pension. This gives us a starting point to
work from and it also gives Hon. Members the chance to feed back in following this debate, for
us to look at the Hansards, and so on. This is not a finality, this is the start of something – and I
would urge Hon. Members to feed your concerns in. If you want meetings, set meetings up; we
are only too happy to see people. And if there are further ideas to be fed in we are happy to
have those too, to be fed into the machinery. But, as I said we have not got that option to do
nothing – there is no option to do nothing, we have to move forward.
Eaghtyrane, to those Hon. Members who keep pushing out the myth that there is not enough
information, this full Ci65 brief was launched some considerable time ago via a Member’s
presentation. It has been available for some lengthy, considerable time now to Members in its
full entirety, and on a continual drip, drip basis we have advised Hon. Members, answered their
queries on the Ci65, and asked them to have some input – give us their views, thoughts, and so
on.
Not only that, the Ci65 Report has been trailed through the press over an extended period of
time, through various articles, there have been public meetings galore – you could not have
consulted more widely or pushed it into people’s laps more forcibly I think, Eaghtyrane. The
information has been there, so it is a little naughty to be saying you have not seen the technical
detail – it has all been there, and we have been talking about it for a long time.
Eaghtyrane, I think I have made the points that I wanted to. I need to stress the danger point
of locking into the UK system. The information is there on the internet, Hon. Members, and
other places, and I have got the latest sheets here so I cannot be the only one who has got it. If
we do that, we just cannot afford to do it – we need to be the masters of our own destiny.
Give us a chance to work up some ideas, we are listening, they will go out to consultation,
and we will come back here – there is no question of that; and you are not voting on a £180, 3545 years situation, you are voting on a principle, Hon. Members, to make us go away, work up
some ideas and bring them back for you, basically.
Thank you, Eaghtyrane.
The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Karran. (Interjections)
Mr Karran: I can’t, I am waiting for an amendment to be drafted.

2495

The President: I have your amendment, sir.
Mr Quirk: Can I take his place?
2500
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The President: No you cannot, sir, we will go in the order I have here now.
It is Mr Cregeen, Member for Malew and Santon.
Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
Just as few comments: if I could just home in on some of Mr Henderson’s comments there,
regarding the recommendation: ‘this is an ongoing piece of work, it is not tying us down to
anything, we are going to carry on producing things, we are going to come back here again.’
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Mr Cregeen: Well, guess what? Mr Cannan’s amendment can be actually seen as the same! It
is not tying us down –
The President: Mr Karran’s amendment is not before us.
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Mr Cregeen: Mr Cannan.
The President: Mr Cannan, right.
Mr Quirk: Mr Cannan.
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Mr Cregeen: Mr Cannan’s amendment can be actually seen the same way. (A Member: Yes.)
What it is actually doing is, it is not tying you down to the £185, as he was saying earlier.
So it is all very well saying, ‘Well, everybody else’s is… we are not going to listen to this’…
because do you know what? Ci65 – I am sorry Lord Bishop – is the holy grail of reports into what
we should be doing with our pensions.
We keep on hearing Ci65, Ci65 – well it must be right, it must be right. How many reports
have we had in this Hon. Court where people have said, ‘Well, we have done the right thing
because we have followed this report’, and guess what, it was wrong?
Mr Cretney: Hear, hear. Public sector pensions.
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Mr Cregeen: It concerns me that when Hon. Members are putting their departmental view,
because it has gone through the Department… and I understand the Hon. Member of Council,
Mr Henderson, he has worked with this for a long time. They have fed him a lot of the
information which he will have gone through, and he will be convinced that this is the right
thing.
The same with the Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan: his amendment is actually
stopping to restrict –
Mr Henderson: Same as you –
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Mr Cregeen: – some of the proposals that are going forward, which gives us a bit more
chance.
I think the thing that we are going to regret is actually not having the committee running
alongside these proposals; (Mr Cretney: Hear, hear.) because as I said in that debate, we will get
to the end of this process and it will go to a committee – you can virtually put money on it,
because at the last minute Members will go, ‘Let’s just pause, check, make sure it is right.’ We
will regret it, you can guarantee it.
And I really think there should be another opportunity to actually put a committee there to
look at it alongside; run it from October so that it runs alongside, so we have got this joined-up
approach instead of it just being fed out to us.
If I turn to a comment from Minister Robertshaw – sorry, ex-Minister Robertshaw – who
actually instigated the Ci65 Report: it is one of those things, that when you have been there to
instigate it I suppose you do have to defend it. And by defending it what you also have to bear in
mind is that there are some Hon. Members in this Court who have got private pensions, who are
very nicely done by because they have got a private pension alongside what they have got.
What we have to do is look after those people in our community who do not have that
luxury –
Mr Henderson: That is why we are doing this, Graham.
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Mr Cregeen: The state pension is a safety net for them. They do not have the luxury of having
well-paid jobs, they do not have the luxury of having a pension scheme; and it is so easy for Hon.
Members in this Court who have got that security to forget what it is like for those people who
are actually struggling on the breadline, (Interjections) who are trying to get by, day by day – and
it is all very well saying, ‘This information has been out there.’
A lot of people are struggling by, day by day… never mind all the reports into pensions. And if
I asked around this Hon. Court, how many Members actually thought about their state
retirement pension when they were in their early 20s? (Interjections)
Mr Quirk: I need an accountant!
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Mr Cregeen: Two, three, four… so we have got four. Hands up… so we have got five. So we
have got five people who thought about state pensions. This is the safety net for the people of
the Isle of Man.
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A Member: Different world in those days.
Mr Cregeen: I think what we have to look at, when we go through the amendment from the
Hon. Member, Mr Cannan, he has just reduced some of the restrictions in the recommendations
set by the Treasury Minister. I cannot see that when we have had Members saying we are
burying our heads in the sand… I do not think there is anybody burying their head in the sand,
saying that this is not a serious issue that we have to deal with. (Interjections)
I know of one person who has actually drawn a pension longer than they worked; now, there
is no way they would have actually paid in that amount of contributions over their working life.
Unfortunately, both my parents died before they were able to draw a pension, so their
contributions have gone to make up some of the shortfall that other people have put in. But my
concern would be that, when we are actually trying to attract businesses over to the Isle of Man
from the United Kingdom, they are part of a big group – and when it comes near to their pension
age, do they decide that they are going to relocate back into the UK so they can get their
pension entitlements with their company pension at the same time? And what will that do to
the economy of the Isle of Man? (Interjection)
It is all very well saying you have got to push ahead with this at full speed because, as the
Hon. Member of Council, Mr Henderson, said ‘The money is running out.’ (Mr Henderson: It is.)
But what we have to be very careful of is that we get the right answer. And he is saying about
what you get out of the machine… it is the information that you put in that determines what you
get out.
I would say support Mr Cannan’s amendment, it is not restricting what Treasury are going to
do, I would say it gives them a bit more flexibility to review what they are going to do; and yes, it
may fly in the face of Ci65, but it is not set in stone – they may not be right. It is a piece of
advice. We may have paid handsomely for that advice – but it is only advice.
I was trying to do a bit of research on Ci65 – just a few more bits and pieces on that – and I
actually put into the Government search engine about the Ci65, and it did not actually come up
in the piece that I looked at. When you put in Ci65 it did not come up with the report – it came
up with other bits and pieces, and it came up with some of the small recommendations, but that
was about it –

2605

Mr Henderson: Point of clarification, Eaghtyrane.
The President: Hon. Member.
2610

Mr Henderson: It was Mercer’s, the internationally reputed pensions firm, who performed
the actuarial assessment within it.
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Mr Cregeen: Well, there you go, Madam President, it just makes it clear: we have all been
going on about Ci65, but apparently you have got to look up Mercer’s! What are you supposed
to do? How are the public supposed to understand this? (Interjection by Mr Henderson) I am
sorry… so you are going to say to everybody on the Isle of Man, ‘Do you know what? You should
go in and ask.’ (Interjections)
So, one thing we have said is that it has been out in the papers, and it has been out in the
media… that takes into account that you are hoping everybody listens to Manx Radio, 3FM,
Energy. I know a lot of people who do not tune into any of the local radio stations. You are
taking into account that maybe they are going to read the newspapers… well, not everybody
gets a copy of the Courier, and I think when you look at the readership of the Examiner and the
Independent they are in their thousands, so they do not cover the Isle of Man. And this is where I
really think that at times the Government should actually do a newsletter, round to every
property on the Isle of Man telling them –

2625

Two Members: By the Post Office! (Interjections)
Mr Cregeen: – about the issues and saying, this is where we are up to, this is where we are
going to go –
2630

Mr Watterson: We will get accused of propaganda.
A Member: We do not know where we are going yet. (Interjections)
2635

Mr Cregeen: – but if you do not get your story… then you have actually sent it out.
Mr Henderson: Like the Post Office, then.
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Mr Cregeen: But, Madam President, that is only on recommendation 1.
I have concerns regarding the benefits system as well. An issue that came to me the other
day was that some people who have come from a newly-recognised EU country. They have been
working on a work permit on the Isle of Man for three years. They have now decided that they
would be better off if they claimed benefits. So they can now claim benefits on the Isle of Man
because they have been here for three years, even though they are not working. And I would
hope that is something that the Treasury Minister will look at as part of his review into the
benefits. There are also people who can claim benefits for children who are not on the Isle of
Man! (A Member: Still?) Still. And that needs to be dealt with. So, we are leaching out money on
these sorts of areas and I think we need to tighten them up.
I would urge Members to stop saying that this is a personal attack, because it is the Council of
Ministers who have come out with this report, that this is the only way forward. I think there is
another way. The Hon. Member for Michael has actually set it out very well, it just gives us a bit
more flexibility in there; and I would urge Members to support the amendment and I would
hope that we would be able to possibly bring a committee to look into the pensions in the next
session.

2655

The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Karran.
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Mr Karran: Well, Eaghtyrane, I have to say that as far as the Government is concerned I am
glad that we are seeing some action on this front. But what I am concerned about is that Hon.
Members need to realise what they are being told… that it is all a floating feast and it is all going
to have to be worked out. But by this Item 10 we are in a position where we are actually having
to ‘receive and the following recommendations be approved.’ We have got no detail, no idea of
costings, no idea of anything here.
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I think that we do not want to discourage the Government from getting on with its job… but I
have to say that I am deeply saddened that when we initiated what turned out to be the pension
premium… when we wanted it as a cost of living bonus for those workers up to 25 years ago,
who were on less than the workers’ rates of what they would be in the UK, it was an idea of just
trying to give a fiscal leg-up for their twilight years, to give them a good time and some luxury in
their lives in their retirement days.
What we ended up with is partly why we are here today, and that is no fault of the Treasury
Minister or most of the Members in this Hon. Court, apart from maybe the Chief Minister and
Mr Cretney – and yourself – as being long-term Members, or Ministers on the Council of
Ministers.
So, I believe that Members should let the process go on and, in my opinion, that the
document entitled ‘Social Security and National Insurance Reform, Treasury Proposals, July
2015’, be received, and the Treasury should develop detailed proposals and report to Tynwald
by November 2015 with recommendations. At the moment we are being told that this is just a
fluid situation, and you are really only receiving it… well, that is not the case, we are agreeing all
these recommendations. (Interjection)
I think that what we do not want to do… because the Hon. Member for Rushen’s input about
the young people… we have a responsibility. You know, Eaghtyrane, the one thing that I always
agreed with the agricultural industry – and there was not much – was the fact that you do not
leave debt for the next-generation. And I totally agree that we need to address this issue.
So I hope that Hon. Members will see this as the way forward for them to develop detailed
proposals and report back by November 2015. I have to say that we have discussed this in the
Liberal Vannin party, and I am more sympathetic on this point with the mover, as far as the fact
that a longer period would be a more sensible way forward. But I have to say we need to sort
out the effects as far as how that will affect how we deal with our biggest trading partner in the
United Kingdom.
I am concerned that, when I have the people who I was having coffee with the other week –
who more than likely make Mr Teare look like a member of the pinko liberal party – who were
actually saying to me that if they bring this in, then that is the final bit of confidence gone as far
as the Isle of Man is concerned. Maybe after four years we can get that Government of national
unity, we can actually work together so that we are all smelling the coffee now on this issue and
we are actually seeing something off the fence – and the Treasury Minister should be applauded
for that, as far as that is concerned.
I was originally considering putting an amendment down. One of the things that I feel that
needs to be added to his hit list, in my opinion, is the fact that the National Insurance Fund is
something which should be applauded, and the fact that the right-wingers did not – like they did
in the United Kingdom – squander that on rhetoric; and they kept us with the National Insurance
Fund. I believe that one of the things that we need to try and make sure is – which is not in these
recommendations – that the National Insurance Fund should be ring fenced. Ring fenced for
what it was.
There are a number of issues on the part of the National Insurance contributions fund
account which maybe we need to look at, whether they should be in the National Insurance
Fund, or should be in taxation in order to secure that National Insurance Fund – which, I believe,
is different in the United Kingdom where they only have to keep 13 weeks’ contributions in that
National Insurance Fund in the UK.
The other thing that I believe I am worried about is this blanket £180 a week – which is great.
And to be fair, the Member Mr Cregeen brought this issue up when he was in the Chamber, that
some of these people have only got this one income in their twilight years. And my concern is
that if it is £180 a week that is great if it is a second income – fantastic; but if that is your only
income and you have got to pay £105 or £110 a week for council rent, and you have got £70 to
keep body and soul together, I hope that the Treasury Minister – and this has not been prearranged – sees this amendment, of where he can use this to actually come back. I would be
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horrified if I was saying that there was a section of the community, as the Hon. Member for
Malew and Santon said, who were only on one source of income and it was going to be £180 a
week for the rest of their lives.
Alright, if they are married it does ease the situation – or people get widowed, or people get
separated, even in old age, and people have profound disabilities. My concern with this is, I want
more clarity over this whole £180 a week one-stop arrangement. I would be horrified, as a
person who has an occupational pension, to think that – by me getting another £30 or £40 a
week – I am subjecting the poor into poverty.
The one thing that concerns me today between the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom
government, I believe that they are forcing more children into poverty, they are forcing poverty
back – the, ‘I’m all right, draw up the drawbridge as far as anybody else’ American system of a
welfare state. Well, that is not what I want.
And we might not agree on many things – me and the Chief Minister – but he has not lost his
left leaning to that degree, and I am sure he agrees with me. That is another reason why I
believe, Eaghtyrane, that this needs to be clarified before we agree to any recommendations.
The other point that I am concerned about is, in my opinion, the fact that when we come to
the pension premium, the 10-years contribution was a nonsense from day one – an absolute
nonsense. I personally feel we should be saying that it should be phased from the date of these
changes, upwards year by year, over the next 20 years, and give them a percentage if you want
to, in order to do so. I believe that needs to be addressed because I think it is an absolute
absurdity that if you get 9 years and 11 months you get nothing – and if you get 10 years you get
50% on your pension.
If that did not upset me more, because the whole idea was to give that for the traditional…
(Mr Cretney: Hear, hear.) It was a way, with the Chislett Report, of creating a sweetener for
people who lived here in a low wage economy, a low social legislation economy. So if this
amendment is allowed, I would like the Treasury Minister… and he can blame me, because I
have been saying it for 20 years as far as this issue is concerned – that should be addressed now.
It is a ridiculous situation and I would want that to be looked at. We should not be running away
trying to be Father Christmas to everybody, and end up becoming the bogeyman to the next
generation, who cannot vote for us or do anything to us.
The next thing I believe – and one of the things that we need to address – is that we are
proud to be a low tax area; and what I believe is that we who earn money are taxed a lot lower
than those in the United Kingdom. The poor and the low-wage earner might not be, but we are
paid and we have an advantage. And I do believe that if we have a system for people who are on
supplementary benefit at the moment, then it is not beyond the wit to have the same system for
the likes of the pension premium, with a capital allowance outside your pension pot and your
house, and that if you have got an income of more than £35,000 a year you should not be
getting it. That was not what the intention was when we brought it in.
It is going to cause ructions, but you would hope Members will have borrowed my Calcichews
to deal with my osteoporosis, and have a backbone to actually say, ‘These are the hard decisions
we are going to have to make.’ That is the sort of thing I would like, and I originally had a motion
down on that issue.
Eaghtyrane, this in my opinion is the way forward. And the other thing I would like to see
happening – and it goes back to the late 80s, 1988 – is the issue of a compulsory scheme for
paying for your nursing and residential home costs. In 1988 I wanted to bring in a mandatory
National Insurance contribution for everyone born after 1960 to pay a contribution towards
their residential and nursing home costs. I totally agree when I see constituents who have
sacrificed and have not gone to the pub, and they find they lose their house in their twilight
years. Unless we address that issue and put compulsion on that issue, as far as that is
concerned, we will never address the scandalous situation of people losing their homes –
because we have no alternative at the moment. It is either go back to the man in the poorhouse
or we have the system we have, because it is not affordable –
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The President: Hon. Member, we are getting into an awful lot of detail, (A Member: Hear,
hear.) which I –
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Mr Karran: Yes, I understand that, Eaghtyrane.
So what I am saying is, I think these suggestions that I have brought up are worthy for the
mover of the motion to take on board the input that has come out of this Hon. Court, and report
back by November 2015. If he can report in October then let’s support him to bring it back
earlier.
But I really do not think we can support this at the moment on two fronts: one is we are tying
ourselves down to following ‘the recommendations be approved’; and the second is that at the
moment we need to build confidence, and people are frightened – they think that we are going
to break the scheme. The fact that the scheme in the Isle of Man is more secure than the United
Kingdom one, because we have got a scheme that can pay for the next 30 years and they have
got a scheme that can only fund them for the next 13 weeks.
I hope Hon. Members will take on board this proposal and will support this as a way forward.
We do not want to stop executive Government addressing this issue, but we need far more
detail. I hope Members will be responsible about that and it will give them the opportunity in
this debate to raise the issues that they want to raise.
I move my amendment:
To leave out all the words after: ‘be received’ and add the words ‘and that the Treasury
should develop detailed proposals and report to Tynwald by November 2015 with
recommendations.’
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Quirk.

2790
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Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
Just for clarification and a point of order, if I could. I am sure I heard the Treasury Minister
say – and it is listed in recommendations 1 to 5 – and I am sure the Treasury Minister did
indicate we were going to vote on it separately. (Interjections)
Is that the case?
The President: My understanding is that is what the Treasury Minister requested.
Mr Teare: Yes please, Madam President.
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Mr Quirk: Thank you for that, Madam President, that clarifies that.
I can support the majority of it, but not all of it, like my colleague from Onchan. And because I
think the Member has spoken, I will second Mr Karran’s amendment because it gives me a
backstop, as far as I am concerned.
I have issues with recommendation 1, but I will flip them and go to 2, 3, 4 and 5 – and I will
be quite quick, to tell you the truth.
I am quite supportive with number 5, 4, 3 and 2, and I do applaud the Treasury Minister and
his team regarding recommendation 2, which is that the self-employed will be treated equally. I
think that is something which is good, because in my time in the construction industry the selfemployed always seemed to suffer. (A Member: Hear, hear.) And it is like Mr Cregeen said… and
I am surprised that some of the people said, ‘Did you wonder what you were going to do when
you were 20 or 25?’
All you wondered about was wandering around the Isle of Man, and chasing girls –
Mrs Beecroft: I didn’t!
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Mr Quirk: Or the other way round – (Laughter) That has come out wrong!
Mr Watterson: When you have got a face like mine, you think of your pension more!
(Interjection)

2820

Mr Quirk: Can I say that I too – and like one of the Treasury colleagues, Mr Henderson… and I
respect Mr Henderson, we are colleagues, we have been colleagues for donkeys’ years – we are
brothers. (Interjections)
Mr Cretney: Hear, hear. United! (Interjection) Unity is strength.
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Mr Quirk: I was quite amazed – and I did write it down, Mr Henderson – you said, ‘Don’t
worry about the details, we will have them later on…’ or something like that, I am sure it came
out that way.
That does not give me confidence (Interjection by Mr Henderson ) and I am getting really
finicky all the time with what is on the Order Paper and what is in the recommendations. And
once again I will remind you, that is what we vote on… that is what it says in the book and says
on the paper, that is what we decide on... and Standing Orders – Madam President told us
earlier about Standing Orders and what that means.
That brings me to recommendation 1, before I get told I am wandering. My concern there is
the Manx Pension Supplement. I have some respect for Mr Karran regarding the issues about
the supplement. It was done some years ago, and it was actually done for a purpose. I believe
that those people contributed to it expecting something out of it. But I cannot live – Treasury
Minister, or the Treasury team – with the Isle of Man residents phasing out the Manx Pension
Supplement. But I can – if I could find Mr Cannan’s amendment – support gradually phasing out
the Manx Pension Supplement. To me those are two separate issues: one goes, and the other
says ‘gradually’ – and it is all in the words and in the detail. That is why, Members, I would ask
you and encourage you to vote for Mr Cannan’s amendment first, and if all else fails –
Mr Corkish: A 20-year period.

2845

Mr Quirk: – because the detail is not there for the people we represent. And the number of
people who are ringing you up and asking about pension things… I have not got the expertise
like my colleague from Rushen, Mr Watterson, to give them advice – and we should not be
giving them advice anyway.
2850

Mr Cretney: He cannot plumb a tap!
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Mr Quirk: So, can I just say, with reference to what Mr Cannan is saying by leaving out the
issues about the £180 – yes, I have reservations about that, because it has fixed it and you are
doing something about it. We do not know until we get the final detail where we are going to be
and what the predictions are going to be… whatever the report says. And that Ci65 Report… you
cannot even download it, you have to go to the library to get a copy because it is that thick. Even
the recommendations are that thick, in the back of it.
I wonder if it is still relevant now that we have moved on a few years? And that is the issue I
pose to Treasury Minister as well, who will have his team about him looking at it all the time;
and there are new things coming about, and I agree slightly with Mr Henderson, too.
But we do have people and we want to encourage people to come to the Isle of Man, and we
want them to enjoy the economy here – but I do not want to see them in their twilight years
going back to the UK, and missing out on their company.

2865

The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Cretney.
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Mr Cretney: Thank you.
I would like to take the Treasury Minister and the Treasury team at their word, and I would
like to put in a few things which I hope they will genuinely consider in the time ahead, because
that is what has been said is going to happen. I just want them to think about a few things that I
think are worthy of consideration.
First of all, one of the things that Mr Teare said in his speech when introducing them, about
people choosing to retire. What I would say is that it is not always a choice and people could be
forced by salary level, cost of living, outgoings – a range of factors – that means they have got to
carry on.
The second one… and I did raise this at the presentation, and it has not been raised today,
and I am surprised it has not been raised already, though I think Mr Cregeen mentioned it
obliquely – and that is about persons working in certain occupations on the roads, heavy
labouring etc. I think it is completely unfair for them to be expected to continue to be working to
such ages, or necessarily for them to easily retrain. I think suggesting that we will just put them
into another occupation, sounds easy, but perhaps is not as easy as it sounds. I think a bit of
work would have to be done around that.
In short, in relation to recommendation 1, I do believe that much more work and indeed
amendment is required to these elements before being, in my opinion anyway, properly
acceptable.
If I go on to recommendation 3, the workplace pension consultation to take place, I think that
is a good thing, and I think that is something that is happening elsewhere. Whoever it was who
spoke earlier, when we were younger we did not think about – or those of us who were getting
chased by girls – (Laughter) were not thinking about pension arrangements or whatever, and
now it is very important that they do. And lots of young people have, obviously in later years,
been encouraged to do so – and rightly so. So I am very supportive of that.
In relation to recommendation 4 – and, before anything may be suggested, I am against
benefit abuse – I completely abhor people who try and work the system. And when I was going
round for my last election, people in my constituency were saying, ‘So-and-So is pulling the
wool… they are doing this, they are doing drugs, they are up all night’ all those kinds of things –
whereas they were very hard workers and they were seeing no wage rises and were having a
very difficult time. So I am not, for one minute, trying to support people who abuse the system.
What I would like to say is that – and this is going to happen in the time ahead, before the
election – the number on the unemployment register is going to go up and increase
substantially, in my opinion, in the months coming up. And I do have some concern about the
effects – and I might be overplaying this, and I apologise if I am, and time will prove me right –
about the potential effects and mental health implications to some who have got to be handled
very carefully in any transfer from long-term sick to some other basis. I think they have got to be
offered every assistance in that; and I know, as a Member of the Department of Economic
Development, that is what will be done. However, there is no question that that will have
personnel implications, in my opinion.
If I can respond to a couple of points that were made by Members: Mr Cannan, in his
presentation, said that the Manx Pension Supplement was introduced in the good times – and
Mr Karran amazingly, in my opinion, referred to it as a ‘sweetener’. I can say as a person who
came to Tynwald to promote the Manx Pension Supplement on behalf of others, it certainly was
not during good times, but it was after a report was undertaken to see whether it could be
afforded, and it was determined that it could.
I agree with the Hon. Member for Onchan that the basis upon which eligibility for the
supplement has for a long time, rightly, been questioned – and it has been very controversial
over the years, as well. And the reason it was introduced, as Mr Karran made clear, was because
the cost of living on the Isle of Man… and that is exactly what it was about, it was about the cost
of living, nothing else; and that continues, for many people on low wages, to be a real issue. So I
just wanted to put that straight.
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Mr Robertshaw: I would like to go back to him by saying that I do not believe if Members
adopt Mr Cannan’s amendments they are copying the United Kingdom in its fiscal follies, as I
would describe them. I think that we have a legislative discipline here, which I think is a really
good thing; and I think not for one moment should we follow what goes on in the United
Kingdom. But at the same time I think we need to exercise a bit of flexibility as to what is best
for the Isle of Man. (Two Members: Hear, hear.)
Mr Watterson said that alternatives should be provided here – and I think that is the work
which is to be undertaken in the time ahead. I liked what Mr Henderson said in relation to,
‘engage with the Treasury Department, come and meet us, come and talk to us’ – and I think,
amongst others, I would like to take advantage of that opportunity. If we are really serious about
trying to get the right solution, that is what we should be doing, in my opinion.
A final point I want to make… and I had not thought about this, and Mr Karran raised it this
afternoon and I think it is a good point. (Interjection) Are we really saying – and this is how it
reads and I had not picked this up –that this is a £180 single pension across the board for
everybody? If we are… and I do think he is right on the point he made about lower income
people – not everybody is in a situation where they have more than one pension. Many people
continue – despite the fact that the Isle of Man is doing really well if you compare it to lots of
places – to struggle at times with the higher cost of living, wages etc.
Are we really saying, when it comes to retirement, that there will not be a benefit which will
be available to assist them? If we are saying that, I think we want to be a bit careful about that.
(Interjection)

2940

The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Wild.

2945

Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be slightly different and start with a quote from John F. Kennedy: (A Member: A good
man.)
‘Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.’
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I agree entirely with my hon. colleague from the Legislative Council, Mr Henderson – if I
remember his name – we are where we are. The Minister for Treasury has delivered a robust
framework of recommendations to take these serious issues forward, in my view.
There is plenty of relevant and understandable information available on this sensitive subject
through all channels. However, we do need to be cautious – and yet sensitive – about our
relationship with the United Kingdom, and whether we follow the lead of that government or
not.
The UK government’s own actuary department forecasts that unless UK contributions are
increased, or the contribution period is increased from 35 years to beyond – or a mixture of both
– as my hon. colleague said, the UK National Insurance Fund will become exhausted by the mid2030s.
So if the UK government had decided to drop the contribution period to, say, 25 years – what
would we have done then? Followed suit? That would have been financial madness in terms of
our state pension.
So, in very simple terms I do not support either amendment, and I ask my hon. colleagues to
support the original motion and let our colleagues in Treasury do what they are good at doing.
Thank you.

2965

The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas West, Mr Thomas.
Mr Thomas: Thank you very much, Madam President.
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In the motion in March when it was proposed that a committee was set up, I presented what
I called then ‘seven myths’; and I want to thank the Treasury Minister and officers for going
some way to address those myths, in the sense that they are less mythical in most cases. And I
start my contribution by just reminding people what those seven myths were.
The first one was that the NI Fund here was in any way similar to the UK NI Fund, and that
has been referenced by quite a few people – and it is a completely unjustified comparison. If
Members want to go and look on the internet while I am speaking, and put in place ‘the House
of Commons National Insurance Fund Briefing Paper dated 15th July 2015, number 4517’ which
is about the National Insurance Fund, they will have completely accurate information about the
UK National Insurance Fund – and it is a completely different situation.
The UK system is a pay-as-you-go system (A Member: Hear, hear.) and it does not rely on the
National Insurance Fund. The fund was going up in the United Kingdom between 1998 and 2006,
and then it went down because of the recession – and the target for there is only £15 billion.
The United Kingdom is only blessed with 30 times, or thereabouts, what we have got in our
National Insurance Fund.
So our National Insurance Fund, as has been acknowledged by the Treasury Minister, is
actually making a very valuable contribution to our system through the investment income; and
this year is the first year where the investment income has not covered the operating deficit –
and that is very different, for instance, from the public sector pensions arrangement. So, the
myth is still there that the National Insurance Fund in some senses is broken – and that is the
main point I want to get out.
How do these young people that Mr Watterson, the Hon. Member for Rushen mentioned,
feel when we keep telling them that the system is broken? They must feel, ‘Well, what is the
point then? Why do I get involved in that? Why don’t I go out and do it myself?’
So I think the first line of the Ci65 Report was a bit unhelpful, because in this modern throwaway age if something is broken, you throw it away. This can be, I think, to speak the language of
young people… let’s think about it in terms of recycling and actually making use of a broken
system – re-using it and making it work for them, like it has worked for my generation and
generations before me. So that is the point I want to make: we still need good analysis. The
myth is being debunked, and let’s continue to use good analysis.
That leads onto the second myth, which is that we have to fund the system entirely from
contributions. We do not, because we have got the investment income, firstly; and secondly,
ever since 1911 when the National Insurance Fund was set up, there has been an
acknowledgement that taxes and other sources of public revenue can be used, and also the NI
Fund can or cannot be used for other sources of expenditure. So we need to make that
completely transparent to everybody, and we need to work to make the system recycled into a
system that works for current young people and future generations.
The third myth was about reciprocity and just as I said in the debate in March – even if it did
not go through, that motion – we would still be using that debate to inform our decision. And
we have done: we made a very sensible decision about reciprocity.
And there are just three points I want to make in respect of reciprocity. The first one is, as I
think Mrs Beecroft, the Hon. Member for Douglas South, has mentioned: we have got to make
sure that people outside here fully understand that the reciprocity being envisaged is not the
same as they might first think – it is to do with building up some sort of benefit from one system
and equating that to some other system.
The second point is, I want to give you a practical example from Douglas West constituents –
a lot of whom happen to be firemen – and one of them actually had the benefit he got from his
pension reduced from 17 years to 7 years, through trying to transfer benefits from the UK to the
Isle of Man. And that is the sort of thing that we might be having happen to us if we go down
this route of reciprocity. I am not saying it is a bad thing, it is just that we have got to make sure
that everybody understands that sort of implication.
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That leads onto the third point in terms of reciprocity, and I want to thank Mr Henderson, the
Hon. Member of Council, for pointing this out. Mr Henderson said today that it was quite clear
from the UK’s perspective that things could not carry on as they have been in the past. Well, as
Members… and as the Member who has been following this very closely since November 2013,
when I got the Ci65 terms of reference – I have not seen those documents. And that is one of
the things that the committee was going to investigate actually, the discussion between the
United Kingdom and the Isle of Man. I hope the Treasury will come back at the end of this
debate and will then make it clear that Members are actually going to understand what I believe
to be the case, which is the UK has said, ‘We are not going to carry on transferring money to
you.’
The amount of money that the UK has been transferring has doubled in the last 10 years. So
to me it is obvious that is the thing that is going to have been questioned in the UK Treasury; and
we need to understand that more, so we can be more realistic and more informed about options
at the stage we are.
The fourth myth that I propose – and this explains my voting yesterday on the public sector
pensions debate – was that we have already had enough actuarial evaluations and valuations,
and we have had enough financial modelling and we do not need any more. All of these models
and valuations depend on the assumptions, and that is what politics is all about: it is about
making sure that people understand the assumptions that are being made, and actually dealing
with the assumptions. And some of the Ci65 and Mercer – and perhaps even First Actuarial and
GAD – are assumptions that the Isle of Man Government has told them to make. They have not
questioned them, it is quite clear from all those actuarial reports they do not question what they
are told – they just model, using the assumptions that they have been given.
So for instance, as the Chief Minister quite correctly is saying now, we have got to make sure
that we really are getting the 500 people coming to the Island every year that the Government
model assumes in this area. We have got to get that. And he said today or yesterday, ‘and
perhaps even 1,000’ – which to me is an admission that we might not have got 500 last year and
the year before, from the evidence in the numbers. And we can transform that assumption by
policy changes in terms of making sure that the earnings are here – so the assumptions are in
our own hands as an Isle of Man Government.
Likewise with investment returns, and likewise with the number of Government workers: all
these are assumptions, they are dynamic things, and we need to make sure that people outside
understand that other public policy needs to change to determine the future of our pensions.
The fifth myth that I exposed – and the Treasury listened, and the Treasury officers have
worked on it since – is that we cannot disregard the cost of living. That is now implicit there in
terms of some of the recommendations.
Finally, myth six and seven were about the parallel discussion that needs to go on between
the public sector pensions and the state pensions, and also the timetable for both. In essence,
both amendments and the original motion are bringing together both systems, if you believe
what Mr Henderson told us very clearly. If you take the view as Mr Henderson said, which is that
we are still talking about proposals – which is what Mr Teare, the Treasury Minister, said back in
March – that all he was coming through with today was proposals. It does not matter, we will
still have the detail later on and we can make definite votes.
So on that basis I cannot actually see a great deal of difference between the three items we
are going to vote on, but I prefer Mr Cannan’s because it takes out the specific numbers of the
£180, 20 years and so on, which to me do not sound like proposals – they sound like specific
recommendations. But having said that, given the nature of this debate, and for instance Mr… (A
Member: Cretney?) no. Everybody’s assumption, that... let’s believe what Treasury says, we are
just going to talk again next year about specific actual recommendations and here we are just
talking about proposals. I am happy with whatever the outcome is, because the ball is still being
juggled and we still need to make sure that we juggle it properly in the interests of fairness
across the whole of society.
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I did have some closing remarks and I thought my hon. friend from West Douglas has stolen
them, but he just turned them upside down. (Laughter)
In essence, I just wanted to deal with one last point, which is that often we get challenged by
the Hon. Treasury Minister, and today we got challenged by Mr Henderson who is taking this
specific item forward passionately, to come up with our own proposals. Today I want the
Treasury Minister in his summing up, to just acknowledge that the resources to actually come up
with your own proposals are completely unequal. Treasury is armed with millions of pounds
worth of consultancy advice and officers to make proposals. Treasury is privy to much more
information than we have here.
So to me it has been perfectly reasonable for people in this Hon. Court to actually make sure
that the information and the analysis is thorough for the last two years – and what more can you
do in a situation where we do not have a Government in opposition system? We do not have
parties to fund alternative proposals – all we have is the ability to make sure that the actual
Government proposals are questioned.
And on that basis I will be supporting Mr Cannan’s amendment – I am not worried about Mr
Karran’s amendment, I will vote for that too. And in summary we are still in the situation of
working up proposals.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas North, Mr Peake.
Mr Peake: Thank you, Madam President.
It has been very interesting to hear all the comments and good advice. I think, hopefully, the
Treasury Minister will take some of those on board.
I did take the time to go and see the Treasury Minister and a number of his colleagues to find
out more about this – it is quite a detailed subject, I appreciate, and I do take on board all the
things Mr Henderson said.
I just feel this is giving the Treasury the green light to actually carry on and do some more
detailed work. (Mr Thomas: Hear, hear.) We have heard from a number of people today saying
that they want some more detail, well I do think now is the time that if we can give them the goahead to start this, they can actually start over the next year and come back to us.
I am tempted to support Mr Karran’s amendment, but I would just like to hear perhaps in the
Treasury Minister’s closing remarks if he thinks that timescale can be achieved. It was certainly
my indication when I spoke to them that it would take round about a year to come back with
some proposals, but I would be interested to hear what he has got to say.
The issue around the £180: I do think it is a figure that is something to work towards, it will
perhaps allay some of the fears that people may have about what the pension may look like. I
think at the moment the pension… it is a higher figure than the current pension and the Manx
Supplement – which I am a supporter of – so I do think that will allay those fears that people
may have that it would actually be a pension that was less than we are currently enjoying.
I do think the keyword is ‘sustainable’… and sustainable is a word we have heard over the last
couple of days, and I think this proposal is no different. I think we do have to have a sustainable
solution and I think that is very important and is hopefully something that we can all support in
the future.
Thank you very much.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Speaker.

3120

The Speaker: Madam President, I think as the debate has gone on it has very clearly
demonstrated… and indeed the amendments have also done us a service by demonstrating that
in actual fact there is more than 90% agreement across the Court for the proposals on the Order
Paper. It is quite a remarkable achievement to have this level of consensus for reform, and
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putting onto a sustainable basis what is really… what we are talking about is the whole
apparatus of the welfare provision and the welfare state as we have known it since 1948.
The fact that this degree of consensus has been achieved, I think is a tribute certainly to the
work of Treasury and the officers, and the breadth and width of the consultation with the public
(A Member: Hear, hear.) that has actually directly informed the proposals that we have been
debating this afternoon.
It is quite remarkable to have conducted an exercise of that scale, so that the issues this
afternoon are only really boiling down to a particular aspect of recommendation 1; and that is
the detail and the choice, as it has been put before us, of that it is either in the Isle of Man
working longer for 45 years in return for which you get a forecast £180 pension in return for
lower contributions, versus the UK situation where it is £155 working for 35 years for… well, who
knows?
History, if it is anything to go by, has clearly demonstrated that nothing is cast in stone and it
is absolutely inevitable that contributions in the United Kingdom will have to go up (A Member:
Hear, hear.) if they are talking about that level of working life. In recent years, the forecasts have
changed the level of detail, which has changed with every political administration in the UK.
The notion, of course…indeed the notion that the NI Fund will run out – and therefore
everybody starts to panic. Of course when you are talking about contributory benefits, the fund
will only run out if those contributory benefits are still funded from that fund by contributions,
or whether they are allowed to continue to exist. Who knows any of that?
So I think, Madam President, the arguments about the choice that is represented in the Hon.
Member for Michael’s amendment, and as reflected as well in the contributions of others, that
the final detail is not there and we need a committee to look into the detail and all the rest of
it… it is really about the biblical question of how many angels can dance on the head of a pin.
(Laughter) We simply do not know what the future holds, and the degree of detail that we
establish today will have changed next year. We do not know.
The best we can hope to do is to set parameters as we can best forecast today, make that the
basis of a decision and get on with it having built in the flexibility that inevitably is going to have
to change anyway. (A Member: Yes.) To expect to have every last detail pinned down is
absolutely impossible.
So, Madam President, I think these five recommendations should be supported, they are the
product of a lot of work and consensus on the parts of the public of the Isle of Man, which I think
can give us confidence politically about what we are being asked to vote on; and in terms of a
particular, that is not recommendation 1, I do welcome at long last the abolition of class 4
contributions by the self-employed, which have been long resented as being absolutely
iniquitous for fewer benefits received in return – and that is long overdue and long welcome.
(A Member: Hear, hear.)
Thank you, Madam President.
A Member: Hear, hear.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mr Malarkey.

3165

Mr Malarkey: Thank you, Madam President.
A Member: Go on, Billy.
3170

Mr Malarkey: I had not intended to speak this afternoon, Madam President, because I will be
honest, pensions are not my forte – I am not an expert on pensions. But we are here today,
where doing nothing is not an option. We have to do something for the future. And I have sat
and listened to a lot of the debates this afternoon, being quite naive with regard to pensions –
and I have learnt a lot.
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But what I have learned is, as I said, doing nothing is not an option. And listening to the
Member for Council, Mr Henderson… Treasury has to come back and get the final yes or no from
this Court. So no matter what we decide this afternoon there is still a lot of work to be done (A
Member: Hear, hear.) and we still have the final say here in this Court.
We are acting today, not for ourselves, but for our children and for the future pensioners of
the Isle of Man – this is not an overnight solution we are looking for, it is for something that we
cannot sustain. (Interjections)
I have listened to Mr Cannan’s debate with great interest, when he was horrified at the fact
that we might have to work to the age of 74. Well, I am sure my children might well have to
work to the age of 74. I have just quickly googled what the pension was when it came in, Madam
President. The first pension came in in 1908 and the retirement age was 70 – in 1908, when they
first introduced it. I found that quite fascinating.
It was quickly changed in 1925, where the retirement age was 65 for both males and females.
The life expectancy in 1925 was something like 45 or 50 – not 60, 70 or 80. It was then changed
in 1940, as Mr Speaker just alluded to, when the age was taken to 65 for males and 60 for
females.
I also googled what life expectancy has come up to in the last 50 years, and it has gone from
an average age of 70 to 82. So in the last 50 years, life expectancy has gone on. So to be thinking
in another 10, 15, 20 or 30 years’ time when the younger generations are starting to retire, I am
sure they are going to have to work a lot later than 65, 70 or 74.
I am not horrified by that figure of 74, because in 1940 when it was introduced for the first
time it was quite acceptable to put a target of 60 and 65 for pensions and retirement, and the
average age then was only 55 to 60 for people to live. (Interjection)
I really do believe this afternoon, that what is before us today gives Treasury a bit of leeway
to go away and look at what the real options are and give us some real meat on the bones. I
think, if you have viewed Mr Cannan’s amendment today, there will not be any meat on the
bones – I do not think we are going to be giving him a clear guidance of anywhere… or what he
can really do.
So we have the opportunity today to move forward, get on with the job – and if we do not
like it we tell him when he comes back next time! Not argue today about should we have
amendment 1, should we have a committee, should we move it here? We need to do something
and we need to do it now, and we need to do it now for the future of the rest of the Isle of Man
– not for us, but for the future.
Thank you, Madam President.
A Member: Nice, Minister. (Interjections and laughter)
The President: The Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Hall.

3215
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Mr Hall: Thank you, Madam President, I will be quite brief.
Just to start off, just picking up on one of the points that was made by the Hon. Member of
Council, Mr Cretney – which I also raised, and which the Treasury Minister touched on in his
opening remarks – and that was about people who have to retire because of their occupations.
The Treasury Minister, in his opening statement said, ‘Well, we will just provide some comfort
and we will bring them in, and retrain them’ and all the rest of it. Being realistic that, in my view,
is a bit of a non-starter to expect somebody of 65, for example, to then have to go down the
road… and suggesting about retraining, and trying to get them back into the workplace in
another occupation. That just is not realistic, and this particular area really does need some
serious consideration when he is coming to look at the details.
I agree that we have got to reform the pension system and it has got a key role to play in
providing an adequate retirement for pensioners, and providing a solid foundation on which to
base private pension savings. (Interjection) And one thing is that reform of the state pension
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must not be implemented in a piecemeal fashion, and it is vital that a new system remains stable
for the long term.
I think that we have also got to up our game as far as communicating about the importance
of saving; and it must be made easier, if we can, because certainly as one of the younger
Members in this Court I think that is a very important aspect for young people today that we
need to get across. And in order for reform of the state pension to meet objectives of personal
responsibility, fairness, simplicity, affordability and sustainability – it has got to provide that
clear and simple message about that importance of saving for young people today, on top of the
baseline pension.
In some ways I think that we are looking at this in very much an isolated way, about the state
pension; but really the bit where it is missing – which I feel that perhaps the Council of Ministers
also need to really address – is that it should be combined with that person’s responsibility
about communicating the importance of saving for young people today. And really, if anything, I
suppose as opposed to calling it the state pension it should really be the ‘foundation pension’. It
is the baseline pension on which to build a person’s retirement. So perhaps consideration could
even be given to changing the name of it to something like that – I do not know, I will leave it to
the Treasury Minister.
I believe that the transition to a new system should take place within some sort of a
reasonable time period, given obviously the issues and the problems which we are all very
aware of. And I think once that transition is achieved, the system must remain stable in the long
term, because any further changes will only cause confusion amongst savers and will seriously
undermine confidence as well.
I also read very recently that around the UK – and my point makes the importance of saving –
it said that about 12 million people are not saving at all, or not saving enough for their
retirement. And, of course, people perhaps are not saving for all sorts of reasons, they might just
not be able to afford to do it and they may not understand perhaps the value of saving for
retirement.
But, in short, I think people are not sure whether it even pays to save under the current
system and certainly a lot of young people you talk to… I think there is a great proportion of
them, and there are large numbers of them, who are probably thinking, ‘Well, there is going to
be nothing there for me anyway’ – because of all the problems that they hear about through the
media, or wherever. And I think they really have not got confidence in the system for when they
get to retirement even in 20, 30 or 40 years.
I recognise the need to establish a state pension that is sustainable in that long term. Trends
in life expectancy means that the cost of providing the state pension I think will rise in the
future, and I recognise that people are certainly living longer. And unless people are encouraged
to work longer, people are going to spend a greater proportion of their lives in retirement. (A
Member: I hope so.) I can see, therefore, that further increases in state retirement age do
appear to be inevitable – but they have got to be done, and it must be done in a fair and
reasonable manner as well.
So, I would like to see what is coming from the Council of Ministers going forward, about the
importance to the young people about saving for retirement, and backed up by the assurance
from the Government that saving for themselves will be supported by a strong foundation
provided by the state.
My next point is that really we are talking about a state or foundation pension, that needs to
be combined with the importance for everyone – but especially for young people today – of
saving for their retirement themselves.
And then the third, I think, combined with this, which I do believe in, is that we have got to
look at the issue about auto-enrolment in the workplace pension as well. And those three all
need to be combined. It is no use just looking purely at a state pension in an isolated way,
because it has got to be all three of these to make a real, true success of that.
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So the Treasury has really got to look at auto-enrolment, the Council of Ministers has got to…
and I feel that every single individual working person should have the right to build up a
workplace pension with an employer contribution under an auto-enrolment scheme, and then
perhaps with a good strong and reasonable foundation, or state pension, or whatever you want
to call it.
And I appreciate that this is purely looking at the state pension and the National Insurance,
but it is looking at it, I feel, in a somewhat isolated way and it is missing out this area of savings,
and also what we are doing about the employment with regard to auto-enrolment.
That is really the message and the few comments that I want to make on this, Madam
President.
Thank you.
A Member: Well said.
The President: Hon. Members, we shall now take a break. The break will be until 25 to six by
the Court clock, and the first person to speak when we return will be the Hon. Member, Mrs
Beecroft.

3295

The Court adjourned at 5.08 p.m.
and resumed its sitting at 5.35 p.m.

Social Security and National Insurance Reform –
Debate continued –
Treasury Report received and recommendations approved
The President: Please be seated, Hon. Members.
The Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mrs Beecroft.
3300
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Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I am going to be brief because there is a lot that has been said on this already and I have
already spoken, but I did want to speak to the amendment by my colleague, Mr Karran.
There has obviously been a lot of unease expressed today and I think it is a very sensible way
forward to have this time lapse where we have all got time to think and meet with Treasury and
get our questions answered and maybe time for them to give us some more information. I think
Mr Cregeen is right: the Ci65 Report is being treated as if it is the Holy Grail, but I think we have
to remember it is a snapshot, and then that snapshot is modelled forward to get the results. But
we have not been given any ‘what if’ scenarios.
The Chief Minister himself said this morning that we are in unprecedented times of
historically low interest rates and investment income. What if that rises by 2%? What effect does
that have? How far forward does that push the Fund before it is extinguished – which we are
being told by Ci65?
So I think, again, I would like to see some cost-benefit analysis and some impact assessment
before actually making up our minds; and that is not delaying Treasury because the amendment
by Mr Karran says that Treasury should develop detailed proposals so they can carry on. Nobody
is stopping them from doing anything – things that they believe they are going to have to do
anyway – but it just gives us time to have a more measured approach to it and to have all the
information that we need.
I have to admit, I still prefer Mr Cannan’s amendment, but if that fails – and I hope it does
not – I will be supporting Mr Karran’s, but I will not be supporting the recommendation as it is
because we are being asked to approve it; we are not being asked to note it so that we could get
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information back for people to take on board and come back to us again, because we are told
these are just suggestions and they are going to take things… It is not at all. We are being asked
to approve what is on the Order Paper, so I really do not see how we can, when we have still got
so many outstanding questions and so many issues of fairness that need to be resolved.
I promised I would be brief and that really is all I wanted to add to it at this stage.
Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan – again to speak to the
amendment.
Mr Cannan: Thank you, Madam President.
Obviously the mover of that amendment has just come in and I am going to speak directly to
him.
I was minded initially to give some leeway and to go with this, but having heard some of the
comments subsequent to that, I shake my head and now believe that this amendment is merely
holding the hammer that is going to nail in the final nails into the coffin of confidence in our
business community and in our community.
You see, Hon. Member, what you are basically still endorsing are those figures in that Report
and, of course, what the Government has not told you, Hon. Member, when you moved that
amendment was that a leading firm of actuaries submitted to that consultation and wrote words
like:
‘The Report recommends a Manx state pension age which is different to and, by implication, higher than the UK’s.
Why? For better sustainability of a higher pension? This is crazy.’

That is what they wrote: ‘This is crazy.’
‘The Isle of Man state pension age should continue to be the same as the UK. There is no coherent logic for a
different state pension age in the Island.’
They go on:
‘It is a sobering thought…’

– they write in their consultation –
‘… that these negative and frightening headlines about the raise in the pension age are what anyone in the world
sees when they Google “Isle of Man state pension age.” In our view…’
3345

– they write –
‘it is far better to pay an honest pension from a sensible age based on sensible assumptions than cling to the
notion of an enhanced Manx state pension which can only be afforded from the ridiculous age such as 74.
Headlines like this make us look a laughing stock.’

That is not in the consultation, is it? You are not to know that. None of us are necessarily to
know that because that is not quite translated into the consultation information, and that is why
I cannot support this and that is why I have got to say to Hon. Members and to you, sir, that
actually, please, see the logic in my amendments.
3350

The President: The Hon. Member for Ramsey, Chief Minister, Mr Bell.
The Chief Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
I intend to be very brief as well, following the lead of my friend in South Douglas. (Laughter)
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There are just two or three points I want to make, Madam President. It is really just to
reinforce what the Treasury Minister and his colleague in the Treasury have made.
A great deal of work has gone into producing this Report in the first place. The one clear
option that has been levelled for us to consider is whether we do nothing, whether we allow
things to carry on and I think that is one area that everybody is agreed on – (A Member: Hear,
hear.) there is no option just to sit back and do nothing. That will be the ultimate disaster for the
Isle of Man. Therefore, we have to move forward today, whether we like it or not –
uncomfortable though it may be.
I want to give hon. colleagues my absolute assurance that the proposal before us today, in
spite of the interpretations people are putting on it, is still work in progress; there are no final
decisions that have been made on any of this yet. What the Council and what Treasury, in
particular, are trying to learn is what are the concerns of the Members of Tynwald, what areas
are no-go areas, what areas would you like us to consider? This work will continue for some time
and there has to be flexibility in our approach in the time ahead, bearing in mind the comments
made by Hon. Members here.
I fully appreciate the concerns made by Mr Cannan in relation to how a later retirement age
in the Isle of Man might be perceived, particularly as we have to drive forward bearing in mind
the very positive debate we had yesterday on the economy. We absolutely have to grow the
working population over the next few years and it is vitally important we do not do anything
which will in any way inhibit our ability to attract the key workers we need to the Island to grow
our economy. That point will be taken on board and will be considered before any final
recommendation is made – and it has to be.
The heartening thing for me yesterday, Madam President, was the unity, in fact, that was
generated within this Chamber in support of a common goal now of growing the economy; and
it shows when we do come together, the energy, the enthusiasm, the vision that comes out of
this Court is very admirable.
What we are talking about today, Madam President, is basically a fundamental reform of the
welfare state for the next 20 or 30 years and beyond. This is a hugely important step for the Isle
of Man; it is one which cannot be rushed; we should not be bounced into any decisions until we
have, as best we possibly can, a consensus on what the way forward is. It affects the future
livelihood and welfare of every single person on this Island and those to come in the future, so
we have to take this step by step.
I want to give Hon. Members my assurance, as Chief Minister, you will not be bounced into
anything, this is a work in progress; there is still a lot more work to be done and we have to be
sure, as best we possibly can, that the ultimate recommendations we bring back to this Court –
and it will have to come back to this Court – are properly thought through; all the pros and cons
weighed up on it, including the concern about the retirement differential. You will have the
opportunity then – and I hope before then – to have further input into the development of these
ideas.
This is so important, Madam President; we have to have a consensus, if we can possibly
achieve it, on an agreement on the way forward. If we do get it wrong then we will be cursing
many generations to come and that cannot happen. So, for what it is worth, Madam President, I
just want to give my assurance to Hon. Members that what the Treasury Minister says – that it is
work in progress, that there are so many issues to be considered – has my full support and I will
ensure that Members are fully engaged in this debate as much as they possibly can until we
come to the final recommendations.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: Thank you, Madam President.
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I did not know what the Chief Minister was going to say, but I am hoping that what he has
said will give reassurance to Hon. Members about (Mr Corkish: Hear, hear.) what is on the Order
Paper here today.
But I would like just to put on record, before I joined Treasury I did go to one of the
roadshows that was put on by Treasury, by the Treasury Minister and his then Chief Officer, and
I think that was an excellent presentation. It engaged very much with the public that attended,
and I think the general public that did attend the presentations that I went to had a very clear
understanding about… we have to act and we have to act very soon; and they had a good
understanding about what needs to be done in the future and, from the voting patterns that
came in from that one that I was at, quite clearly they knew we had to move and move quite
fast.
But, quite honestly, this is a huge subject and it has already been said here today, we are just
at the start of a process today and we should not get too hung up on individual areas, and I think
what is down on the Order Paper is something everybody in this Court should be able to support
today.

3420

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Singer.

3425
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Mr Singer: To the amendment by Mr Karran, I think I agree with what has been said by Mr
Cannan – that it is not particularly helpful because it is actually basically endorsing or certainly
receiving what is written as recommendation 1 on this Order Paper. I understand exactly what
the Chief Minister said – that this is not the final position – but if we agree to this particular
point as written, that will be down in Hansard, and within Hansard it says, ‘Recommendation 1
and all the others be received and the following recommendations be approved.’ That will be in
Hansard, (Mr Karran: Absolutely!) and that will say that this Court has endorsed it. (Mr Karran:
Absolutely!) What Mr Cannan’s amendment is saying is all that is doing –
The President: Please speak to Mr Karran’s amendment. You have already spoken to Mr
Cannan’s amendment.

3435

3440

Mr Singer: Mr Karran is basically endorsing this but is not endorsing the previous amendment
by Mr Cannan, which takes those figures out and then will not be this Court endorsing it. That is
the better amendment, the better position for us to be in, because we know that the Treasury
Minister is going to come back anyway but it does not tie anybody down to anything in the
future or people who read Hansard will say this is what the Tynwald Chamber agreed.
Therefore, if we want to be unanimous and we want to show that unanimity then the
amendment by Mr Cannan, rather than Mr Karran, is the one that should bring us all together.
A Member: Hear, hear.

3445

3450
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The President: The mover to reply.
The Minister for the Treasury: Thank you, Madam President.
It has been a very interesting debate but I think the theme that comes out of this is, yes, we
accept there should be change.
What I would say is we are driving people down to any decision, we are trying to include
people in the decision-making process, but there is no point in us going out undertaking more
research, me involving my officers and colleagues’ time, in undertaking more work if we do not
know that the basic thrust, the basic direction of travel is acceptable to this Hon. Court. So that
is it in a nutshell.
It may feel strange to you that we are not driving things forward. We are trying to be
inclusive and one thing that did come out on the public consultations – and myself and my then
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Chief Executive did five in a week – was there was strong support for what we were proposing
and the strongest support came from the younger section of the community because it was their
future that we were talking about.
If I could just concentrate on that now, it leads me nicely into Mr Karran’s amendment. Once
again he felt that change was necessary, but let’s piggy back on the UK, let’s see what they are
doing. The UK Government Actuary’s Department, which actually advises us on our National
Health Insurance Fund as well, has commented upon the changes that the UK is proposing which
were published in 2014. They said that in the absence of the Pensions Act 2014 the UK Fund will
be exhausted in 2027; with the reforms it would be exhausted in 2035. That is still within a
generation. What we want to do is we want to plan for the next generation; we want to plan and
come to a sustainable position. One thing that the UK will not deliver is a sustainable future, a
sustainable system.
Moving on, there has been much said about the pension age. The Office for Budget
Responsibility in the UK in June 2015 issued a report called the Fiscal Impact of Future
Government Activity: Long-term Fiscal Projections. Not an easy read, I have to say, but basically
what they said was the autumn statement of 2013 from the UK Chancellor said that people
should expect to spend an average of a third of their adult life, beginning from the age of 20, in
receipt of state pension, with at least 10 years’ notice provided and changes being phased in
over two years later. We are talking about a longer phase in here and we are being honest.
In the Office for Budget Responsibility report it is forecasting that in some scenarios by 2064
the state pension age will be 75. We have been open; we have actually explained what the
implications of the concepts might be, but this has not been picked up by the UK media.
So what I would say really is: why should we hitch our wagon to a scheme which is not
sustainable and has been, in effect, panned by their own advisers? We would be, I would say,
singularly ill-advised to do it and, in a way, we would be just – as I said earlier today – following
Mr Micawber; we would just be hoping that something would turn up.
The Hon. Member said we must send out the right messages. The actual message is here that
by following this we will bankrupt the next generation. I know that sounds very emotive, but
that is certainly the basis, the conclusions of the research papers that I have read. So how can
we give confidence to the next generation if we do not feel confident on the back of
experienced and expert advice that it is a failed system?
I was very surprised to hear Mr Cannan say life expectancy is irrelevant. I tell you what, when
you get to 67 it isn’t! (Laughter) But it is the core of the issue here, isn’t it, and that was brought
up earlier in the debate; that as life expectancy continues and more people enjoy good health –
touch wood – as they get older in their later life… In days gone by, people in their late-60s, early70s would not be physically able to carry on working or, indeed, even look after themselves, but
we have a different generation now.
The Hon. Member, Mr Cannan, said that Mercer was a scare story. No, it is not a scare story,
it is just basically pointing out the facts as they see it, and the facts are it is backed up by the
experience of our National Health Insurance Fund; the cash flow, for the first time, we are
paying out. The Hon. Member for West Douglas said that that was a myth – that the Fund was
still going up. If you want to hitch all your wagons, all your hopes on investment returns that, I
would suggest, is a myth as well.
You need to have a look at the cash – cash coming in and cash going out – but the key issue
here is if we follow the UK system, unlike what we are proposing, any additional benefits
accrued for the state pension will be lost; they will be written off. They will all be forfeited when
people move into the standard UK state pension. We are offering people the chance, if this goes
through and if it is worked up, to retain the benefits – that is protected benefits. There will be
£180 with the additional protections on top. So if you have paid the NHI contributions which
would entitle you to the second state pension then that will be reflected in the pension that you
receive. So if you want to throw that all aside and deny people what they are paid for, vote for
Mr Cannan’s motion, vote for his amendment.
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Mr Singer, the Hon. Member for Ramsey, said it was a mistake to put figures in the first
recommendation and that we needed alternatives. We will work out the new scenarios; that is
what we are doing, but what we are doing is asking Hon. Members to give us alternatives. He
has got issues – and others have too – with the qualifying period of 45 years, but many
respondents actually supported 40 years in their response to the consultation.
Mr Singer also made the point that the recommendations will be recorded in Hansard, but I
would assume that my comments will be recorded in Hansard as well and, as we say, we will
bring forward a range of scenarios so that Hon. Members can make a balanced decision on the
recommendations put forward.
Mr Robertshaw was supportive. I thank him for that and I thank him for his hard work
because it has not just arrived, this has been built up over a period of time. He said that autoenrolment for, in effect, private sector pensions needs careful handling and I would certainly
concede that. We do not want to increase the burden on businesses at an inopportune time.
Certainly, opting out has financial implications which are going to be different for the
Government and the private sector.
I feel that the issue which had been raised about early retirement – we will do more work on
that and we will certainly talk on that, because basically I do concede that some people will not
be able to work for 45 years in their adult life or up to 45 years and we will have to have a look
at that and how those people are protected. But, once again, we have heard what you said and
we will bring back various scenarios for you.
Mr Watterson was very helpful. He was quite correct that the amendment, which was Mr
Karran’s at the time, painted no vision. We have to have a vision for the future and we have to
give confidence to the next generation. Certainly, the comment was made by the age of the
respondees: did we keep a list or any records of the age of respondees? No, we did not in the
general consultation but when we went out to the public roadshows it was quite noticeable
then, as I said earlier, the young were bang on board and the voting indicated that people were
very supportive of what we were proposing, of the direction of travel anyway.
Moving on to Mrs Beecroft, I think the kindest thing I could say there is the jury is still out, so
you have not put the black cap on yet. She said it is a real tricky one. Yes, it is. There is not
enough information in the Report but there are 640 pages backing up that information. She
asked for the opinion, in terms of recommendation 3, the workplace pension of employees and
employers – that is work which we will have to do and it is not an immediate priority for us
because if Tynwald votes to accept the proposals on the Order Paper today, we will have more
than enough work to get on with in the first phase.
She also said there should be exemptions from the benefit cap and, yes, I agree; so people
who are long-term ill, carers etc, we would definitely have to work that in, but whatever
exemptions we would bring in will be, of course, subject to the agreement of this Hon. Court.
She asked for clarification of what do I mean by ‘the reciprocal agreement’. That will be
clarified when we undertake our negotiations with the UK. What it basically means at the
moment is that people who move between the Isle of Man and the UK will have their
contributions made in each jurisdiction, recognised by the other jurisdiction. But in terms of the
reciprocal agreement, post-2016 onwards, anybody who retires after 2016, we will not receive a
payment from the UK, as I understand it, if they move to the Isle of Man in their retirement. So
that is another issue that we have to deal with as well.
She said there is danger in the differing numbers of qualifying years, but we have to actually
grasp that nettle and also recognise that the UK have already said that their system is not
sustainable. She says, ‘who was speaking for those in pensions?’, but I would counter that and
say who is speaking for the next generation? That is the important thing here. We have to make
difficult decisions.
She has asked us not to undertake a knee-jerk reaction. No, this is very measured; it has been
built up over quite a period of time and what I will do is, as I have said before, I will bring back a
range of options so Members will be able to work them up and those options will be worked up
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with the ‘what if’ scenarios as well – so if you do not do this, what is the knock-on effect
elsewhere? Because the best analogy I could use now is we have a big picture – a big jigsaw
puzzle; if you take one piece out of the middle or out of the side, what is the effect going to be
elsewhere? We need to make sure that we have no unintended consequences.
My colleague in Treasury, Mr Henderson, repeated – as the Chief Minister has – we are
looking at the principles only. We are looking at a consensual approach here and we will
certainly want to move forward, but it is important that we are masters of our own destiny. If
we follow the UK we will have taxation without representation, and how can we say that is fair
to our public?
The Hon. Member for Malew and Castletown, Mr Cregeen, said that –
A Member: Malew and Santon.
Mr Ronan: Soon!
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Mr Cregeen: Malew and Santon.
The Minister: Malew and Santon!
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Mr Cregeen: It will be Malew and Castletown. (Interjection by Mr Quirk and laughter)
The Minister: Apologies, Madam President, for the first time in my life I think I am ahead of
myself! (Laughter and interjection by Mr Quirk) Some does! (Interjection) But Mr Cregeen said
that Mr Cannan’s amendment does not tie it down. Yes, it does. It deletes based on local needs.
Why should we have something which does not reflect the local needs? It ties us to the UK
bandwagon. It ties us to actually, in effect, writing off benefits that people have paid for and it
also ties us into something which is not sustainable. We need to say to the next generation, ‘Yes,
we have done it. It is sustainable.’
He is concerned with the benefits system. I say we need to have something which is suitable
for the Isle of Man. He raised the subject of child benefits paid to families who are having
children on the Island. We have done two exercises now matching the Department of Education
and Children’s records with our child benefit records. The first time round there were 100
children we could not identify. We actually found that some of them were in education in the UK
– private schooling – and I think there were 10 we could not identify. We wrote out to the
parents, got no reply and stopped the payments. So we actually do monitor that.
Mr Karran, Hon. Member for Onchan, supported the principle and I thank him for that, and
he pointed out ‘no idea of costings’, but we will be coming back with detailed proposals. He said
the NHI Fund should be ring-fenced – yes, it is and I said so in the previous debate. He was
concerned that £180 per week will be too low for those with that as the only source of their
income, and I would suggest to him that that is where the benefit system comes in. There has to
be a safety net. There is no change to that safety net.
He agreed with me that the phasing in of changes to benefits is essential and that we should
avoid cliff edges, and I think that it is important that we move gradually and what I would say to
Hon. Members is if we move now we have a long time to enable us to move into the next
scheme, rather than have a knee-jerk reaction.
He floated the idea once again of means testing the benefits supplement. When I looked at it,
the level I put… a pensioner with an income of £40,000 a year – if we said that that was the
means tested level for the benefit or the supplementary pension, it would actually reduce the
pension supplement expenditure by £2.4 million from the current level of about £35 million.
He also raised nursing care contribution. I costed this in 2007 and it was going to cost
£25 million a year. So if you have a look at that, off the top of my head, that would have been an
increase in National Health Insurance contributions of over 10%. Interestingly enough, this was
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in the Conservative Party manifesto for the last election and as I understand it they put it back to
the tail end of the administration.
Hon. Member for Onchan, Mr Quirk, supported everything except number 1 and he was also
quite supportive of the self-employed being treated equally, and we will give him details. He felt
that he could not live with the phasing out of the pension, but what he did support was a
gradual phasing out of the supplement and that is what we are talking about.
Hon. Member, Mr Cretney, also raised the choosing to retire and that is a valid point and I
dealt with that earlier. He was supportive of workplace pensions and he expected a rise in the
number of unemployed and that might bring mental health issues. Government has devoted
extra resources to mental health issues recently and I do hope that we will be able to support
people in those very difficult circumstances.
One of the interesting things was – and it was brought up by Mr Cretney – when the pension
supplement was brought in it was £5 a week. If that was raised by the cost of living, rather than
as it has been raised, it would currently be £11 a week, so it is certainly well ahead of where it
was originally.
Hon. Member of Council, Mr Wild, supports the motion as printed on the Order Paper and I
thank him for that. He stressed our relationship with the UK was important on the reciprocal
agreement and once again dealt with the sustainability of the UK system.
The Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas – the myth buster, and I would say there are
no myths here. The only myth is that by signing up to the UK it will be supportable. He was also
saying that we should just rely on investment returns and I dealt with that earlier. That really
would be a difficult principle to accept.
He also mentioned an illustration of a fireman who had relocated. I take it that that would be
an occupational scheme, not a National Health Insurance scheme. So I think, with respect, you
are conflating the issues here.
He dealt with transfers of funds from the Isle of Man to the UK and vice versa, to support the
payment of pensions but we assume responsibility for those liabilities, and as I did mention
earlier, that will stop as a result of the UK new pension scheme, which is going to give us more
problems as well.
He and also Mrs Beecroft queried the assumptions for the actuarial reports, but the
assumptions have been consistent and they paint a consistent picture that the sustainability of
the Fund is under report.
I think really that we are moving on the right path here. Hon. Member for North Douglas, Mr
Peak, did mention that we were right to undertake a more detailed work and I thank him for his
support. Just to answer his question, yes, it will be difficult to meet the timetable proposed by
the Hon. Member, Mr Karran, in his amendment. He reiterated – and this is my feeling as well
and I am sure it is the feeling of the Hon. Court – that the solution, whatever it is, must be
sustainable.
I would like to thank Mr Speaker. He was very positive and I thank him for that. He pointed
out that there is more than 90% agreement for the proposals. The consultation was a very time
consuming exercise, but I think really we have devoted more resources into briefing the public
on this than anything else I have been involved with. But I think it has been worthwhile. The
public, to use the current vernacular, definitely get it. And I would say that I would agree with
Mr Speaker – all that we can do is to make a decision on the information before us. We cannot
just say, ‘Ah, well, I need to go and have a look at something else.’ In some respects that is a way
of putting off making a decision. The facts are here. The facts are here now and we cannot keep
looking for more and more information, and we need to be conscious of the view of the public, I
would suggest.
Hon. Member for South Douglas, Mr Malarkey, pointed out that Treasury has to obtain final
approval and that is quite correct. We are acting for our children and grandchildren here, and
the basic core issue, which the Hon. Member for Michael seems to dismiss, is increasing life
expectancy. It is not irrelevant, it is at the core of this argument and it needs to be at the core of
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our planning; and we – you, colleagues here – need to give Treasury guidance on the way
forward. That is the purpose of the motion: give us guidance and we will put the meat on the
bone.
Mr Hall, Member for Onchan, felt that retraining was unrealistic. I have really dealt with that
– that we will come back with proposals for that, but you have seen that we had to reform the
system and it had to be a full measure, not done on a piecemeal basis.
He also echoed comments that we must encourage people to make personal provision for
their retirement through the workplace pension and make it auto-enrolment. What I would say
is that the retirement pension was never meant to be an income replacement, it was meant to
be a supplement, an addition to support people in their retirement.
Interestingly enough, the Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan – speaking to Mr Cannan’s
amendment – mentioned a firm of actuaries and I did have a look at the heading of the e-mail
that he had but I will not repeat the name here. Interestingly enough, myself and my then Chief
Executive attended a meeting of the Manx Actuarial Society to give our proposals and there was
a critique of our proposals given by the principal of the firm, who Mr Cannan was quoting, and
he was very supportive and the Actuarial Society of the Isle of Man was supportive of our
proposals moving forward.
I would like to thank the Chief Minister for his helpful comments and, yes, we are trying to
gauge response in areas of concern and we are being inclusive. Mr Anderson, my colleague, it is
the start of a process and the public did understand.
One final thing I would like to mention is a further reason why we should not follow Mr
Cannan’s drift is that the UK is consulting at the moment on merging Income Tax and National
Health Insurance with a report which can be brought back for the 2016 Budget. So once again
that would not suit us; we are a different country, different taxation system and we need to
make sure that we have taxation, it comes with representation. Hitching our wagon to the UK is
definitely not going to do that.
Hon. Members, please vote for the motion that is printed on the paper. We are not taking
you for granted. We have been very inclusive here. We have explained the reasons. We have
taken widespread public consultation. Please reject the two amendments. Let’s stick with the
printed motion as on the Order Paper.
With that, Madam President, I would like to thank you for your tolerance and forbearance,
but I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
A Member: Hear, hear.

3700

3705

The President: Hon. Members, the motion before the Court is set out at Item 10 and the
Minister has indicated he would like the recommendations to be dealt with separately, so I
intend to take the recommendations and the amendment to recommendation 1 first and see
how far we get. I will then come to the amendment in the name of the Hon. Mr Karran and
comment on that in due course, depending on how we get on.
So first of all I am putting to you the amendment in the name of Mr Cannan to
recommendation 1. Those in favour of that amendment, please say aye; against, no. The ayes
have it.
A division was called for.

3710

The President: Hon. Members, we have a problem with the screens. We do not have a
problem with the voting system, in that the Clerk and I can both see the results – (Several
Members: Oooh!) (Laughter) and Mr Speaker too, I guess. (Interjection by Mr Corkish)
There are two issues here: we can either vote electronically and I will ask the Clerk to read
out the results or if you prefer it we can call the vote. (A Member: Clerk!) (Interjection) Right, we
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shall vote electronically and the Clerk will read out the results. Vote on the amendment now,
Hon. Members, please.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 9, Noes 11
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Singer
Mr Thomas

AGAINST
Mr Bell
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 9 votes for, 11 against.
In the Council – Ayes 2, Noes 7
FOR
Mr Corkish
Mr Turner

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Wild

The President: In the Council, 2 votes for and 7 against. Would the Clerk read the names,
please?
The Deputy Clerk read the names.
3720

The President: Hon. Members, the amendment fails to carry.
I put to you recommendation 1 as printed on your Order Paper. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for.
A Member: There were two amendments.

3725

Mr Karran: Did we have my amendment?
A Member: Not yet.
3730

The President: Hon. Member, your amendment is to the whole motion. I therefore need to
consider each individual recommendation first and get the substantive motion. There is an
inconsistency between that and… Well, there is not now because the amendment has not gone
through. But we do need to go through each recommendation first and then I shall come to your
amendment.
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Hon. Members, recommendation 1 – I have just called the vote and a division was asked for,
so can you please vote on recommendation 1.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 12, Noes 8
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Singer

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 12 votes for, 8 against.
In the Council – Ayes 6, Noes 3
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Wild

3740

AGAINST
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 6 votes for and 3 against.
Would the Clerk read the names, please?
The Deputy Clerk read the names.
The President: We now move to recommendation 2, Hon. Members. Those in favour of
recommendation 2, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 1
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan

AGAINST
Mr Karran
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Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 19 for, 1 against.
3745

In the Council – Ayes 9, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 9 votes for and none against. It might be easier for the Clerk to
simply indicate who voted against.
The Deputy Clerk read the names.

3750

The President: The motion therefore carries, Hon. Members. Recommendation 2 is carried.
Recommendation 3 – those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 20, Noes 0
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
None

The Speaker: Madam President, 20 votes for, none against.
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In the Council – Ayes 9, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

3755

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 9 for, none against. The recommendation therefore carries.
Recommendation 4 – those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 19, Noes 1
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mr Karran

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys 19 for, 1 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

3760

AGAINST
Mr Cretney

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and 1 against. Would the Clerk read out the results
please? If you read out who voted against.
The Deputy Clerk read the names.
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The President: The motion is supported, Hon. Members. Recommendation 4 therefore
carries.
We now move to recommendation 5. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes
have it.
3765

A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 20, Noes 0
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
None

The Speaker: Madam President, 20 votes for, none against.
In the Council – Ayes 9, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

3770

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 9 votes for and none against. Recommendation 5 therefore
carries.
I now put to you the substantive motion, Hon. Members, as printed on your Order Paper.
Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 14, Noes 6
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Cregeen

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
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Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

Mr Hall
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk
Mr Singer

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 14 for, 6 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Wild

3775

AGAINST
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 8 votes for and 1 against. The motion therefore carries, Hon.
Members, and the voting will be read out by the Clerk, please.
The Deputy Clerk read the names.
The President: Hon. Members, we now turn to the amendment in the name of Mr Karran
which is only to receive the Report and to refer it to the Treasury to develop recommendations.
Those in favour of the amendment in the name of Mr Karran, please say aye; against, no. The
ayes have it.

3780

A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 3, Noes 17
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Karran
Mr Quirk

AGAINST
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson
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The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 3 votes for, 17 against.
In the Council – Ayes 1, Noes 8
FOR
Mr Cretney

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

The President: In the Council, 1 vote for and 8 votes against. The amendment therefore fails
to carry, so the substantive motion is supported, Hon. Members.

18. Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 –
Child Benefit (Rates) (Amendment) (No.2) Regulations 2015 approved
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Child Benefit (Rates) (Amendment) (No.2) Regulations 2015 [SD No 2015/0220] be
approved.
3785

The President: We come to Item 17, Hon. Members. I call on the Member for the
Department of Infrastructure, Mr Thomas, to move. (Interjections)
A Member: We are up to 18.

3790

The President: Sorry?
Mr Henderson: I think we are up to me, Eaghtyrane. (Interjections)

3795

3800

3805

3810

The President: Oh, sorry. Yes, 18. I apologise. The Hon. Member for the Treasury, Mr
Henderson.
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane. Yes, back to the
troublesome Treasury.
Eaghtyrane, these Regulations make a number of changes to the income test for Child
Benefit, which was introduced in April 2014.
The changes are being made to address two broad issues for which there is currently no
flexibility in the Regulations and which consequently result in unfair outcomes. These are: (a)
where a claimant or their partner has received a one-off taxable lump sum payment in the
relevant Income Tax year. This may be, for example, a payment on termination of their
employment or a lump sum payment of state pension where a person has deferred claiming
their state pension currently, there is no provision to disregard these payments when applying
the income test, so receipt of them in the relevant Income Tax year serves to artificially inflate a
person’s income, which may in turn result in a reduction or loss of Child Benefit two years later;
and (b) where there has been a significant reduction in family income since the relevant Income
Tax year. This may be because a claimant or their partner has given up work, reduced their
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hours of work or changed their employment, due to pregnancy or to look after a young child or a
severely disabled person, or where a person has been, or is likely to be, unable to work due to
illness for at least three months.
Under the current system where a claimant and their partner, if they have one, has had their
income in the relevant Income Tax year assessed for Income Tax purposes by the Isle of Man
Assessor, their taxable income for that year must be used when applying the income test for
child benefit two tax years later.
However, recognising that people’s circumstances… the Treasury has decided the system
needs to be more flexible to take account of this. So the regulations have been changed so that
where a family’s income has reduced by at least £5,000 due to one of the other scenarios I have
just described, instead of using their income in the relevant Income Tax year as would normally
be the case, an estimate of their income in the tax year in which they are claiming Child Benefit
will be used.
Where a person has stopped work, reduced their hours of work or changed their
employment in order to look after a child, this will only apply if the child they are caring for is
under five. In the case of incapacity for work, the provision will only apply if the period of
incapacity has been, or is likely to be, for at least three months.
The changes being made will come into effect from 6th April 2015, i.e. retrospectively. This
will allow the Treasury to review existing awards of Child Benefit paid at a reduced rate, as well
as cases where child benefit ceased in April 2015 due to the income test, if any of the provisions
I have just mentioned apply.
However, a person will have to make a written request for a review of their claim to the
Treasury’s Social Security Division. This is because Social Security cannot always tell from its own
systems whether a person’s income in the relevant Income Tax year includes a lump sum
payment or whether a person’s circumstances have changed since the relevant Income Tax year.
Eaghtyrane, the Treasury believes these changes are a proportionate response to the issues
which have been brought to its attention. It also believes that for the large majority of claimants
the standard automated income test – that is by reference to claimants’ taxable incomes in the
relevant Income Tax year – continues to be appropriate, as does the general principle of income
testing Child Benefit.
Eaghtyrane, I just want to also add that the Treasury will be sending letters out to claimants
advising them of these changes, so if there are claimants who think that they may be caught in
this new arrangement they then can write in, as I have just mentioned.
I want to also put on record my thanks – and they are not here to hear it of course,
Eaghtyrane – to the Hon. Member for Michael, Mr Cannan, and certainly the Hon. Member for
Middle, Mr Quayle, who raised issues with Treasury and myself on a constituency basis with
regard to this and the apparent unfairness of how the income test was being operated using the
relevant tax year, which unfortunately is behind itself which caused the unfairness’s to arise in
the first place. So my thanks to those and to others and other Hon. Members who have raised
this with us and this is our response to it.
I have to say to Hon. Members it is not a catch-all though; it will help most circumstances
that we have had highlighted to us. There are one or two issues that may be beyond our bounds
of possibility with it and there are caveats with it, such as if somebody’s circumstances change
but then they go on to start employment again or become self-employed and their income
comes back into play then that is a criteria which may dial them out of this flexibility. So it does
not help 1005 of everyone, but it helps quite a good chunk.
I hope Hon. Members will found favour with this, Eaghtyrane, and I beg to move.
A Member: Hear, hear.

3860

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Malarkey.
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3870

Mr Malarkey: Thank you, Madam President.
I am glad to second this motion today and thank the mover and also the Treasury Minister.
Obviously at the recent election, whilst knocking on doors, this was a major issue. I spoke to the
Treasury Minister on a couple of occasions and e-mailed him with regard to this.
I am glad that the Department has moved quicker than normal, may I say, than waiting until
next year, to the next Budget, to alter it. I also congratulate them on backdating it to the
beginning of this financial year. So I think, hopefully, this will help an awful lot of people who I
have spoken to over the last couple months with regard to Child Benefit.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The Hon. Member for Douglas South, Mrs Beecroft.

3875

3880

3885

3890

3895

3900

3905

3910

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to join in with my thanks because it is an issue that I raised – I cannot remember
whether it was in this Hon. Court or in Keys, I think it was in here. Various people – certainly not
just my constituents – mentioned this during the recent by-elections. I did not have their names
or permissions to approach directly which is why I did not and raised it here.
I am really glad to see that you have been so pro-active and reacted very quickly when it
became apparent that this was an issue, because it has affected quite a number of people
adversely and I am sure they will be very grateful for this news today.
The one question that I do have though is you have listed six criteria for people who could be
affected and then below that – this is in the explanatory memorandum… and it has to be at least
£5,000 that it affects… the difference, which is fine, but if there is a circumstance that does not
fall within these six that you have listed, but there is a differential of more than £5,000 that
people are affected by, is there any leeway? Can they approach you to have their individual
circumstances looked at or can they not be looked at because they do not fall within this
criteria? Do you know what I mean? If their circumstances have been adversely affected for
another reason, that is, more than the £5,000 that you have not thought of – that nobody has
thought of…? Can they still approach you to have their case looked at, I suppose, is what I am
asking for, in the future?
Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, yes, I am glad that the issue that was raised in this House by the Hon.
Member for South Douglas, Mrs Beecroft, has been addressed and I am disappointed that we
could not actually not try to distort the facts like we have managed to do with the last one
where we have approved without any costings or any other issue.
One of the things I would like to ask the mover is one of the points which was raised was the
clarification… did we ever clarify the situation where somebody has a tax year where they have
got the income but they then give up work and find themselves still in that tax year so they do
not get their Family Allowance? I take it that anomaly has been sorted out – where that was
another issue that was raised about the fact that where you had two incomes the wife then
stays home to look after the child – or the husband, whichever – but their accrued income is
seen as being the previous year when everyone knows the most expensive time in your life is
when you get your first child and you need all the support you can get.
I hope that anomaly that the Hon. Member for South Douglas raised in this Court has also
been addressed as far as this issue is concerned.
The President: The mover to reply.
Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
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3920

3925

3930

3935

I thank my seconder, Mr Malarkey, for his positive support on that and, indeed, as I said,
Eaghtyrane, we have listened to people on this and certainly to Hon. Members who have made
their views quite strongly to us on the proportionality and fairness of the income test, and I
thank him for that.
With regard to Mrs Beecroft, yes, I thank her for her support; that is good. Folk who fall
outside the criteria – well, the criteria we are setting are within this Order that we are bringing
before you now, so I think the answer is that those are the criteria as set for now. Trying to do a
catch-all, catch everything is just impossible. What we have tried to do is look at the main issues
where somebody had given up work and was expecting a child and so on, but their income from
a year, or whatever, ago was the thing that was spoiling the claim now basically.
However, should she have a particular case in mind, we are happy to look at it. I could
certainly give you commitment on that. I cannot guarantee any outcome but we can measure it
against the new set of criteria, and at least do that or see if there is anything else that that
person may be able to be entitled to as well. So we are happy to push on with that.
Mr Karran’s… I think he is supportive (Laughter) and I thank him for his comments. The halfand-half issue he has raised, this does exactly what it says on the tin; if there is somebody with a
set of circumstances who has made a claim and their income has fallen with regard to £5,000 or
more, i.e. a big lump, then obviously they will be getting a letter. If he is thinking of anyone in
particular they will be invited to put their case to us to see if they would be applicable for the
flexibility on this. I cannot guarantee they will, but certainly if there is somebody he is thinking
of, get them to get in touch with us. But I am a little unclear, Eaghtyrane… I would rather like to
ask the Hon. Member, could he re-put that question about the half-and-half issue; I am a little
unclear on that, if I could, and then I may be able to… if it is within procedure?
The President: You can but I am quite sure it is what this Order does.

3940

3945

3950

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I asked the situation where we end up with a person who gives up
work but because of the way the tax year is they are not entitled to the family benefit because
of what they had earned previously, even though they have then gone off… and it is a most
important time, especially for young couples, especially with big mortgages and all that sort of
thing, that that issue was also brought up by my hon. friend, my good friend for South Douglas,
as far as this issue is concerned.
Mr Henderson: Thank you, Eaghtyrane.
In answer to that, there was still a half-and-half issue and I am sorry I have missed that, but
what Mr Karran is referring to is exactly what this does.
Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 18. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it.

3955

A division was called for.
The Speaker: Madam President, 16 votes for, none against.
The President: There is an incorrect vote in the Council, Hon. Members.
3960

Mr Robertshaw: Madam President, point of order. Could you just indicate to us when we are
supposed to vote, because I am not quite sure.

3965

The President: Right, we will try and improve this process. There are nine voting Members in
Council, and only eight votes recorded.
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I think we had better start again on that vote, Hon. Members. The Clerk will tell us when his
system is ready.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Shimmin
Mr Skelly
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson
3970

AGAINST
None

The Speaker: Madam President, 16 votes for, none against.
In the Council – Ayes 9, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

The President: In the Council, 9 votes for and none against. The motion therefore carries.

19. Social Security Act 2000–
Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.6)
Order 2015 approved
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.6) Order
2015 [SD No 2015/0221] be approved.
The President: Then to Item 19. I call on the Member for the Treasury, Mr Henderson.
3975

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Again, this is a positive Order. It provides that where a family is not receiving the full amount
of Child Benefit, due to the operation of the income test during any period they claim an
income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, they will receive an extra amount, called a Child Benefit
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3985

Premium, equal to the amount by which their Child Benefit has been reduced. So they will get
the equivalent of the full amount of Child Benefit while they are unemployed and on a low
income. Further information is provided in the memorandum which has been circulated.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: Madam President, I beg to second.

3990

The President: The motion stands at Item 19, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye;
against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

20. Social Security Act 2000 –
Jobseekers Act 1995 (Application) (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2015 approved
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Jobseekers Act 1995 (Application) (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2015 [SD No
2015/0222] be approved
The President: Item 20, Member for the Treasury, Mr Henderson.

3995

4000

4005

4010

4015

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Again, this is a positive Order. It abolishes the remunerative work condition for persons
claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance – or JSA for short.
Currently a person cannot qualify for any JSA if they are engaged in remunerative work – that
is if they work for 16 or more hours a week. This exclusion is frustrating jobseekers’
opportunities to take up part-time work which is for 16 or more hours a week, and which may
give them valuable training or work experience because they would lose all of their JSA,
irrespective of how much they earn.
Similarly, a person is not entitled to an income-based JSA if their partner is in remunerative
work – that is if their partner works for 24 or more hours a week. A persons’ earnings from
employment of only 24 hours a week may be considerably less than the amount of incomebased JSA that would otherwise be payable to their partner, so the likely result is the person
gives up their job in order that their unemployed partner can be awarded an income-based JSA.
This 24-hour exclusion may also dissuade a jobseeker’s partner from taking up an opportunity of
work and reducing the family’s reliance on benefits if it meant they would lose all of their
income-based JSA. Clearly, this is illogical so the 24-hour limit is being abolished.
However, the amount of JSA payable will continue to be affected by any earnings a jobseeker
has, and in the case of an income-based JSA any earnings their partner has, above the amount
that can be disregarded.
Eaghtyrane, this is a positive measure which will give jobseekers – and their partners, where
applicable – a bit more flexibility by removing the working hours limit, so it is more worthwhile
for them to undertake work. Further information is provided in the memorandum which has
been circulated to Hon. Members.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cretney.

4020

Mr Cretney: Yes, I beg to second. I think this is a very positive move and I congratulate the
Department on it.
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Two Members: Hear, hear.

4025

The President: The motion is set out at Item 20, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

21. Social Security Act 2000 –
Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.5)
Order 2015 approved
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.5) Order
2015 [SD No 2015/0223] be approved.
The President: Item 21, Member for the Treasury, Mr Henderson.

4030

4035

4040

4045

4050

4055

4060

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
This is going to be a little more (A Member: Lengthy.) interesting, Eaghtyrane, because this
Item causes changes to the Jobseeker’s Allowance.
In his Budget speech in February this year, the Treasury Minister pointed out that the rates of
income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, or JSA for short, payable on the Island are significantly
higher than in the UK. He announced a review to look at reducing the rates of income-based JSA
either across the board or on a targeted basis.
Since then the Treasury has carefully considered where our allowances might act as a
disincentive to returning to work and where reductions should, therefore, be made. We have
concluded that people who do not have housing costs – generally those who are living with
family or friends – do not need the same level of support as those who are living independently
who have to pay housing costs, so we are introducing lower rates of JSA for such people. The
Treasury has concluded that JSA should be reduced incrementally for all jobseekers after they
have been unemployed for six months.
The Order now before Hon. Members amends the Jobseeker’s Allowance Regulations to give
effect to these changes.
The new lower rates of personal allowances for jobseekers who are not responsible for
housing costs are equivalent to the rates that would be applicable to jobseekers in the same age
bands in the United Kingdom. These new rates will come into effect on 1st November this year
for all new and existing claims.
Also personal allowances for all jobseekers claiming an income-based JSA will start to be
reduced once a jobseeker has been on JSA for six months. At that point their personal allowance
will be reduced by 20%. If they are still on JSA three months later their personal allowance will
be reduced by a further 10%. And if they are still on JSA three months later their personal
allowance will be reduced by a further 10%. So a person who has been on JSA for 12 months or
more will only qualify for 60% of what would otherwise be the rate of their personal allowance.
These provisions will apply to all new and existing claims from 1st November this year. So
jobseekers who have been on JSA for six months or more at that date will have their personal
allowance reduced by up to 40%. However, I ask Hon. Members to note that no reductions will
be made to any allowances made for their children or towards their housing costs, or in any
premium they may receive.
This Order also provides that the amount of earnings from part-time work which can be
ignored for JSA purposes is reduced from £30 a week to £10 a week. This is because some
jobseekers who have earnings from part-time work can actually be better off than workers in
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4070

4075

4080

full-time employment on the minimum wage. So we are ensuring that people on JSA cannot be
better off than those in full-time work, whilst allowing a jobseeker to keep a small amount of
their earnings if they do choose to work part-time.
If approved, these changes will result in a growing advantage to being in work and earning
rather than staying on benefits, and will provide the added incentive some jobseekers need to
find a job and leave benefit. Some jobseekers will need to re-double their efforts to find work if
they are to avoid a reduction in their benefits in November.
Eaghtyrane, we are also tightening our provisions for so-called ‘late signers’ – that is
jobseekers who fail to sign on at the time they are directed to do so without good reason. It is
not unreasonable to expect a jobseeker to have to attend a Social Security office once a week or
once a fortnight at a specified time to sign on. Indeed, this is intended to promote personal
responsibility on the jobseeker’s part and to demonstrate the sort of reliability and commitment
an employer would expect. The changes being made will result in those who repeatedly fail to
sign on as directed, losing benefit sooner than under the current administratively burdensome
provisions. Further information is provided in the memorandum which has been circulated to
Hon. Members.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move Item 21 on the Order Paper.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.

4085

4090

4095

4100

4105

4110

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I am deeply concerned about this because the fact is that I think the
mover needs to… while it is very politically okay to have a go at all these people on the dole…
‘They are all lazy, they are all not wanting to work’ rubbish that we have, the situation is there
are a lot of genuine people who end up in this situation for whatever reason.
What I would like the Member responsible to get on to when he replies is the amounts of
money we are talking about that people are expected to live on would not keep the average
Member’s car on the road in this Hon. Court. I think people need to be very concerned that
obviously the benefit system, the welfare state, is not a lifestyle choice, but I just feel that there
should be ways of getting people back into work, but trying to starve people back into work is
not the way forward.
To talk about the minimum wage, Eaghtyrane – that people on minimum wage are worse off
than being on benefits – our benefits system is supposed to be the recognised decency standard
as far as what we accept as a society that people should live in and if our minimum wage is
lower than that then I just think we have got the cart before the horse as far as that issue is
concerned.
I am deeply concerned about this. I understand what people say about how we do not want a
lifestyle choice, but I think what we have got here is more rhetoric than reality as far as what
needs to be done, especially when we hear people talking… I had somebody the other day on
about the job numbers in the Island and the fact that many of these jobs are on two or three
agencies and the reality is there is not the job there that people are making out to be in the real
world – which certainly is not in this Chamber most of the time.
The other thing that I am worried about is that I am concerned that we end up with a
spiralling effect of actually creating more poverty in this Island and I just do not think we realise
how much poverty is in this Island. It is quite shocking when you listen to the people from
housing matters and you listen to the people from the food bank.
I am all against people taking the ‘mick’ out of the welfare state. The problem that we have
as legislators… sometimes you have to allow for a certain element of that in order to make sure
that the other 80% rate or 85% do not get hit, because we talk in here so often about the after
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4120

4125

4130

4135

prison services and the mental health services, and when the reality comes down to it they really
do not exist to the level that we think they exist.
We have heard the Member for Council, Mr Cretney, on about the issues of mental health.
My concern is that sometimes many of these people have more than just the fact that they are
lazy, that they are whatever the common myth… to try to use them as the excuse. Many of them
have got problems and I just think you might end up finding yourself, even allowing for the fact
of the assurances of the mover, that the housing benefit is not affected on this even though,
while I raised the issue when we did the minimum wage legislation, that what I wanted to see
was the fact that they did not do the under-21s or under-25s… their wages did not go up.
We need to realise in this Court there are an awful lot of people who have not got families to
back them up. So I just think that people need to think very seriously about this proposal. It will
go down well with our Sun readers, it will go down well with our Express readers, but the reality
is I actually think you might end up with more problems because at the moment this underclass
has got enough problems.
I have already said, Eaghtyrane, and what I hope the Member… because whatever we say
cannot happen in our name; we saw that with one of the previous Items with Mrs Beecroft.
There should be no work permits issued less than the living wage and that would be a way of
helping the mover of this Item. By doing that, I believe you might actually have jobs for these
people as far as that is concerned – at least there would be the jobs of the minimum wage
available.
Hon. Members, I just think that this is once again something that should be deported to the
United Kingdom; this is not the reactions of a caring and sharing society. I think these people are
being demonised as far as this Item is concerned.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cretney.

4140

4145

Mr Cretney: Could I just ask the Member who moved this to repeat again – because I was not
sure whether I picked it up correctly – is he saying that the amount of money that somebody in
receipt of Jobseeker’s Allowance which is currently regarded is £30, this Order will reduce that
to £10? Is that what he is saying?
Mr Henderson: Disregard, yes.
The President: If there are no further questions, the mover to reply.

4150

4155

4160

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I will respond to the last contributor first, if I may – Hon. Member, Mr Cretney. Yes, the
amount of disregard for a jobseeker who has got some part-time work… £30 to £10 because it is
apparent that you should be better off this way than actually getting your employment.
However… if I can find the relevant piece, (A Member: 341.) I have some additional notes,
Hon. Members. The amount of earnings from part-time work which can be ignored by JSA
purposes has been reduced from £30 to £10. This is because a person on maximum JSA who has
earnings of at least £30 a week can actually be better off than an adult in full-time employment
on minimum wage, so it is a case of trying to rebalance that. So you are correct in your
assessment there, Hon. Member.
Mr Karran made quite a few comments here, and that is fair enough and he is quite right to
express concerns. The thing is that this is a targeted response to limited resources to try to
ensure that we have got some sort of sustainable Social Security system. It is also about, from
our part in this equation… incentivise people a bit to look a bit harder at the job market – and I
do not say that flippantly and I am not saying it against genuine people, but there are issues here
and certainly at the minute, in answer to the Hon. Member’s queries, there are 200-plus jobs
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registered at the job centre at the minute that require no formal qualifications as such.
(Interjection by Mr Cregeen) (Laughter) So that puts a different picture on it.
Mr Karran, Eaghtyrane, made big play on mental health issues and I say this to Mr Karran if
someone is genuinely ill then that is a different set of circumstances with a different set of rules
that would apply to them and I would certainly expect to see that. And I would go further,
Eaghtyrane: if he has any evidence of any discrimination against anyone who has suffered a
mental health issue or currently is and they are being discriminated… in some reason, by way of
the benefits system or not getting a fair deal or whatever, bring it to my attention and I will
personally go down to Markwell House. I am there quite often actually, but I will certainly make
a special point of that.
I think I have answered it mainly, Eaghtyrane. Genuine people who are genuinely trying to
get back on to the work ladder, who this is not aimed at, will be alright, as it were. The folk who
Mr Karran is talking about, however, with mental health issues is a different set of circumstances
and I think the rules are different there.
The President: The motion before the Court is at 21. Those in favour, please say aye; against,
no. The ayes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 14, Noes 2
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mr Karran
Mr Thomas

The Speaker: Madam President, 14 for, 2 against.
In the Council – Ayes 8, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

4185

AGAINST
Mr Cretney

The President: In the Council 8 for and 1 against. The motion therefore carries. Perhaps the
Clerk could read out the people who voted against, for simplicity.
The Deputy Clerk read the names.
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22. Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 –
Exceptional Needs Grants and Budgeting Loans (Amendment) Regulations 2015 approved
A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Exceptional Needs Grants and Budgeting Loans (Amendment) Regulations 2015 [SD
No 2015/0224] be approved.
The President: Item 22, Member for the Treasury, Mr Henderson, to move.

4190

4195

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
Currently, jobseekers who have lost benefit due to their failure to sign on as directed can
apply for a start-up payment, which effectively nullifies the penalty they would otherwise have
suffered.
These Regulations amend the Exceptional Needs Grants and Budgeting Loans Regulations so
that where this is the case the jobseeker in question will not be eligible for a start-up payment
for a 14-day period beginning on the day they were last required to sign on. Further information
is provided in the memorandum which has been circulated to Hon. Members.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move Item 22 on the Order Paper.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.

4200

Mr Anderson: I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The motion stands at 22 on the Order Paper. Those in favour, please say aye;
against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

23. Social Security Act 2000 –
Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.7) Order 2015 approved
4205

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson) to move:
That the Social Security Legislation (Benefits) (Application) (Amendment) (No.7) Order
2015 [SD No 2015/0225] be approved.
The President: Item 23, the Member for the Treasury, Mr Henderson.

4210

4215

4220

A Member of the Treasury (Mr Henderson): Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
In April of this year this Hon. Court approved changes to Social Security legislation which
provided that any overpaid income-related benefit which was recoverable from a person with a
partner could be recovered by making deductions from prescribed benefits payable to that
person’s partner in accordance with regulations. This was the first of a two-stage legislative
process.
This Order is the second stage of that process. It amends the Social Security (Payments on
Account, Overpayments and Recovery) Regulations 1988, as they have effect in the Island, to
provide that an overpayment of income-related benefit to a person can be recovered by
deductions from any income-related benefit payable to that person’s partner, as if the amount
were recoverable from the person themselves. This is the case irrespective of whether the two
people were partners of each other when the overpayment arose.
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Further information is provided in the memorandum which has been circulated to Hon.
Members.
Eaghtyrane, I beg to move Item 23 on the Order Paper.
4225

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: Thank you, Madam President. I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

4230

The President: The Item before you is at 23. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The
ayes have it. The ayes have it.

24. Payment Services Act 2015 –
Payment Services Regulations 2015 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Payment Services Regulations 2015 [SD No 2015/0206] be approved.
The President: Item 24, the Minister for the Treasury to move.

4235

4240

4245

4250

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
The Payment Services Act 2015 empowers the Financial Supervision Commission to make
Regulations to apply necessary provisions of certain European Union Directives – with such
additions, modifications or omissions as it thinks appropriate – in relation to Single Euro
Payments Area – SEPA – applicants, SEPA participants and SEPA payment transactions.
The Regulations are necessary in order that the Island’s banks can apply if they wish to do so
to become participants in the Single Euro Payment Area.
SEPA is a mechanism designed to facilitate faster payments for consumers throughout the
European Union and also in those third countries, such as Switzerland and Monaco, which
become adherent jurisdictions.
The Payment Services Act 2015, together with these Regulations and the Payment Services
(Competition) Regulations – also on today’s agenda at Item 25 – are intended to facilitate the
making of an application for the Island to become an adherent jurisdiction in accordance with
the criteria for participation in the SEPA schemes for communities of banks or financial
institutions outside the European Economic Area by the European Payments Council – the EPC.
By virtue of the Payment Services Act 2015, the Regulations will apply only to those banks
that choose to apply to the EPC and seek to provide payment services under the SEPA schemes,
as well as to payments they make using those schemes. The Act and the Regulations are
welcomed and anticipated by the banking industry. Where a bank does not seek to become a
member of SEPA, the Regulations will be unaffected by this legislation.
I beg to move that the Payment Services Regulations 2015 be approved.
Thank you, Madam President.

4255

The President: Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
4260

The President: Is the Hon. Member coming into the Court?
The motion before the Court stands at Item 24, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.
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25. Payment Services Act 2015 –
Payment Services (Competition) Regulations 2015 approved
The Chairman of the Office of Fair Trading to move:
That the Payment Services (Competition) Regulations 2015 [SD No 2015/0205] be approved.
The President: Item 25, the Chairman of the Office of Fair Trading to move.
4265

4270

4275

The Chairman of the Office of Fair Trading (Mr Quirk): Thank you, Madam President.
The Regulations before the Hon. Court here today are linked with the Payment Services
Regulations 2015 moved by the Minister Teare in a previous Item. These are also required to
facilitate the making of the application by Island banks to become participants in the Single Euro
Payments Area – or SEPA, as it is commonly known.
These Regulations will modify the Isle of Man’s legislation to reflect the competition
provision of the treaty and functions of the European Union to meet the European Payments
Council criteria in this respect. Again, the Regulations will apply only to those banks that choose
to provide the payment services under SEPA and, likewise, where banks do not seek to become
a member of SEPA they will be unaffected by this legislation.
The Office commends these Regulations to the Hon. Members of this Court and seeks their
approval.
Madam President, I beg to move.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Corkish.

4280

Mr Corkish: Thank you, Madam President.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

4285

The President: The motion stands at Item 25, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye;
against, no. The ayes have. The ayes have it.

26. European Communities (Isle of Man) Act 1973 –
European Union (Credit Transfers and Direct Debits in Euro) Order 2015 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the European Union (Credit Transfers and Direct Debits in Euro) Order 2015 [SD No
2015/0248] be approved.
The President: Item 26, Minister for the Treasury.

4290

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
This Order is the third statutory document in the group of measures before this Hon. Court
today which are required to enable the Island to become a participating jurisdiction for the
purposes of the Single European Payment Area, commonly known as SEPA.
One of the European Payments Council’s requirements for applicants to join SEPA is that
Article 5 of EU Regulation 260/2012 should apply to the jurisdiction making the application. This
Order enables that requirement to be met.
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4300

4305

Article 5 of Regulation 260/2012 deals with the technical requirements for the execution of
credit transfers and direct debits using the SEPA system. There will be no impact on any bank
which does not wish to participate in the Single Euro Payment Area.
Even those banks in the Island which do wish to participate in SEPA will have until October
2016, when a transitional period provided by the EU Regulation expires, to meet all the relevant
technical requirements.
I beg to move that the European Union (Credit Transfers and Direct Debits in Euro) Order
2015 be approved.
Thank you.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Anderson.
Mr Anderson: Madam President, I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

4310

The President: The motion is at Item 26, Hon. Members. Those in favour, please say aye;
against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

27. Financial Services Act 2008 –
Financial Services (Civil Penalties) Regulations 2015 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Financial Services (Civil Penalties) Regulations 2015 [SD No 2015/0243] be approved.
The President: Item 27, Minister for the Treasury.

4315

4320

4325

4330

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
The Financial Services Act 2008 (the Act) enables the Financial Supervision Commission (FSC)
to impose civil penalties upon licence holders as part of its range of regulatory sanctions for
contraventions of the Act or requirements imposed under the Act, such as the Financial Services
Rule Book.
The FSC introduced civil penalties under previous legislation in 2006 to encourage
compliance with a limited number of regulatory requirements, such as the submission of
regulatory returns. At that time, the FSC stated that it may subsequently introduce civil penalties
for more significant regulatory failings.
The FSC has dealt with a number of noteworthy cases in the intervening years that have
highlighted a gap in its spectrum of powers for dealing with serious contraventions of the
Island’s financial services legislation; particularly where prohibition of individuals or outright
licence revocation would be considered to be overly punitive.
Following research of penalties regimes in other jurisdictions, the FSC issued an initial
consultation on high-level proposals for discretionary penalties in January 2013, which included
the intended method and level of penalty calculation.
Following consideration of responses, the FSC began to develop detailed policy and produced
a set of draft regulations and a draft guidance note for second consultation in January 2014. The
original proposals were subsequently refined and submitted for third consultation in December
2014. The FSC has since made final changes to the regime based on responses from industry and
discussions with the other Crown Dependencies, the results of which are laid before this Hon.
Court for approval today.
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4340

4345

4350

4355
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4365

4370

The Financial Services (Civil Penalties) Regulations 2015 seek to replace the current 2011
Regulations with a revised framework to enable the imposition of discretionary civil penalties for
serious contraventions of the Island’s financial services legislation.
Regulation 5 specifies the new discretionary civil penalties that may be imposed in
appropriate circumstances. These penalties will be calculated on the basis of a licence holder’s
relevant income in accordance with: (1) the severity of the regulatory failing; (2) any aggravating
or mitigating factors; and (3) the financial impact of the penalty upon the licence holder, its
customers and any relevant third parties.
Regulation 5 specifies a maximum percentage of relevant income for two bands of regulatory
failing. Penalty levels 1 and 2 represent a progression of severity in terms of loss to customers,
risk of financial crime, fitness and probity issues, and systematic deficiencies that would
otherwise call into question a licence holder’s ability to carry on regulated activities in or from
the Island.
The FSC’s focus remains, first and foremost, on co-operation with licence holders to achieve
effective compliance with regulatory standards for the protection of customers and reduction of
financial crime in support of the Island’s economy and its development as an international
finance centre.
Discretionary civil penalties will only apply to serious regulatory failings where the FSC may
also be considering other regulatory sanctions such as prohibition of individuals or licence
revocation. As such, the majority of licence holders should be unaffected by the introduction of
the new penalties regime.
Regulation 6 carries over the existing administrative penalties from the current 2011
Regulations. No changes to the administrative penalties have been made since January 2012.
The FSC believes that measured use of section 16 powers, to impose discretionary civil
penalties upon licence holders for serious regulatory failings, will result in a more effective and
credible regulatory framework for the Island.
Indeed, the FSC’s present inability to use civil penalties for anything other than breaches of
administrative requirements was highlighted as a weakness of the Island’s regulatory framework
by the International Monetary Fund following its visit in 2009. This criticism was raised again in
2013 by Mr Richard Pratt, who conducted the FSC’s assisted self-assessment against various
international financial standards such as the Basel Core Principles for Effective Banking
Supervision and the principles of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions.
The FSC recognises the financial and reputational impact that discretionary civil penalties
may have upon licence holders, and has sought to address concerns raised over the course of
three public consultations to emphasise that such penalties will only apply to serious regulatory
failings.
Madam President, I beg to move that the Financial Services (Civil Penalties) Regulations 2015
be approved.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.

4375

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane. I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
4380

4385

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I just cannot believe this – that we are going to have discretionary
civil penalties. Does the Shirveishagh Tashtee think that operators who have to work under the
FSC are going to have to say what they really think as far as… are they going to complain against
the very body that has to regulate them, which can affect whether they stay in business or not?
I just think Hon. Members need to reflect. I know there seems to be a problem with
communications in this when we look back at Item 10, where we receive and that the following
recommendations be approved, that somehow does not mean anything anymore.
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Now we have in here… we are actually agreeing with imposing discretionary civil penalties –
discretionary! Whatever happened to right and wrong? We are already seeing the fact that
when it comes to de-barring directors, there definitely is a political persuasion as far as that is
concerned when you see some of the people who have absolutely raped the taxpayer and we all
look the other way because of vanity.
I cannot support the idea that an FSC which many people have got concerns about anyway
can have discretionary civil penalties. Where does the appeal system go? You complain to me
about ‘mates’ rates’ and ‘it’s not what you know, it’s who you know’; you are bringing into this
legislation the fact that they may and they may not.
I know we have got to promote this Island and we have got to do what is right, but one of the
biggest criticisms I get from people in the finance sector is the inconsistency of the FSC – how
they almost can run a company out of town – and you are going to nod this through. Like you
have misrepresented us over Item 10, you are going to nod this through… that you can have
discretionary.
What safeguards are there over discretionary civil penalties? What appeal system is there
with this? Do not tell me that the situation is this has been consulted by these people, because
these people cannot say what they think. I can say what I like in this Court and I cannot be
sacked from this Court. I can be sacked for being part of the patronage system of government
but these people’s businesses can be destroyed by the FSC, so do not tell me that it has been
consulted on with them, because they cannot consult.
I honestly cannot believe that this can be allowed. I mean discretionary civil penalties! Next
we will have discretionary law in this Island. ‘We like you, we do not fine you. We do not like
you, we do fine you!’ I really do think that the Treasury Minister… No matter what he says as far
as what people said outside, I am sure this is not what was expected as far as us being an
international finance sector, that our policing element as far as the finance sector is concerned
can decide, ‘Yes we will or no we will not,’ and how much we are going to do.
I think Members really want to read some of these motions instead of just nodding them
through for Government. I hope the Minister can tell me what he is going to do, Eaghtyrane, as
far as the appeals system; how do we police this? We know we have complaints about the FSC
and the lack of accountability, the lack of consistency; and if people are talking to me about it,
they must be talking to other Members in this Court. Break the party line, find out… This is our
biggest engine in our economy. This is where, apart from the gaming industry – thank God! –
that we have got here – my personal situation does not come into it, but that is… And you are
bringing in inconsistency – discretionary.
I hope, Hon. Members, the mover can explain and reassure: how do you put the safeguards
in; how do you make it so it is not the old saying, not traa di liooar, it is not ‘what you know, it’s
who you know’? Putting this in Orders – somebody should be reading these Orders more often.
The President: Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft.
Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President.
I quite agree with the previous speaker. I would like to raise another issue that I could be
wrong on because I have made a note of it and was going to double check, but for some reason
my Government BoardPad with the actual document will not let me in tonight so I cannot
double check it again… I was going to before.
On first look at it, there does not seem to be any definition of what actually is a ‘serious
regulatory failing’, so you have got discretionary civil penalties for serious regulatory failings
where there does not seem to be a definition for that. As I say, I could be wrong; I could have
just missed it and if the Treasury Minister would respond on that; and exactly the same thing
where it says:
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‘Discretionary civil penalties would be considered alongside the FSC’s existing regulatory sanctions for use in
appropriate circumstances.’

What are the appropriate circumstances where we can have discretionary civil penalties for
serious regulatory failings? It just does not… as I say, I hope I am missing something and I hope
the Treasury Minister can reassure this Court that I have missed something.
4440

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Robertshaw.

4445

Mr Robertshaw: I would welcome the Treasury Minister describing how the appeal system
would work before we vote on it.
Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.

4450

4455

4460

Mr Thomas: Thank you, Madam President.
It is important that a regulator has a whole range of approaches to deal with issues, going
from education to training, member fines and then also to statutory legal action. So, in principle,
there is nothing wrong with this form of a penalty because often firms prefer it because it keeps
them out of the expensive statutory legal basis.
But the two points raised are very good ones and I would encourage the Treasury Minister to
withdraw this until October unless we can have satisfactory answers about how the definitions
are going to be interpreted, because in the Regulations ‘serious regulatory failing’ is defined as
‘any serious contravention of the Act or any regulations imposed under the Act.’
Also, obviously, as a former member of the Financial Services Tribunal, it is important to
understand how this relates to the work of the Tribunal or any internal appeals process that is
available before the Tribunal.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Peake.

4465

Mr Peake: Thank you, Madam President.
I am very grateful to Mr Karran for bringing this to the attention of the Court. I think it is a bit
of a concern to read that discretionary civil penalties could be imposed. I think we just need to
understand a bit more about that, certainly for myself to support the arguments, I need to know
more.
Thank you.

4470

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Coleman.

4475

4480

Mr Coleman: Thank you, Madam President.
Just to be of help, if you actually look at the legislation it actually defines and provides tables
for what actually a ‘serious regulatory failing’ is and, like many things, people who perform these
sorts of roles do have discretion. The Police has discretion – or had discretion – as to whether to
prosecute under certain circumstances or not. So it is not unusual for regulatory bodies to have
discretion to do things. There is always the appellate capability of a petition of doleance or the
courts. It is expensive but I would suggest that for the people we are talking about that would
not necessarily be a prohibitive factor.
Thank you, Madam President.
The President: The mover to reply.

4485

The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
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I can understand some Hon. Members’ concern with this; it does sound quite draconian
when you read the paper. But, as the Hon. Member for West Douglas, Mr Thomas, said, the
regulator must have a whole range of options and this is to put another range of options at the
FSC’s disposal.
The difficulty at the moment is they can impose sanctions for very minor failings or then they
have the nuclear option, but there is nothing in between. So this really is following on with their
experience in other countries which have a very similar system. Jersey and Guernsey, who are
our main offshore competitors, have a similar system in place.
So it is nothing new and in terms of the appeals process, there is an appeals process in place.
A licence holder may lodge an appeal with the Financial Services Tribunal in accordance with
section 32 of the Act, against the FSC’s decision to impose a civil penalty. The civil penalty will
not become payable, nor will any publication be made until after the appeals process has taken
place.
The Tribunal Rules are currently being reviewed and updated by the Cabinet Office in order
to provide additional clarity over the appeals process and address some problems in the current
rules. The revised Financial Services Tribunal Rules have been drafted by the Attorney General
Chambers and are almost ready to be finalised. Subject to consultation with the Deemsters in
relation to compliance with the Rules of Court, the revised Tribunal Rules are expected to be laid
before this Hon. Court this coming October. The Cabinet Office has indicated it may
subsequently consider replicating the Tribunal Rules to the Collective Investment Scheme in the
future, following the FSC’s merger with the Insurance and Pensions Authority, the Insurance Act
2008 and the Retirement Benefit Scheme 2000.
So I think overall there are guidelines in place and it is a practical solution, because I would
not want anybody to move straight to the nuclear option, as it were, without having something
else that they can take in the meantime. I feel this is appropriate and it is working and has
worked in other countries as well. It is an issue that we have to address when we face the next
IMF inspection. So I would suggest now we have an opportunity to deal with it, so I would ask
Hon. Members to support the motion standing in my name.
The President: The motion is, Hon. Members, that the Financial Services (Civil Penalties)
Regulations 2015 be approved. Those in favour, please say aye; against, no. The noes have it.
A division was called for and electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 18, Noes 2
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Karran
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The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 18 for, 2 against.
In the Council – Ayes 7, Noes 1
FOR
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Wild
4520

AGAINST
Mr Turner

The President: In the Council, 7 for and 1 against. Could the Clerk read out who voted
against, please?
The Deputy Clerk read the names.

28. Gaming (Amendment) Act 1984 –
Controlled Machines (Exemption) Order 2015 –
Motion withdrawn by leave of the Court
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Controlled Machines (Exemption) Order 2015 [SD No 2015/0233] be approved.
The President: Item 28, Hon. Members, the Minister for the Treasury.

4525

4530

4535

4540

4545

The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
Whilst online gaming has become a significant part of the Isle of Man’s economy, the Island
has always supported a small, well-regulated domestic gambling industry.
Part of that regulated domestic industry is the retail bookmaking sector. While the
bookmaking sector predominantly offers betting and wagering, a limited number of gaming
machines are also available in each outlet. With the growth in, and competition from, online
gambling, gambling machines provide an additional and welcome source of income to the local
retail bookmakers.
The types of machines that can be deployed have not kept pace with the industry standards
and machine development. Manufacturers of machines do not now make machines that meet
the Isle of Man’s limited requirements, resulting in the bookmaking sector having difficulty
sourcing machine stock.
In order to maintain a supply of machines to the sector, bookmakers have to seek all
machines wherever they can find them and, in some cases, adapt them mechanically in order to
make them comply with Isle of Man requirements. These adaptions are expensive for the
industry to carry out, can be expensive for the Commission to check and can lead to problems if
done incorrectly. In short, the adaption of machines is an unwelcome development.
While the prize limit will remain the same at £500, as approved by this Court in 2008, it is
machine content – the types and variety of games – this Order is seeking to change. If agreed,
the local retail bookmaking sector will be able to readily source machines directly from the
manufacturers.
The Gambling Commission has considered the overall quality and competitiveness of
traditional gambling machines in a wider context of a society where handheld devices and
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4550

wireless internet access increasingly allow consumers to gamble wherever their smart phone or
tablet device happens to be. The Commission considers this change to be reasonable. The
Commission therefore asks Tynwald to approve these changes to assist the local bookmaking
sector and secure the supply of quality gambling machines in the Isle of Man.
Madam President, I beg to move that the Controlled Machines (Exemption) Order 2015 be
approved.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.

4555

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane. I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
4560

4565

4570

4575

4580

Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, I would just like to ask the Shirveishagh: can he explain the
differences between the Controlled Machines (Exemption) Order as far as bookmakers and pubs
are concerned?
I know it is very difficult for any of us to speak really on the whole issue of gambling, with the
fact that online gambling has more likely been the thing that has been our saviour for the last
five years, as far as keeping the wolf away from the door. But I am concerned that, whilst on this
issue, I can understand why this is being done, but I do think that the Council of Ministers needs
to have a serious debate on the issue as far as these gambling machines are concerned,
particularly when they are in pubs, because the issue of them… If you are going into a
bookmaker’s, I suppose you cannot argue about actually having gambling machines there, but I
am very concerned about the issue of gambling machines. I really think we have got a bigger
problem.
I have to recognise – and I have not had anybody go through the initiative as far as GamCom
is concerned – or whatever it is called… (A Member: GamCare.) as far as that is concerned, but I
dealt with a case only the other day of an individual whose son has got a big addiction problem
as far as these damned machines are concerned. I recognise the problems that the bookmakers
have had, but I have to say that I sympathise with the predecessor sat in your Chair, Eaghtyrane,
on this issue.
I am not keen on voting for anything that makes it any easier for any more proliferation as far
as gambling machines are concerned, but I do appreciate the problem that the houses have on
the Island, but if the Shirveishagh could just inform us of what the difference is between this and
pubs, which I would have a total ban as far as gambling machines are concerned.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.

4585

4590

4595

Mr Thomas: Madam President, rather than just asking the Treasury Minister to advise us
about that, I move that, in actual fact, we defer consideration of this Item until October, until
more information can be provided to us about what it is we are being asked to approve today,
because obviously any industry should be able to utilise all technical advances, to be
competitive. Moreover, it must be difficult to operate any business under old legislation and this
is 1984 legislation. Every week I hear that from the Fire Service and so on.
However, what that Act basically does is it controls the proliferation of gaming devices which
might be causing the problems alluded to by the Hon. Member for Onchan, and it is not only
bookmakers who I believe use these machines; I believe they are the same ones that are used in
clubs and pubs, and I believe some of our community facilities that serve alcohol also use these
to generate quite a lot of money for people to continue running those community facilities.
The way I understand it is that we are discriminating between two different providers,
potentially, which could be an issue for the Office of Fair Trading perhaps; and, most
importantly, although temporarily – because we are assured that primary legislation is going to
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come back in to deal with this – we are actually told that, for the time being, let’s get rid of
regulation by exempting this type of machine operated in this type of place from regulation.
Moreover, I think there is a tax issue that you need to worry about, Hon. Minister for the
Treasury, because as I understand it, if we were creating a massive casino in one of our retail
premises occupied by a bookie, we could be losing revenue which is taken through the
operations in other places.
So I think this is quite a complicated issue, and we are being asked to put it forward with
minimal information, so I would like to move that this Item is deferred until October, and in
between Members should be given an indication as to how many machines there are and where
the locations are where they are operating, firstly.
Secondly, confirmation that the situation I described might not end up… whereby we have
large sites operating an unlimited number of these uncontrolled machines – effectively a highstreet casino which could decimate the other businesses that have licences on the Island.
Thirdly, an indication of how much or what the impact will be on your revenue, given that
revenue is very precious these days. And also, finally, and if it is possible – and this might be the
hardest part, given the nature of the organisations on the Island – perhaps a report from
somebody independent, like Motiv8 or GamCare, on its view of permitting this development in
our Island in such an unregulated way.
Obviously, gambling is an emotive subject but it is important to my mind to make sure we
retain a controlled and level playing field for the operation of this sector. I move:
That this debate be adjourned to October 2015.

4620

4625

The President: Hon. Members, is there a seconder for that adjournment?
The Lord Bishop.
The Lord Bishop: I am prepared to second that.
I think it is a very wise move. My heart bleeds for the local fruit machine sector, but it bleeds
far more for people addicted to gambling and their families, and that is a very serious matter not
just for this nation but for the world.
The Minister: Madam President, I would like to withdraw the motion.
The President: Hon. Members, are you prepared to accept that the motion be withdrawn?

4630

Members: Agreed.
The President: Is the mover of the adjournment prepared to have it withdrawn? And the
seconder? That is agreed then, Hon. Members.

29. Representation of the People Act 1995 –
Polling Districts (Keys Elections) Order 2015 approved
The Minister for the Treasury to move:
That the Polling Districts (Keys Elections) Order 2015 [SD No 2015/0227] be approved.
4635

The President: We turn now to Item 29, Hon. Members, the Minister for the Treasury.
The Minister for the Treasury (Mr Teare): Thank you, Madam President.
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The Polling Districts (Keys Elections) Order 2015 is a necessary consequence of the creation
of the new 12 two-seat constituencies for the 2016 General Election.
The introduction of the new constituencies only requires changes to a small number of
existing polling districts, such as those split between constituencies. However, for completeness,
the Order sets the boundaries for all 56 polling districts.
To minimise the practical changes experienced by electors, most existing boundaries remain
unchanged, although this does mean that the current variance in the number of electors
between polling districts remains largely in place.
The Representation of the People Act 1995 specifies that unless an order is in force in
relation to a constituency, the whole constituency shall constitute a single polling district.
The Treasury may, by order, divide any constituency into two or more polling districts. There
is a requirement for each local authority, whose district includes all or any part of the
constituency, to be consulted.
All local authorities have been consulted on this Order and no comments have been received.
I should stress that the Order before us today deals purely with polling districts for House of
Keys elections. Polling districts for local authority elections remain unchanged.
The issue of polling districts will be reviewed again after the next General Election to ensure
that variance in the number of electors between polling districts is acceptable and that any
unforeseen consequences of the new boundaries are addressed.
Madam President, I beg to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Henderson.

4660

Mr Henderson: Gura mie eu, Eaghtyrane.
I beg to second and reserve my remarks.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Malarkey.
4665

4670

4675

4680

Mr Malarkey: Thank you, Madam President.
I hope the Court will allow me to indulge here. Unfortunately, I was not in the Court when
the new polling districts were brought through.
I am 100% supportive of the 12 two-seat constituencies, Madam President, but what I was
quite amazed with was when Douglas was reshaped, where the new areas came. My companion
in front of me here and myself sit for South Douglas, that at present is by far the largest
constituency in Douglas, because it has grown over the years from the area that it was – just
Pulrose and Anagh Coar; now we have got Saddlestone and Farmhill, and it goes out to Douglas
Head.
The new district actually shrinks with the new district that has been put forward in this Bill,
which I think is great and it is now four equal shares, but what I cannot understand, Madam
President – and neither can the residents of South Douglas – is why it has suddenly become
West Douglas. It is still the last constituency you drive through on your way to the Airport, it is
still south of Douglas. It has not actually taken in any other part of the boundaries anywhere, but
suddenly the Committee, in their wisdom, decided to call South Douglas West Douglas on this –
The President: Hon. Member, that debate has been done.

4685

Mr Malarkey: I did ask for your indulgence.
What I am asking, Madam President, is since the by-election I have asked the Clerk what it
would take to have West Douglas changed back to South Douglas, changed back in this Bill and
its primary legislation; and what I am going to ask today is… I am going to be bringing forward in
October… asking for leave to introduce a very small amendment in primary legislation to allow
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that to happen. I do hope the Attorney General’s Office will help me to do that very small move
and pass it through quite quickly.
Thank you for allowing –
The President: Hon. Member, that has nothing to do with this this Order. (Interjections) It is
irrelevant to the Order.
The Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Eaghtyrane, can the Shirveishagh Tashtee just clarify, with the likes of…
Unfortunately, we are losing a large chunk of the constituency. The situation is: will the polling
areas have to be in the actual constituency that they represent?
It will be very difficult for the likes of Howstrake ward and the likes of Onchan Parish, that
they do not end up having to go to Laxey in order to vote – or to Lonan even, even though that
would be a compromise, because I do feel that it is an issue that needs to be addressed, to
reassure people that they do not end up with a situation where they have to go further than
where their polling station was; particularly with the recent by-election in North Douglas where
we had the crazy situation where we had people having to pass polling stations in order to walk
another mile and a half to cast their vote. Instead of being able to go to the Methodist Church in
Willaston, they had to go up to the Cronk-y-Berry School to vote, passing the other…
I do hope that there will be some assurance that we will make sure that, with the polling
areas, this issue will be addressed to make sure that we do not have that sort of absurdity that
we did have when it came down to the recent by-election, as far as that is concerned. And I do
hope that those who go into Garff do have some recognition as far as the polling district being
put in a convenient place so that they are able to be facilitated in their democratic right to be
able to vote as far as the polling areas are concerned.
The President: Hon. Member, Mr Quirk.
Mr Quirk: Thank you, Madam President.
I will be talking to the Treasury Minister but not blaming the Treasury Minister as he brings
the Order forward.
Can I draw Members’ attention to the maps that are attached to the Order before us here
today and I defy anybody who is having their district changed to find out where the new polling
districts are.
I would ask our learned Acting Attorney General to give me, maybe, a ruling on this because
we are asked to endorse something here today when I think the maps are not definitive enough,
regarding the Order as here today.
If you look at Onchan, as an example there, we have got all these new blue lines running
through the place and it says, ‘polling districts’ and the red lines mean ‘constituency
boundaries’.
Mr Henderson: Ask for a bigger map.
Mr Quirk: I would draw the learned Attorney to the centre of Onchan, running what we
would call Main Road, Onchan, out towards the Whitebridge. The blue line goes actually down
Royal Avenue. There is no definitive line going through the centre of the village to the top of the
Whitebridge or to the bottom of the Whitebridge before we start.
My concern is that the maps… and it is not the only one; when you look at some of the other
maps, they are not definitive enough to actually say where the constituency… Well, the
boundaries are laid out in red, but the ones that are laid out in blue, which are supposed to
indicate to Members here tonight, to actually endorse as the polling districts, are not definitive
enough. They disappear; they do not connect –
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A Member: It is green. He is colour blind.
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Mr Quirk: – and I think this is a very bad show from whoever drew this up together.
I would also like to chance my arm, Madam President, regarding the loss of the majority of
Onchan as well to the district of Garff, and I echo the sentiments too of Mr Karran regarding the
polling districts.
Minister, there will be confusion when people come to vote, being which side of the road
they actually live on, when they want to vote in Onchan. The concern I will have is will they be
going to the polling district for Onchan or will they be going to the polling district for Garff? If we
do not have a sensible polling area for them to exercise their vote, I will lay it down here now: at
least out of the four and half thousand votes we are giving towards Garff – in exchange for what,
I do not know; maybe we could have taken Laxey Wheel! – there will be a concern really of
those members who do not want to vote.
We are supposed to be making it easier for people to vote. (A Member: Hear, hear.) I could
understand if we were doing it electronically and you were bringing something forward to say
we will have electronic voting on it, but my concern is here: are we going the wrong way round?
I think we are.
The number of people who voted in Onchan was always fairly good. My concern is now, by
splitting this particular district up, by indicating to me what the maps are – and I am deeply
concerned about that; they are not definitive enough – we are asked to endorse something here
tonight which I think is wrong. At the end of the day, we are here to endorse something and put
it into law, and if the maps are not correct and we are endorsing it, we are doing something
wrong.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Thomas.
Mr Thomas: I thank the Treasury Minister for adding in the maps because it is important to
have them in the document that goes to Tynwald to avoid any confusion later. That was me who
raised that and asked for that point.
Secondly, in the Department of Infrastructure having responsibility for the Local Government
Unit, we are actually discussing at the minute how we are going to run the education campaign
for the local authority elections, and that will be the first opportunity to actually make sure that
the public understand all the changes that have been made and I will make sure that all the
issues raised in today’s discussion will be incorporated into that planning for education.

4775

The President: The mover to reply.
The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
There seems to be confusion in some people’s minds about –
4780

A Member: Green and blue!

4785

4790

The Minister: – the areas of the constituency boundaries and what is being proposed here.
Here we are just really trying to fix the polling districts. The actual polling stations, which have
been the topic of three contributions, are determined by the Returning Officer. (Mr Cretney:
Hear, hear.) The Returning Officer will decide where people actually have to go for their votes.
Interesting, in a way: as part of the general election process, Government issues polling
cards, so people are told on that polling card, in the nicest possible way, where to go. (Laughter)
Mr Corkish: Where to go!
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The Minister: But I am sure that potential candidates will also do the same thing; they will
actively –
4795

4800

A Member: They will be told where to go!
The Minister: – tell them where to go and make the right decision, I am sure.
But, as I say, this really is purely administrative. If it did not go through today, then the entire
constituency would be a single polling area. That is the downside.
With that, I am pleased to move the motion standing in my name.
The President: The motion before the Court is set out at Item 29. Those in favour, please say
aye; against, no. The ayes have it. The ayes have it.

30. Fees and Duties Act 1989 –
Meat Hygiene, Inspection and Grading (Fees) (No.2) Order 2015 –
Motion adjourned until October 2015
The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture to move:
That the Meat Hygiene, Inspection and Grading (Fees) (No.2) Order 2015 [SD No 2015/0208]
be approved.
The President: Item 30, Hon. Members, the Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture.
4805

4810

4815

4820

4825

The Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture (Mr Ronan): Thank you, Madam
President.
This Order sets out the hourly rates for charging in respect of meat hygiene inspections and
meat grading services undertaken by staff employed or controlled by the Department.
Previous charging has been levied on a production basis and calculated by weight and
numbers of animals being inspected and graded. However, those rates fall well below the
current cost of providing the required service, having not been updated since 2001.
This Order will revoke the 2001 Order that set the previous fees. Members may be interested
to note that the proposed fees are broadly in line, indeed slightly lower than those currently
charged in the UK.
At present, the Meat Plant operates a kill line which requires the attendance of veterinary
officers, meat hygiene inspectors and meat graders at the plant on any given day or hour. The
operator, Isle of Man Meats, currently pays only around 20% of the cost of the Department and,
ultimately, the taxpayer contributes the remainder.
Following the principles of user pays and after lengthy discussions with Isle of Man Meats,
the Department proposed to introduce hourly rate charges and to increase those charges over a
three-year period, ultimately resulting in full cost recovery.
The charges introduced through this Order are also intended to incentivise Isle of Man Meats
to make more efficient use of the Department’s staff to carry out official controls and a grading
service.
Official controls are mandatory controls to ensure the welfare of animals entering the plant is
not compromised and that the meat leaving the plant is safe to eat. Staff undertaking these
duties include veterinarians contracted to the Department to meet the requirements of welfare
standards and a team of meat hygiene inspectors to ensure food safety.
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The grading service is provided to ensure meat quality. Qualified and experienced meat
graders… to ensure each animal carcass is given the right classification to enable the Meat Plant
to sell meat to the most appropriate market so the farmer can be paid accordingly.
Without adequate funding for these controls, which are provided by Department staff, Isle of
Man Meat may not be in a position to trade on the Island or throughout Europe. Every other
country in the European Union, including the United Kingdom, operates various charging
regimes based on hourly charges, having made the move away from charging on a production
basis a number of years ago.
The charges set down in the Order may also be subject to change to reflect any increase
made to salaries in future years. Also close attention will be paid to any changes in charging
throughout the UK and the EU, which may need to be reflected on the Island. This means there
may be a requirement to amend the Order to reflect changes at a later Tynwald.
The Department and Isle of Man Meats are in the process of drawing up a service level
agreement and it is the intention in the draft to review these fees two years after they come into
effect.
With respect to the impact of the charges on farmers, which has always been raised as a valid
concern from members of the Manx National Farmers’ Union, I am optimistic that the
improvements in the efficiency of operation will minimise the actual cost of these services. Isle
of Man Meats is in the process of setting a fair charge to be passed on to farmers – and, Madam
President, I believe this is in the latest newsletter which has gone out from the Isle of Man
Meats – which is within the range charged by UK abattoirs.
This has removed some of the concern from the industry about the level of charges to be
passed on. However, it is understandable that any such additional charge will not be welcomed
by the industry.
My Department is also looking at the issue of equivalency in relation to the Meat Plant
payments and charges. In acknowledging that farmers can choose where to send their livestock,
we cannot afford to have prices and charges in place that are significantly different to those
Meat Plants in the UK which are competing for business. This piece of work on equivalency will
be concluded well in advance of the charges reaching 100% cost recovery.
In conclusion, Madam President, I see the introduction of these fees as an important step in
ensuring that the Meat Plant operates as efficiently as possible, in order to deliver maximum
value for money for the taxpayer and to ensure a fair return to farmers who support the plant. I
hope that fellow Members will recognise this intent and wholeheartedly support it, rather than
merely seeing it as another charge imposed by Government.
Therefore, Madam President, I would like to move the motion standing in my name.
Thank you.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Cretney.
Mr Cretney: I beg to second and reserve my remarks.

4870

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Turner.

4875

4880

Mr Turner: Thank you, Madam President.
I would like to speak against this particular Order. I know that the NFU have a position that
they are also opposed to the introduction of these charges and they are concerned that the
increase of these charges will ultimately make them less competitive and will, no doubt,
encourage more live exports. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
That has been a subject that has been debated many times in this place and certainly when I
was a Member of the Department. There was much discussion about live exports and farmers
were getting better prices by exporting the animals than putting them through the Meat Plant,
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which when the aim is to try to get more throughput to the Plant, this is only going to serve to
encourage less throughput of the Plant and give it further problems.
These are real concerns by the Manx NFU and they have said that it will encourage more live
export of stock for slaughter. They do believe there is a need for transparent pricing and they
understand that under an equivalent killing and processing charge there would be a charge for
these services, but there is no commitment to equivalent to UK competitor and producer
returns, so the current figures actually indicate a significantly higher charge for Manx producers.
The figures I have been supplied with are saying that the current charge for hygiene
inspection and grading is around £2 per beast. The current UK charges are £4 per beast, but the
actual DEFA costs are being quoted out at £12 per beast. Future proposed costs to be charged to
producers, according to Isle of Man Meats, is £19.20 per beast based on the current actual cost
for these services of 6p per kilo. Those are the figures I have been provided with, which I am
sharing with Hon. Members this evening.
The concerns of the NFU are very much based on the assumptions and suggestions by DEFA
that savings may be made – and I must emphasise ‘may be made’ – and perhaps some of the
existing budget for the mandatory services, excluding grading which is not mandatory, could
subvert the additional cost to the producers.
They have been unable to persuade the Department to ring-fence the budget until the
savings and efficiencies have actually materialised, yet they feel the budget could be put into the
development fund available to subvert the Manx charges to an equivalent of the UK charge, if
DEFA and Isle of Man Meats are actually going to deliver the proposed savings which they are
talking about.
The Minister talks about them doing some work to look at how these charges are going to
impact, so I think they are really putting the cart before the horse here. So I think that this is not
a straightforward thing. I think it is going to almost certainly mean that we are going to see more
animals exported to UK abattoirs, which defeats the whole object of running the Meat Plant.
This is something they have really got to get a grip of and we had the discussion time and
time again when I was in the Department and it does not seem to be that the message is getting
through. They seem to be piling on these charges and it really is incentivising farmers who are
running businesses to simply ship the animals out for a better price, less charges and possibly a
better profit. Is that really what the Department is wanting to do? Because what we are going to
see is a reduction in the Meat Plant, and it is going to be coming back requiring more and more
funding. It is almost like Groundhog Day with this facility and I can see we are going to be talking
about it again in 12 months’ time.
So I do not support the introduction of these charges at this stage. I think this Order should
be either withdrawn or the Court should reject it at this juncture.
The President: The Hon. Member of Council, Mr Wild.

4920

4925

Mr Wild: Thank you, Madam President.
The Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee is currently investigating the
impact of this Order on the Isle of Man Meats and the livestock industry, following expressions
of concern. The Committee supports fully the efforts of the Department of Environment, Food
and Agriculture to develop the thriving livestock industry on the Island and the promotion of
local meat products to Island meat retailers, but would prefer to deliver the Committee’s
findings and recommendations in conjunction with this Order.
I would, therefore, like to move an adjournment of this motion until the October sitting of
Tynwald to coincide with the Committee’s report:
That this debate be adjourned until October 2015.
Thank you.
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The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Corkish.
Mr Corkish: Thank you. I am happy to second that suggestion of an adjournment, Madam
President.
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The President: We are now into an adjournment debate, Hon. Members, with the limit of
five-minute speeches.
Hon. Member, Mr Karran.
Mr Karran: Speaking to the adjournment, I think that is the most sensible proposal we have
here.
The fact is that I am led to believe that the presentation we got – and I cannot see there is…. I
got most of the presentation, but in the presentation numbers, the throughput was something
of two or three years earlier, I am led to believe. Can the Minister clarify that, which would
actually mean that the costs as far as per beast is concerned would be actually more than what
has been allocated here, because the figures are about two years out of date? I am not sure
whether that is correct or not, but I am told by a reliable source who would be very embarrassed
if I exposed them as far as that proposal is concerned.
But I feel that an adjournment on this is so important. I really do wonder when I hear these
capitalists, these entrepreneurs, in this Court… I just worry what sort of business sense have we
really got here? This Order, in my opinion, is going to be yet another death knell, like the
Member for Council, for yet more live exports. I think we need a clear assumption as far as what
you get as a beast in the Isle of Man and what you get as a beast in the United Kingdom is
concerned.
The President: Could we confine our attention to the adjournment principles, Hon.
Members?
Mr Karran: Right, but I believe it is important, Eaghtyrane, that if we are going to adjourn,
that these are the sort of issues that need to be addressed if they are going to report on this
proposal.
I just despair, as far as talking about wanting to get Manx industry going. This and the fact
that we have the impact as far as… increasing of charges on disposal of animal waste are going
to be death knells.
So I welcome the proposal by the Member of Council as far as this is concerned. I hope that
common sense will prevail and they will take away… especially if Hon. Members were given
figures that did not stack up to reality as far as a through point as far as the Meat Plant is
concerned in the first place. If they are out of date this will only highlight the issue that the
deficiency on the abattoir would go up and it makes even more illogical business sense than
seems to be quite apparent in this Court.

4970

The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Ronan.

4975

The Minister: Thank you, Madam President.
Speaking on the adjournment, I can confidently see there is a feeling within the Court that
they are unclear on this motion, which is a little bit surprising, considering that one of the main
reasons for this, which you must remember, is that this is supported by Isle of Man Meats –
Mr Turner and another Member: Not by the farmers.
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The Minister: This is largely about inefficiencies in the Meat Plant (Interjections) which was
basically a hidden subsidy. The cost for this was not even on the profit-and-loss balance account,
and –
The President: Are you speaking for or against the adjournment, sir?

4985
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The Minister: I will tell you in a minute, Madam President. (Laughter) (Several Members:
Ooh!) Sorry, Madam President.
What I want to say is I think (Interjection) in the interests of three months, which is
disappointing considering this is wanted by the Isle of Man Meats, I believe this is just a delaying
tactic. We are going to come back in exactly the same position.
One thing which we have been clear on here… Listening to Mr Turner’s comments, it is like
we are all doomed, ‘There are going to be more live exports’. Well, quite the opposite, because
what we are trying to do here is gain equivalency – gain equivalency for the Isle of Man farmers.
I have given them that commitment. We are working towards that; that is going to be due in
weeks.
But it is pretty clear that there seems to be a feeling within the Court that an adjournment to
October is what they want and I would be prepared at this point to make that happen, Madam
President.
A Member: Well done. (Interjection)
The President: The Hon. Member, Mr Turner.

5005

5010

Mr Turner: Can I speak to the adjournment, Madam President?
I think, given that there is a Committee looking into this which will have information… I have
obviously given information that has been given to me. The Committee obviously are, as my
hon. colleague, Mr Wild, said, fully investigating this and I think it would be sensible to support
the adjournment so that we are properly versed with the independent (Mr Corkish: Hear, hear.)
facts from the Policy Review Committee.
So I would support the adjournment that has been moved by my hon. colleague, Mr Wild.
Two Members: Vote.
The President: The Hon. Member, Mrs Beecroft, did you wish to speak to the adjournment?

5015

5020

Mrs Beecroft: Thank you, Madam President, I will be brief.
I am delighted that the adjournment was made. I support it 100%. The Minister knows that
one of my big issues in everything is the issue of live export and I cannot fail to see how the
measures that would be brought in with this Order would not increase those. It makes sense: if
you increase the kill costs, the farmers are going to get less and live exports are going to go up.
(Interjection)
It is a complicated issue but that is it in a nutshell.
The Minister: Not if you get equivalency.

5025

5030

Mrs Beecroft: Equivalency works both ways, Minister. You are working on equivalency one
way, but you are expecting equivalency right now on the other side. It has to be fair and
balanced and it comes back to the fairness issue that we have been talking about during the
whole of this sitting. It has to be seen to be fair and at the moment it does not feel to be fair, so I
am delighted to support the adjournment motion.
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The President: Hon. Member, Mr Cregeen.

5035

Mr Cregeen: Thank you, Madam President.
I think the Minister was overgenerous about saying the Meat Plant wants this. I think they
support it because it actually clears up –
The President: Are you speaking for an adjournment, sir?
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Mr Cregeen: I am speaking to the adjournment, but the reason why I am supporting the
adjournment is that this was thrust upon them, this is what they were going to be given.
The only thing that does concern me… I had spoken to the Minister previously about this and
he was saying that they have got this report into equivalency and I wish he could just clarify: he
did say that he would hope that he would have the equivalency before 100% of the fees come
in. That is in three years’ time. I thought that he would have had his report possibly in the threemonth period. If he could just confirm his report will be done in three months, not in three
years – (Interjection) and that the Committee’s response would be proportionate to when his
report is out?
The President: Hon. Members, I think we could probably ask the mover (Several Members:
Hear, hear.) of the adjournment to reply, unless anyone else wishes to speak for or against?
Mr Wild: Just to thank everybody who has given their support. It is not meant to be a
criticism of the Department but just simply an exercise in facts and clarification, (A Member:
Hear, hear.) and, regrettably, there are still areas that need clarification.
So I think enough has been said. It is trying to help the industry, help the Meat Plant, help
Manx produce and, hopefully, my intervention can be seen in a positive way.
Thank you.
A Member: Hear, hear.
The President: Hon. Members, before we move to the vote I just advise that if this vote is
successful, the Order before us has a commencement date of 1st August and the Department
would have to make a fresh Order with a new date on. That is a technical point. It is not to
influence anybody either way.
A Member: It influences me.

5070

The President: We now move to the vote, Hon. Members, which requires a majority in each
branch… at least a quorum in each branch – 13 and 5.
Are you ready for a vote?
The Deputy Clerk: Yes.

5075

The President: We will take an electronic vote, Hon. Members. It clears the numbers straight
away. (Interjections) You are voting for an adjournment or against an adjournment. (Interjection
and laughter)
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In the Keys – Ayes 20, Noes 0
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FOR
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Bell
Mr Cannan
Mr Cregeen
Mr Hall
Mr Houghton
Mr Karran
Mr Malarkey
Mr Peake
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
Mr Skelly
Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Thomas
Mr Watterson

AGAINST
None

The Speaker: Madam President, in the Keys, 20 votes for, 0 against.
In the Council – Ayes 9, Noes 0
FOR
Mr Anderson
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Henderson
The Lord Bishop
Mr Turner
Mr Wild

AGAINST
None

5080

The President: In the Council, 9 for, no votes against. The Item is adjourned, Hon. Members.

Suspension of Standing Order 1.2(2) to sit until the end of Item 41 –
Motion lost
The President: We turn to Item 31. I call on the Minister for Environment, Food and
Agriculture –
5085

Mr Anderson: Madam President, it is eight o’clock.
The President: I am sorry. I noticed at eight, and we have gone past. So eight o’clock – we
have to make a decision about how long you want to continue. (Interjection)
5090

Mr Watterson: Madam President, could I propose that we at least complete the Orders –
that is, to the completion of Item 41:
That Standing Order 1.2(2) be suspended to sit until the end of Item 41.
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The President: We have a proposal, Hon. Members. Is that agreed?
5095

Mr Henderson: I second.
The President: Is that agreed by the Court? (Several Members: No.) No.
Do we have any alternative proposals?

5100

Mrs Beecroft: We go home.
Mr Karran: I propose that we go now and start afresh in the morning. (Mrs Beecroft: Yes!)
(Laughter and interjection)

5105

The President: The proposal to suspend Standing Orders is not supported, it seems, Hon.
Members.
Mr Watterson: Madam President, surely we can have a vote on the suspension of Standing
Orders?

5110

The President: Yes, indeed we can if you wish.
Mr Quirk: Up to Item 41, you said?
5115

Mr Watterson: To the end of Item 41, yes. (Interjections)
The President: Sorry, the voting is not clear, I am told. The proposal is that suspension of
Standing Orders take place in order to continue to the completion of Item 41. Is that correct?

5120

Mr Watterson: That is correct, Madam President.
The President: So you are voting in favour of suspension of Standing Orders to continue to
Item 41. That is if you vote yes. If you vote no, it means –

5125

A Member: Going home! (Interjection)
The President: – we are going home.
Electronic voting resulted as follows:
In Tynwald – Ayes 17, Noes 12
FOR
Mr Bell
Mr Coleman
Mr Corkish
Mr Cregeen
Mr Cretney
Mr Crookall
Mr Hall
Mr Henderson
Mr Houghton
Mr Malarkey
Mr Quayle
Mr Quirk
Mr Skelly

AGAINST
Mr Anderson
Mrs Beecroft
Mr Cannan
Mr Karran
Mr Peake
Mr Robertshaw
Mr Ronan
Mr Shimmin
Mr Singer
The Lord Bishop
Mr Thomas
Mr Wild
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Mr Teare
The Speaker
Mr Turner
Mr Watterson
5130

The President: The result of the ballot, Hon. Members, is that 17 Members voted for and 12
against.
Now, I need that to be divided between the Keys and the Council.
The Deputy Clerk: Madam President, it is a combined vote and you need 22 votes…

5135

The President: I am sorry. At eight o’clock, it is a combined vote and we need 22, so it has
failed.
Hon. Members, the Court will now adjourn and the adjournment will be until 10.30 a.m.
The Court adjourned at 8.11 p.m.
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